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>SIpE\\jEZpRI\IbEZp[IIgT\Rp^JpgSIp=^GTIgnplTZZpFIpSIZHpEhp�pa�[�p^\p
�p3j\Ip�   pEgpgSIp*j[FIcZE\Hp*^T\p-ETcpT\pgSIp*j[FIcZE\Hp/^gIZ�p
8EcFZIp(cGSpT\p7^\H^\�p>SIpFjfT\Iffp̂ JpgSIp[IIgT\RplTZZpFI!p
o h p̂ cIGITkIp gSIp*^j\GTZ�fpbIa^cgp^\pgSIpEGgTkTgTIfp^JpgSIp=^GTIgn
HjbV\RphSIpacIkT^jfpnIEc&
o h p̂ cIGITkIpE\HpG^\fTHIbpgSIp=^GTIgn�fpEGG^j\gfpL_cpgSIpacIkT^jf
nIEc%p
o h p̂IZIGgp[I[FIbfp^JpgSIp*^j\GTZ�
>SIp =^GTIgn�fp G^\fgTgjgT^\p ac^kTHIfp hSEgp Ehp hSIp E\\jEZp RI\IbEZ
[IIgT\Rp T\p �   �p E\Hp Egp IkIcnp gSTcHp E\\jEZp RI\IbEZp [IIgT\R
hSIbIEJgIc�pEZZp^JJTGIbfpE\Hp^hSIbp[I[FIcfp^JphSIp=^GTIgn�fpG^j\GTZ
�lTgSp gSIp ImGIagT^\p ^Jp hSIp cIRT^\EZp fIGcIgEcTIf�p EcIp g^p fhE\HpOc
IZIGhT^\p^cpbI�IZIGgT^\�p >SIp^MTGIcfpEcIp=IGcIhEbnp.I\IbEZ
p+Iajgn
=IGcIgEbnp .I\IcEZ�p >cIEfjcIc�p 9IlfZIggIbp ,HTg^c
p =IGbIgEbn	
8I[FIcfSTap=IGcIgEbn�p;jFZTGEgT^\fp=IGbIgEcnpE\Hp\^gp[^cIpgSE\
hSbIIp ^gSIbp [I[FIcfp ^Jp gSIp =^GTIgn�p >SIp [I[FIbfp ^Jp gSI
ac^kTfT^\EZp G^j\GTZp EbIp 9TGYp <S^HIf
�p=IGcIgEcnp.I\IbEZ&p =gE\
.^b^\�p +Iajgnp=IGcIgEcnp.I\IcEZp E\Hp9IlfZIghIcp ,HTg^c&p +EkTH
;cTIfgZIn
p >cIEfjbIc&p ;IhIcp =[ThS
p =IGcIhEcn&p 4^Ip *cTFF

;jFZTGEhT^\fp=IGbIgEbn&p;EjZpATgSIbf�p8I[FIbfSTap=IGbIhEcn&p^gSIc
[I[FIcfp >^\np /^Z[If
p@I\IhTEp ;^chIb
p E\Hp /^lEcHp =T[[^\f�
(ZZp[I[FIcfp^JphSIpab^kTfT^\EZpG^j\GTZpEbIpfgE\HT\RpObpbI�IZIGhT^\
EhphSIp[IIgT\R�p 9^p^gSIcpGE\HTHEgIfpSEkIpFII\p\^[T\EgIH�p 0Jpn^j
EcIpj\EFZIpg^pEghI\HpgSIp[IIgT\RpFjgplTfSpg^pk^gIpn^jp[EnpEaa^T\h
gSIpGSETb[E\p^JpgSIp[IIgT\Rp^bpf^[Ip^gSIcp[I[FIcpEfpn^jcpac^mn
g^pk^gIp ^\p Ep a^ZZp T\p n^jcp aZEGI�p (pOb[p^Jpac^mnp J`cpjfIpEgp gSI
[IIgT\RpTfI\GZ^fIH�p >^pFIpkEZTHpgSTfp[jfgpFIpfTR\IHpE\HpbIgjeIH
T\pEGG^cHE\GIplTgSpgSIpT\fgcjGgT^\fp̂ \pTg�
(JgIbpgSIp[IIgT\RpgSIcIplTZZpFIphEZYfp^\pgSIpJ`ZZ^lT\R"
o >^\np/^Z[If"pEpRZE\GIpEgp=bTp6E\YE
o 9TGS^ZEfp<S^HIf#p>bUajcEp �
o +EkTHp;bUIfgZIn"pEp>jbY^[E\pfjFWIGg
(ZZp[I[FIcfpEbIpT\kThIHpg^pEhgI\H
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/EkT\Rp EGhIHpEfp<IRT^\EZp =IGbIgEcnpOcp gSIp?\ThIHp5T\RH^[p E\Hp
0bIZE\Hp fT\GIp � ��
p5I\pATRRT\fpSEfpJT\EZZnpHIGTHIHpg^pSE\Hp^kIcp
gSIpcIT\fpg^pEpn^j\RIcp[I[FIcp^Jp:9=�p9^lpT\pSTfp��f
p5I\pTfp̂ \Ip
^Jp gSIp J^j\HIcp [I[FIbfp ^Jp:9=�p /IpSEfp FII\p G^ZZIGgT\Rp G^T\fp
fT\GIpSIplEfpEpf[EZZpF^npE\HpSTfp[ET\pEcIEp^JpT\gIcIfhp J`bp[E\np
nIEcfpSEfpFII\p gSIpG^T\fp^JpgSIp1\HTE\p ;cT\GIZnp=gEgIfpE\Hp^gSIcp
G^\gI[a^cEcnp 1\HTE\p TffjIf�p (p fS^bgp ac^KTZIp^Jp5I\p EaaIEcIHp T\p
9IlfZIggIcp ���p�8En�3j\Ip 2p ����p>SIp=^GTIhnpTfpRcIEgZnpT\HIFhIHp
h p̂5I\pJ^cpEZZpSTfpl^cYp^\pTgfpFISEZJpE\HplIpS^aIpSIplTZZpG^\hT]jIp
h p̂I\X^npSTfpG^ZZIGgT\RpEGgTkTgTIfpE\HpSTfp[I[FIbfSTapg^pgSIpPZZ�p

>SIp\Ilp<IRT^\EZp=IGcIgEcn�p g^pcIaZEGIp����� Tfp;IhIcp=[TgS
p
gSIp=^GTIhn�fpGjcbI\hp=IGcIgEbn	plS^pSEfpRI\Ic^jfZnpERcIIHpg^pgEYIp
^\p F^gSp d^ZIf�p ;IgIcp SEfp G^ZZIGgIHp G^T\fp fT\GIp SIplEfpkIcnpn^j\Rp
E\Hp SEfp Ep Fc^EHp T\gIcIfgp T\pgSIpE\GTI\gp E\Hp[IHTIkEZp G^T\ERIp^Jp
0cE\�p(JRSE\TfgE\pE\Hp\^cgSIep0\HTE�p /IpTfpEpZElnIcpE\HpZTkIfpT\p

AE\Hfl^chSpT\pf^jgSplIfgp6^\H^\�p
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A^jZHp[I[FIcfpT\p hSIp?5pE\Hp 0bIZE\HpaZIEfIp\^hIpgSEhpE\np
j\aETHpfjFfGbTahT^\fpfS^jZHpFIpaETHpEfpf^^\pEfpa^ffTFZIpg^p;IgIcpEhp
gSIpEHHbIffpEF^kI�p

���0���*!,�0
:9=p[I[FIbp@ZEHT[Tbp)IZnEIkpSEfpYT\HZnpj\HIcgEYI\pg^pfIhpjapE\p
:9=p AIFfTgIp ^\p hSIp =^GTIgn�fp FISEZJ�p >SIp EHHcIffp Tfp
 +,(���...�'&*&-%!*�')�0�p(hphSIp[^[I\h
pgSIpfTgIpTfpT\pE\pT\TgTEZp
fgEgI�p >SIp ET[p Tfp h^p SEkIp T\J^c[EgT^\p EF^jhp hSIp :9=p E\Hp Tgfp
EGgTkThTIf
p Tgfp ajFZTGEgT^\f
p E\p T\HImp ^Jp G^\gI\gfp^Jp\IlfZIghIcf
p
fIZIGhIHp EchTGZIfpE\Hp T\J^c[EgT^\p ^\p ^cTI\gEZpG^T\f�p Ep J^bj[p J^cp
[I[FIbfpIgG�p>SIcIpl^jZHpFIpaERIfpEkETZEFZIph^pgSIpRI\IbEZpajFZTGp
E\Hp^gSIcfpJ`cp[I[FIcfp^\Zn�p;ZIEfIpSEkIpEpZ^^YpEhphSIpfThIpEfpTgpTfp
Egp gSIp[^[I\hpE\HpZIgp[IpE\Hp@ZEHT[Tcp SEkIpE\npG^[[I\hfpE\Hp
fjRRIfgT^\f�p

1p SEkIp G^[aTZIHp E\p ImgI\fTkIp T\HImp ^Jp \IlfZIghIcp G^\hI\gfp
lSTGSpTfp\^lpEkETZEFZIp^\pgSIpfTgI�p(\np[I[FIbfplTfST\Rpg^pSEkIpEp
G^anp^JphSIpNZIpFnpI�[ETZpfS^jZHpZIgp[IpY\^l�p
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)EGYpG^aTIfp^Jp[^fhp^JphSIp9IlfZIggIcfp�\^gp\IGIffEcTZnpEZZpTffjIf�p
gS^jRSp aS^g^G^aTIfp GE\p FIp [EHIp ^Jp [^fhp ^Jp gS^fIp \^p Z^\RIbp
EkETZEFZI�pGE\pFIp^FgET\IHpJc^[p;EjZpE\Hp)I\gIpATgSIbfpEgp.EZEgEp
;cT\g�p -^bp HIgETZfp ^Jp acTGIfp IhG��p G^\gEGg$p ;EjZp ATgSIbf�p I�[ETZ"p
;EjZ'REZEhEG^T\f�HI[^\�G^�pjY
pSgha"��lll�REZEhEG^T\f�HI[^\�G^�p
jY�9IhZTfi8ET\�Sh[Zp ^bp Fnp a^fg"p >SIp :ZHpBSThIp 7T^\
p 8EcYIgp
=hbIIg
p6ZE\QZZT\
p;^lnfp=D��p�)C�p?5�p+^p\^gpJ`cRIgph^pT\GZjHIp
n^jbp[ETZpEHHcIff�p<IRT^\EZp=IGcIhEbUIfpEZf^pS^ZHpZT[TgIHpfh^GYfp^Jp
GIcgET\pFEGYpTffjIfp^JpgSIp\IlfZIggIb�p
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AThSphSTfp TffjIplIpEcIpajFZTfST\RpEpfjaaZI[I\gpFnp=gIkIp(ZFj[p
I\gTgZIHp��!
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http://www.onsnumis.org
mailto:Paul@galatacoins.demon.co.uk
http://www.galatacoins.demon.co
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JESaka 
Early Saka / Sogdian 
Gondophares I 
Abdagases 
Duplicates Gond /Abd 
Orthagnes / Gadana 
Ybouzanes 
Sarpedanes 
Sanabares 

10 
117 
221 
i';2 
61 
61 

8 
39 

8 

Miscellaneous 
Tnbal / city coins 
Punchmarked 
Kushan 
Parthian 
Choresmian 
Eastern Arabian 
Other 

74 
120 
165 
126 
98 
30 

148 
100 

Other News 
1. Senior Collection Of Indo-Scythic Coins 
Over a period of 40 years R C Senior amassed the largest and 
most comprehensive collection of this series ever made and it 
contains over 90% of all the known coin types RCS has written 
many articles on these coins and for nearly a decade has been 
working on a catalogue and history of the coinage In December 
1998 the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford was enabled to acquire the 
entire collection which, together with their existing collection of 
Bactrian and Indo-Greek coins, makes the Museum the leader in 
the study of ancient oriental coinages of north-western India 

In total the Senior Collection comprises 5,600 coins, a great 
many of which are known from a single specimen or are very rare 
and no study of the Indo-Scythians would be complete without 
reference to it It is highly unlikely that such a collection could 
ever be amassed again A lifetime study of these coins has 
convinced the collector that, contrary to received wisdom, there 
was only one king called Azes - who died c 20 BC, that 
Gondophares I ruled c 5 0 - 5 BC and that if St Thomas did visit 
India then it was Gondophares-Sases he would have met c 40 AD 
These conclusions have a direct effect on the identification of the 
coinage of the Apracarajas, the chronology of the Kushan and of 
the Satraps who followed Azes Notes on these and related topics 
have been published by the ONS over the years and will be tully 
covered in the aforementioned catalogue when it finally comes to 
pnnt 

The Ashmolean is refurbishing the entrance to the Heberden 
Coin Room and when this is completed, a selection from the Senior 
Collection will be exhibited there A summary of the range of the 
collection is as follows 

Ruler / dynasty 
Maues 
Azihses 
Vonones group 
Azes 
Apracas / Aspavarma 
Gondophares-Sases 
Zeionises 
Misc rulers 
Kharahostes family 
Bhadrayasha 
Rajuvula family 
c/m Parthian etc 

No. 
86 

334 
144 

1891 
256 
193 
61 

9 
65 

2 
65 
57 

Ruler / dynasty 
Sanabares £ drachms 
Pakores 
Cheiroukes 
Later Indo-Parthian 
"Arda Mitra" types 
Paratarajas 
Abhiraka 
Bhumaka 
Nahapana 
o/s Nahapana 
Chastana 
other satraps 

No. 
76 
97 

2 
55 
21 
36 
6 

24 
73 
24 
41 

451 

2. Michael Bates has written to say that he has found the 
Encyclopaedia Iranica on the Internet, at least part of it As an 
experiment, the editors have put the articles for the letters D and E 
on their Web page These articles can be read and printed The 
letter D includes the articles "Dinar" and "Dirham" which you may 
enjoy reading The letter E, because of EIranica's unusual 
transliteration, includes men with names beginning "Ibn " 

The address is http //www iranica com/ 
You have to download a font to be able to read the articles - it 

IS provided on the page and quite easy to use Hint download into 
c \Windows\fonts\ Then close your browser (get off the net) and 
come back m again 

3. Emin Ulug (ulug@mail utexas edu) has informed us that a new 
electronic listserver has been set up by Mr Fawzan Barrage for 
discussions related to medieval Islamic numismatics The purpose 
of this discussion group is to provide a place to share knowledge 
and information about the hobby of collecting Medieval Islamic 
coins It is a place for the novice and the experienced alike A place 
to meet, exchange the latest news, and address the latest concerns " 

To date, some 40 persons have already signed up for this 
service, which functions as either an e-mail or internet-accessible 
network for discussions in the field To date, topics have included 
the identification ot coins, deciphering of legends, mints, sources 
for books and coins, internet auctions, websites, etc The 
discussions are very informal but extremely informative to both the 
novice and the specialist Of course, these services are free of 
charge and participants are under no obligation whatsoever 
Interested parties can sign up for this service by sending a blank 
email message with the following headers 

TO islamic_coins-req-sl I3@egroups com 
RE Please join islamic_coins@egroups com 
Alternatively, information regarding this group can be 

requested from the group moderator (Fawzan Barrage) at 
barrage@sympatico ca or myselt (Emin Ulug) at 
ulug@mail utexas edu, or by visiting the e-group help page 
http //www eGroups com/info/hclp html 

As more and more people gain access to the internet, it is 
hoped that the listserver will provide a new avenue for 
communication among persons interested in Islamic numismatics 
and we extend a hearty invitation to all members of the ONS 

4. The International congress on Money Muscology will be held in 
Madrid from 4 to 8 October 1999 in the Casa de la Moneda 
Museum lacilities During the course of this congress, the 
International Committee for Monetary and Banking Museums 
(ICOMON) will hold its VI annual conference The theme for the 
congress will be A new monetary museology for the 21st century 
Invitations to this congress are extended to all museum 
professionals who carry out their activities in the museums of 
banks, mints, numismatic houses, etc, or in those attached to 
university departments, research centres, conservation laboratories 
anywhere in the world For further information please contact Dr 
Rafael Feria, Director of the Museo Casa de la Moneda, tel ++34 
91 566 6544, fax ++34 91 566 6809, e-mail museo@fnmt es 

You can also visit the Museum on the Internet at 
http //www fnmt es/museo 

5 American Numismatic Society Acquires New Home 
The ANS will be leaving its Audubon Terrace site to a new home 
at 140 William Street in lower Manhattan's historic, cultural and 
financial centre The new location is a fine seven storey building 
originally built as a bank It is over the Fulton Street subway 
station and close to the World Trade Center The date for the move 
is not yet available 
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6. Hirayama Trainee Curators at the British Museum 
As part of a scheme funded by the Hirayama Institute for Silk 

Road Studies, in Kamakura, Japan, the Museum invites young 
numismatists from abroad to study its Central Asian coin collection 
and to learn about modern numismatic method and museum 
practice This year the Museum is hosting two Hirayama Trainee 
curators Miss Sutapa Sinha, a fellow of the Centre for 
Archaeological studies and Training, Eastern India, Calcutta, and 
Mrs Chnstine Frohlich-WiUey, a research student working on com 
collections in the Bibliothèque Nationale and the Musée Guimet, 
Paris 

Sutapa Sinha is a specialist in the coinages of the Sultanate of 
Bengal, and is studying the coinages of Northern India in the pre-
Islamic period to broaden her understanding of the context of 
Sultanate Coinage She will be in the Museum until July Chnstine 
Frohlich-WiUey is specialising in the coinages of the Indo-Scythian 
and Indo-Parthian rulers of ancient Pakistan, and will be with us 
until May 

Auction News 
Baldwin's Auctions Ltd recently held their first Islamic auction in 
Dubai For further information on this and future events please 
contact Charles Riley, Baldwin's Auctions Ltd, 11 Adelphi 
Terrace, London WC^N 6BJ, UK, tel ++44 171 930 9808, fax 
++44 171 930 9450 

Spink & Son Ltd will be auctioning the Turath Collection of 
Islamic coins on 25 May and 13 October 1999 in London This 
collection, formed in the 1970s, contains over 6000 coins in gold, 
silver and copper and includes many rarities from the earliest 
Umayyad coinage to modern Iran For more information and the 
catalogues please contact Julie Franklin on ++44 171 747 6864, 
fax ++44 171 839 4853, e-mail jfranklin@christies com 

New and Recent Publications 
'THE DECLINE OF THE INDO-GREEKS' A reappraisal of the 
chronology from the time of Menander to that of Azes R C 
Senior and D MacDonald Monograph 2 of the Hellenic 
Numismatic Society 17 5 x 24 5 cm, 126 pages of which 70 are in 
English and 56 are the Greek translation of the text 10 tables and 
three pages of plates plus map and several other figures and 
illustrations in the text 

The following information has been provided by Bob Senior 
The impetus to wnte this paper came from an overstnke identified 
by Dr D MacDonald Published in this monograph, it is of 
Heliocles II over Hermaios and changes the considered order of 
these kings A study of all the known overstrikes and examination 
of the hoard evidence completely revises the previously accepted 
sequences and shows a more logical succession of monograms and 
types This necessitates a revised chronology for many of these 
'Indo-Greek' monarchs A possible peripatetic 'Court mint' is also 
suggested The relationship with the early Indo-Scythian coinage is 
considered and the matter of who issued the posthumous-Hermaios 
coins In an addendum a new and remarkable find is published, the 
coin of the 'Indo-Greek' king Artemidoros on which he states that 
he is the son of the Scythian king, Maues' This coin alone forces 
one to reconsider just who were Scythians and who Greeks in this 
time of transition Several of the coins illustrated are unique or not 
to be found in other published works and this monograph will 
prove to be a landmark in future studies of this series 

Printed in hmited numbers, copies can be obtained from the 
Hellenic Numismatic Society or direct from R C Senior, Butleigh 
Court Tower, Glastonbury, Somerset BA6 8SA, U K (£20 + p p 
£1 50 UK, £2 50 Europe or £4 50 world wide/airmail) Fax 0044 
1458 850119 

Rajuvula Some early thoughts on the subject have appeared in past 
ONS Newsletters The Tax receipt from Hellenistic Bactria by Rea, 
Senior and Holhs Mostly in Greek but with an English summary, 
this article publishes a colour photograph of the only Greek 
parchment to survive bearing the name of a Bactnan king -
Antimachos Theos It also refers to two joint kings, Eumenes and a 
second Antimachos, thus solving the mystery of whether there 
were two kings of this name or just one Two plates of Bactnan 
coins are included Other articles are on Greek coins 

The address of the HNS is A Metaxa 28, 106 81 Athens, 
Greece R C Senior has a few copies available 

Vol 15 had articles By O Bopearachchi on Sophytes, the 
enigmatic ruler, a tribute to Kenneth MacKenzie (ONS member) 
by Hans Wilski and A P Tzamalis, a note by K MacKenzie on A 
billet' from Ophrynion, an article by P G Kokkas Concerning the 
Ottoman mint of Serres, and S K Kofopoulos The forged billets of 
Mytilene in the Ottoman penod 

Lists Received 
1 Stephen Album (PO Box 7386, Santa Rosa, Calif 95407, 
USA, tel ++1 707-539-2120, fax ++1 707-539-3348, e-mail 
album® sonic net), hst 151 (February 1999) and list 152 (March 
1999) 
2 Spink Numismatic Circular for February 1999 (Vol CVII, 
number 1), included a section of Islamic coins for sale (Spink & 
Son Ltd, 5,6,7 King Street, St James's, London SWIY 6QS, tel 
++44 171 930 7888, fax++44 171 839 4853) 
3 Robert Tye (Loch Eynort, Isle of South Uist, UK, HS8 5SJ, tel 
++44 1878 710300, fax ++44 1878 710216, e-mail 
robert tye@ndirect co uk) hst SI This is a main stock hst 
4 Galerie Antiker Kunst (Dr Simonian BmbH, Oberstrasse 110, 
D-20149 Hamburg, Germany, tel ++49 40 455060, fax ++49 40 
448244) hst of Islamic and onental coins, March 1999 
5 Jean Elsen (Tervurenlaan 65, B-1040 Brussels, Belgium, tel 
++32 2 734 6356, fax ++32 2 735 7778, http //www elsen be) list 
203, March-Apnl 1999, includes various oriental coins 
6 Spink Numismatic Circular, vol CVII / 3 (Apnl 1999) 
contains a list of Ottoman coins for sale (Spink & Son Ltd, 5, 6 and 
7 King Street, St James's, London SWIY 6QS, UK, tel ++44 171 
930 7888, fax ++44 171 839 4853, e-mail spink@btinternetcom) 

Reviews 
Magic coins of Java, Bali and the Malay Peninsula by Joe Cnbb 
288pp 80 plates with 464 com ilUustrations and figures London 
1999, ISBN 0 7141 0881 2 
Published by the Bntish Museum Press Price £75 

More than 125 years have passed since the pubhcation of 
Millies' catalogue of the coinage of the Indian Archipelago and 
Malayan Peninsula which included a substantial number of 
Javanese temple coins In those 125 years only fragmentary 
numismatic documentation involving magic pieces was published 
Therefore the publication of the present book is a modern 
milestone The book contains a wealth of documentation not only 
of the pieces themselves, but also of their non-currency purpose 
and the background of the ceremonies, symbolism and 
mythological figures shown The catalogue is based on the Raffles 
collection of coin-shaped charms from Java in the British Museum, 
supplemented with data from other sources Raffles' activities 
emphasize plainly the lack of interest of the Dutch for Javanese 
history and culture during the preceding VOC administration that 
was devoted mainly to the pursuits of commerce Only in 1847 did 
a Dutch publication appear mentioning Javanese temple-
coins(gobogs) 

The pieces are classified into 333 different types based on 
1050 specimens and grouped within 19 series according to their 
likely date and place of production 

The catalogue is preceded by a number of introductory 
sections These include 
1 Content and Arrangement, 
2 Collections and Scholarship, 
3 Classification and Designs, 

NOMISMATIKA XPONIKA No 16 The Journal of the Hellenic 
Numismatic Society This publication is issued annually to 
members (subscription £22) and usually averages around 150 
pages Articles are usually in English with a Greek translation after 
them The Journal is printed on high quality china clay paper 
Articles of interest to ONS members in volume 16 are The last 
Greek kings in India by R C Senior, which deals with the Kings 
called Strato who struck coins in 'Jammu' up to the rule of 



4 Dating and Function 
5 Magic coins 

The 4th section contains an interesting table on their metallic 
composition This gives strong support to the idea that they were 
made from melted down Chinese cash 

After the catalogue and following the bibliography are two 
appendices Appendix 1 lists the origin or whereabouts of the 
pieces, appendix 2 gives the translation of the vanous Arabic and 
Malay inscriptions The two appendices are followed by three 
indexes designs, design elements and general 

There are 64 plates illustrating 464 specimens and 16 
comparative plates with 48 figures 

I have only one major criticism that involves the production 
and popularity of use of the gobogs The author mentions on 
several occasions the practice of imitating and the use of originals 
for the production of moulds as common practice Together with 
the large section on their possible function, this would suggest a 
large scale production throughout the ages and a use by a large 
number of people 

The data on coin-finds as mentioned in the Minutes of the 
Batavian Society of Arts and Science (MBSAS) in the period 
1864-1914, however, show that as compared to the amounts of 
Chinese cash and silver Hindu-pieces, the gobogs are generally 
found in small numbers One exception is the find of 415 buried 
gobogs in 1893 near Bagelen Evidence for large scale production 
is found only from the beginning of the twentieth century and later 
In 1903 the Dutch numismatist Van der Chys suspected the 
presence of a fabrication unit on the eastern part of Java, based on 
the frequent offers of brand-new gobogs 

It IS a pity that the author does not comment on the gobog-
finds referred to in the article by Robert Wicks (1986) In 1915 
nearly 2500 pieces were found in the region of Kediri and very 
surprisingly according to the Dutch journal "Oudheidkundig 
Verslag" in 1940 more than 8500 gobogs were discovered The 
largest finds of 2500 and 4561 pieces were in the regions of 
Tritikoelon and Banjoemas respectively 

A small number of minor criticisms can be made 
The criteria for inclusion or exclusion of certain classes of pieces 
are not quite clear For example, on the one hand one might argue 
against the inclusion of pieces like nos 282 or 283, since they do 
not bear figures and arc far away from the Javanese-style pieces 
On the other hand they fall within the definition of the term "Magic 
coin" as given on page 9 But then it is not clear why Chinese coin-
shaped charms produced in Java or the Malay Peninsula, are not 
included 

For the sake of completeness and also to avoid the idea of 
neglecting non-British coin prototypes I would prefer to have seen 
mentioned on page 11 and illustrated in the comparative plates also 
Mexican/Spanish pieces from series 15 and the Chinese/Japanese 
pieces from series 17, Group 10 When looking at the semicircular 
arc of small stars present on some pieces like nos 294 and 308, 
one might involuntarily think about a similar design on some US-
trade dollars 

Some alternatives for the wedding idea should have been 
mentioned In MBSAS XLVI, page 108/109 (1908), it has been 
suggested that the tree is not a waringi tree, but a coconut tree (jav 
klapa ) whose leaves (jav goen) play an essential role in the 
Javanese way ot spinning The female figure has been regarded as 
the goddess of spinning 

On page 75 the author comments on the use of kepengs on 
Ball before the twentieth century Until as late as 1930 kepengs 
were still used as small money on the markets 
I am sure this book will revive the study of these long neglected 
Items and will remain undoubtedly for long time the standard 
catalogue for them 
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Ge'ez Legends on Aksumite Coins 
Vincent West © 
While various writers' have listed and translated the Ge'ez legends 
on the coins of the ancient Ethiopian kingdom of Aksum, none has 
attempted to help the reader with no knowledge of the Ge'ez 
language to unravel them for himself so he has had to take them on 
trust This need not be the case as the vocabulary and grammar 

used on coins is limited and this article is intended to provide a 
basic understanding^ 
Ge'ez (Ethiopic) is a Semitic language which survives to this day 
as the liturgical language of the Ethiopian Christian Church Table 
1 gives the Ge'ez alphabet of 26 letters in Ge'ez alphabetic order-' 
Five letters have not yet been found on coins and others appear in 
only one word The coin alphabet is an unvocalised one consisting 
of consonants only, rarely vocalised^ letter forms indicating a 
consonant and specific following vowel are used on the coins 
Ge'ez letters also occur on Aksumite coins in monograms of the 
kings' names, as symbols (control marks'') and even in Greek 
legends, Ge'ez punctuation marks appear on rare occasions All 
these are outside the scope of this article 

Table 2 lists the Ge'ez legends with the coin types on which they 
appear In this and later tables Roman letters are used^ 

Table 1: The Ge'ez Alphabet 
Ge'ez letter 

11 
A 
Wi 
no 
If 

t 
h 
+ 
n 
+ 
• \ 

V 
\x 
h 
0 
0 
H 
P 
K 
7 
m 
i> 
X 
0 
i. 
r 

Roman letter 
h 
1 
H' 
m 
s'o 
r 
s 
q 
b 
t 
x '4 
n 
> 
k 
w 
* 
z 
y 
d 
g„ 
t>' 
pl2 
s'3 
dl5 
f 
pl6 

On coins ? 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes - only in 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes - only in 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
no 
no 
no 
yes - only in 
no 

Table 2. Ge'ez Legends 

Kingls) 

Wazeba 

Wazebd^Ouiands 
Anonymous^ 
Mhdvs 

Kaleb 
Wazcna 
Anonymous AGD ' 

Joel 

Hataz 

Israel 
Gersem 

Annah 

1ype(») 

IS 
16 
17 18 
19 
66 
67 69 
70 
111 1 
I l 7 l 
125 i n 
126 I I I 
118 123 
129 133 
130 135 
n i 132 
134 1 
138 139 
142 
137 141 
140 
144 
147 150 
148 149 
151 
152 
153 

Metal(s) 

AV 
AR 
AR 
AR 
AR 
A V A R 
A h 
AR Al-
AR 
AR 

Ab 
AR AE 
A R A r 
AE 
AE 
A R A F 

A R A E 
Afc 
AE 
A R A E 
AE 
AR 
AE 
AE 

Obv legend 

w/b ni:§ ksm b ^\ /i-K 

Rev 1egend 1 

As obv 
vvzbngS I (none) 1 
wzb nĵ s 
wzb nj»5 
nHsbxs '"^ 
HKS mw mlldys 
mHdvs nj»^ ksm 
nps klb 
ngS wzn 
ng§ ksm 

1 Hzb zydl 
ngs V 1 
v l 

nfi5 
nKS v l 
Hiz 

nsSHtz 
(none) 
ngS ysr 1 
grsm 
nfiS srsm 
ngS rmH 
ngS miH 
nfiS nnH 

(wzb)ngs ksm 
(Grt,ck) 1 
|gz| bHr bkl 

bz msql mw j 
hz mw bmsql 
Ihgrzydl 1 
z> by Imdxn ngS 1 
zy by Imdxn ngS 1 

zwzn zngS 
(Greek) 
ngS 1 
>1 

krsts msln 1 
ngS 1 

ih\ 1 Hzb 
Htz ng^ ksm 1 
§hl1 Hzb 
ng! 1 
bkretsymw ' 1 
§hl wsim 1 
ftH wslm 1 Hzb 
fSH lykn 1 Hzb | 

Tables 3 and 4 provide vocabularies of words and names (divine 
names, personal names and place names) appearing on coins, 
giving the vocalised form (in italics) where known, and the 
meaning In the vocalised form the vowels are added^ and the 
consonants may be doubled 
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Sometimes, as noted, there are alternative vocalisations yielding 
different meanings. In these tables and Table 5 Roman alphabetic 
order' is used for convenience. 
Table 5 provides the vocalisation and translation of each legend. 
I am grateful to David Appleyard for his help with linguistic issues. 

Table 3. Ge'ez Vocabulary - Words 

Table 5. Translations of Ge'ez Legends 

Word 

•Hzb 

b-

b'sy-* 

bz 

fSH 

hüT 

kl 

1 

mdxn 

msln 

msql 

mw" 

ngS 

slm 

§hl 

w-

Vby 

ydl 

ykn -

y m w ' 

z-

z 

Vocalisalion 
(if known) 

'aHzSb 

ba-

be' seya 

ba~:e 

iesseHïT 

ha^ar 

k^ellu 

la-

maiixen 

mcsleha 

ma\qal 

maw a i 

nenui 

nefima 

\alum 

suM 

wa-

ya'ahbevo 

\edlu or ycJallu 

yekun 

ycmawyn;' 

za-

ZL-

M e a n i n g 

people (plural of Hezh) 

in. by, throufih 

man of (from^^ bc'\i "man") 

by this 

lov 

city, country 

everything 

to, for (and special uses noted in Table 5) 

saviour 

with us 

cross 

victorious Seey/WH" 

king 

king of 

mercy 

and 

"he exalts him" (from-'- u huva "to exalt") 

"may it be suitable" or "he is suitable" (from-'' cialu\ia "to 

be suitable") 

"let there be" (from'" kona "to be") 

"he conquers" (from-'' mo'a "to conquer") See m » ' 

who, of 

thib 

Lenend 

• [ t ! z !bHrbk l 
V I 
bkrets ymw 
bz msql mw' 
bz mw ' bmsql 
f ïH lykn l-Hzb 
fSH wsim I'Hzb 
BTsm 
Htz 
Ht / HKS "ksm 
krsis msln 
1 Hzb zvdl 

Ihgrzydl 

mHdys ngS ksm 
-1K5 
ngS 'ksm 
DBS ' m i H 
r u S ' v l 
i ift i bxs' ' 

ngi Htz 
nxSklb 
ngS mw' mHilys 
nBSwzn 
nxS ysr 1 
Shi I'Hzb 
Shi wsIm 
wzb nui 
w / h ngS 'ksm 
wzb ngS ksm b s> 
zKly 
zwznziiES 
zy"by Imdxn ng i 

Vocal tMt ioa ( i f known) 

tazraheH^rha-k^ellu 
huTI 

bu-Kt;rf\lii\ ^ n u j H H t 
ha :i' ma^QuI mauü'i 
hu-ze mawH'1 bu-nut^qul 
fL".ic'Hala-yi-kuiilu uHzah 
feiicHÜHü Milam la- uHzah 
(« 'ot-m 
Huiaz 
Huiaz ncfiuia Ak\um 
Kert^Mo^ ifiL •.Izrui 
la-'aHzah ze-veJIu (or za-
wJallu) 
la-haf'ijr zc-ycJIu (or zu-
yt'Jullu) 
\fHI)ySneRU<a 4k\um 

neama Ak\um 
nujiu.\ ArmuH 
iK'xus h" d 
ne^Li BXS' 
fK'^ui (-lerw/n 
fit'KW* Hulaz 
ncfiWi Kaleh 
iiCfitLi muwÜ'1 MHI))S 
ni-f(U\ H'lizcna 
HLHW. ) i .*rü'c/ 
\tih/ la- uHzah 
sahl MU-w/Jm 
Hazihii /ri'f'u\ 
HuZL'hu nL'Husu Ak^iiin 
Huzthij nt-yc-^u IkMini 
hi-\i-va/(,ii 
za-U'azL-na za-nc^u^ 
-u vtJ'uhhcvo lu-matlxvn 

Trans la l ion 

G o d i n e v e i y t h i n g " 
Joel 
ihrout-b Chnsi he conquers 
by ihis cross victorious 
b\ this victorious bv the cross 
lei there be |o> to the people''' 
pov and peace lo the people 
Oersem 
Haiaz 
tiataz k m ^ ot Aksum 
ChnsI i sw i th us 
mav this be ('«- he who is) suitable 
lor the people 
ma\ this be ('"• he who is) suitable 
for thecilN country 
M I I D Y S k i n n o f Aksum 
kmt! 
k m n o t Aksum 
kmn Armah 
kmn Joel 
k i nuBXSA A 
kinn Oersem 
kin j ; Hataz 
km»; Kaleb 
the victorious kint! M H D Y S 
k i n ^ Wadena 
k i n ^ Israel 
merc\ to ihe people'" 
mercy and peace 
k i r n Wazebu 
Wazebakint-o l Aksum 
Wazeba kiny ot Aksum man ot 
/ < i L Y 
of Wazena-o l thek ing 
the king who exalts the saviour" 

Table 4. Ge'ez Vocabulary - Names 

IName G r o u p 

Divine Names 

Personal Names 

Place Name 

Uncertain Name 

Name 

•gz'bHr 

krsts 

rmH 

y i 
bxs- • 

^rsm 

Htz 

klb 

mHdys 

wzb 

wzn 

ysr" I 

'ksm 

ZRly 

Vocalisation 

(if known) 

V ^zi'aheHTr 

Kcretlift 

'ArmaH 

lyu'B 

(unknown) 

Genem 

Haiaz 

Kaleb 

(unknown) 

conventionallv 

Wazebfuf 

conventionally 

Wazena 

YesrS'ei 

'Ak\um 

(unknown) 

Meaning 

God (literally "The Master of the Land") 

Christ 

Armah 

Joel 

BXSA A" ' 

Gersem 

Hataz 

Kaleb 

M H D Y S " 

Wazeba 

Wazena 

Israel 

Aksum 

ZGLY^^ 

NOTES 
1. Most recently Munro-Hay S.C. and Juel-Jensen B., Aksumite Coinaf;e 
Spink & Son Ltd., 1995 (henceforth AC) which also contains an extensive 
bibiliography 
2. For more information on Ge'ez see Lambdin T.O., Introduction to 
Classical Ethiopic (Ge'ez), Atlanta, 1978 and Leslau W., Concise 
Dictionary of Ge"ez (Cla'isical Ethiopic), Wiesbaden, 1989 
3. For charts of the letter forms appearing on coins see Munro-Hay S.C, 
The Ge'ez and Greek Palaeography of the Coinage of Aksum, Azania XIX, 
1984, p. 134-144 
4. The vocalised syllabary consists of 202 characters 
5. For the legends in Ge'ez letters see AC passim 
6. The vowels added are a e i o u and the long a and e vowels are 
represented by a and e 
I. The precise order used for the 21 letters found on coins is: ' ' bdf g hH 
klmnqrsltwxyz 
9. Usually repesented as h with a dot below, but here for typographical 
convenience as H. This suffices to distinguish it from h above except as 
the first letter of the personal name Htz (Hataz) where the initial letter is 
this one 
10. Possibly pronounced originally sh 
I I . Usually represented as t with a dot below. Since it does not occur on 
coins, it does not appear again in this article 
12. The two ps are usually distinguished using dots above or below (see 
previous note) 
13. Usually represented as .r with a dot below (see previous note) 
14. Pronounced originally ch as in German Bach 
15. Usually represented as d with a dot below (see earlier notes) 
16. See earlier note on ps 
17. Rarely wzb is omitted 
18. The only recorded specimen is fragmentary with perhaps two letters of 
the obverse legend missing. The last letter ' may be a cross 
19. The letters gz in square brackets are restored (see previous note) 
20. "i" here for example refers to 11 li 
21. AGD occurs only as a monogram 
22. Type 125i has the misspelling nns for ngs 
23. AC in error omits the y 
24. This word also occurs in Greek legends on Aksumite coins as BlCl 
25. be'seya is an early form, be'sê is the later one 
26. In the imperfect form 
27. In the subjunctive or imperfect form. Yet other possibilities are the 
forms yadlu and yadallu from the derived verb 'adlawa "to please" 
28. In the subjunctive form 
29. In the imperfect form 
30. Capital letters are used by convention in names with unknown 
vocalisation 
31. See previous note 
32. See previous note 
33.Not as in AC "from God's side we have it" 
34. la- is optional before the subjunctive verb in this construction 
35. For type 144 of king' Israel AC mistranslates this as "peace to the 
people" 
36. A relative clause may precede the noun it modifies. The use of the 
pronoun suffix -o (him) on the verb and la- before the object is a special 
construction for definite objects 
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Notice concerning some rare Sasanian coins 
By M I Mochiri, Paris 
This note brings to the attention of those interested in Sasanian 
coins some material apparently unpublished to date. 
1. Ardashfr I (A.D. 224 - 241) 
It would be surprising if the sign of fravahr, which is usually 
present on coins of other kings, did not appear on those of Ardashfr 
I. We can anyway observe this sign engraved on both shoulders of 
the latter on the obverse of coins nos. 1* and 2. These two coins, 
found in the same hoard and issued from two different dies, show 
that the presence of the sign of fravahr on the coinage of Ardashfr I 
is not exceptional. 
* This coin has already been published in UNESCO's History of Civilizations 
of Central Asia. 1996, Vol. Ill p. 45, Fig. 3. 

An unpublished Mongol dinar from the mint of Shum, 
issued by Chingiz Khan 
By Lawrence Adams and William Warden, Jr 

1. Obv. Bust of king r., wears crown surmounted by globe ^ 
Sign of fravahr on each shoulder Legend from 11 to I: 
Mzdysn bgy 'Ith.stl MLK'n MLK' 'yl'n 
MNW ctly MN yzd'n unio I'^ii-oi-^^^tix^ -^ in)3i>o 

Rev. Holy pyreum on altar. 
Legends, from 3 to 1: 'Itstl ic - r i-
From 11 to 9; NWL..Y ' ;ii 

2. Obv. as no. I. 
Rev. as no. 1, but legends inverted: 
from 9 to 12: ..thtsl ••'^"" = '̂"•'̂ '-
from 1 to 3: NWL'ZY . / ,o, . = .cu2i. 

2. Shapür I (A.D. 241 - 271) 
The interest of coin no. 3 concerns the crown of the attendants on 
the reverse. Without doubt, students of Sasanian coins have 
wondered why, contrary to those of other kings, the coins of 
Shapur I do not have the attendants wearing exactly the same 
crown as the king: in effect, the crowns of the attendants usually 
lack the globe (or korymbos). On the present coin, however, the 
attendants wear a crown surmounted by the globe. This coin is 
therefore typical of the usual coinage of the Sasanian kings and 
atypical of that of Shapür 1, since this coin is the only specimen 
that I have observed during more than 30 years of research. 

The coinage of Ardastir I shows on the reverse the image of a 
fire altar without attendants. Shapur I is therefore the initiator of 
the image of the fire altar with attendants wearing the crown 
without the globe. Afterwards with the reign of his successors until 
the end of the dynasty, the attendants wear a crown with the globe. 
I suspect that coin no. 3 was devised at the end of the reign of 
Shapur I and served as a model for his successors. 
3. Obv. Bust of king r., wears mual crown surmounted by globe, 

with earflap, diadem and drapery. Legend from II to 1: 
mzdysn bgy shpwhiy MLK'n MLK' 'yl'n 
MNW ctly MN yzd'n .-^.- „.̂ .̂-u.-j.-i...̂ -. ,j^...„. 

Rev. Fire altar; on either side, attendant with same crown as the 
king's surmounted by globe. Legends, at left: NWL' ZY ^j^ lu 

at right: shpwhiy 

l\ ^\ Ï 

Obverse 
Shum 
la ilah ilia 
Allah wahdahu 
la sherik 
lahu 
Margin: probable legend from 
the Koran, mostly incomplete 

Wt. 2.39 grams 

Reverse 

la ilah ilia 
Allah Mohammed 
rasul Allah 

Margin: -''^ «^ g^Ljji tŵ  . 
(bismillah duriba) haza ed-dinar 
fi sanartheman ... 
AH (61)8 

This dinar was minted at Shum (Shuman), a town in modern 
Kazakhstan. This region in Transoxania had been part of the 
Khwarazmshah realm, but came under the control of Chingiz Khan 
when he defeated 'Ala al-din Muhammad in 1220 (AH 617). 

This low-weight dinar is rather unusual in that it has the first 
part of the Kalima on the obverse and the second part on the 
reverse. Neither the Great Khan or the Caliph are cited. Although 
the coin is in the style of the Khwarazhmshah dinars, it is apparent 
that the mint was no longer under their control. 

Thanks to Steve Album and Doug Nicol for translating the last 
number of the date as an 8 and attributing the coin. 

Finds of dirhems minted in the Chu and Talas valleys in 
the middle of the 11th century 
by Michael Fedorov 

The finds of such coins in north-east Kirghistan are quite rare and 
provide valuable information. In 1973, at the hill-fort of Krasnaia 
Rechka (the remains of the mediaeval town of Nevaket) in the Chu 
valley, a dirhem of Quz Urdu was found. According to Mahmud 
Kashgari, this was the second name of the mediaeval town of 
Balasaghun'. This coin was minted in 460/1067-68 in the name of 
the supreme ruler of the Western Qarakhanids, Ibrahim Tafghaj 
Khan and his vassal Yusuf b. Burhan al-Daula. The fact that in the 
course of internecine war, the Western Qarakhanids reconquered 
from the Eastern Qarakhanids not only Ferghana and district but 
also the Chu valley together with Balasaghun, and in so doing re-
established their state to the frontiers of what it had been in AH 
415, was not mentioned in surviving chronicles on the history of 
the Qarakhanids. It has become known only following the 
discovery of this dirhem of Quz Urdu^. Several other coins found 
during the 1960s and through the period of the 1980s at the hill-



forts of Krasnaia Rechka and Burana (the remains of mediaeval 
Balasaghun) brought to light the names of some otherwise 
unknown Qarakhanid appanage rulers of the Chu valley dunng the 
penod of the civil wars (1057-1068 AD) In the 1990s, several new 
coins were found Most of these coins were shown to me by the 
students of the Kirghiz State University where I was lectunng m 
the numismatics, archaeology and mediaeval history of Central 
Asia between the years 1971 - 1996 

During this period, two rare coins of Taraz (modern Djambul 
in Kazakhstan) were shown to me by a student who found them at 
Sadyr-Kurgan hill-fort (the mediaeval town of Sheldji) in the Talas 
valley 

1 Taraz AH 436 (AD 1044/1045) Diameter 27 5 mm 
Obverse in the field , . . , , ,,, , , . „ , ,„,o, „ ^, 

Mint/date legend forms a square on the sides of the Kalima 

Reverse within a circle 
f,yLa\/ ijujihaii/ <mi _̂ L|uUji/<dji j]...j •-->./,«j... 

Circular legend 
jj l ALJJI «ill J j^ j i»'^» 

(Qur'an 1X,33) 

This com was was struck by the Eastern Qarakhanid Bughra Khan 
Muhammad, son of Qadir Khan Yusuf, who was the head of the 
Eastern Qarakhanids with his capital at Kashgar After the death of 
Qadir Khan, Muhammad b Yusuf obtained possession of Shash, 
Ispidjab and Taraz as an appanage dominion Hitherto, only the 
coins of AH 428, 431, 441 and 445 of Taraz, minted by this ruler 
were known The coin published here gives a new date of AH 436 

2 Taraz AH 45x (le between AH 451-459, AD 1059-1067) 
Diameter 28 5 mm 
Obverse m the field AJ Ay;, ̂ /o^^j AUI/ÜI AJI ^/j 

Mint/date legend form a square on the sides of the Kalima 

Reverse within a circle ^ ^ ^ ^ juJl jG ,/iJ»Jl ^L^ -OJlĵ L/ ^liJl ail 
Circular legend 

(Qur'an IX, 33) jJl^^jl . . . 

This coin gives us valuable information Profiting from the civil 
war among the Eastern Qarakhanids, the head of the Western 
Qarakhanids, Ibrahim Tafghaj Khan attacked them and 
reconquered from them Ferghana, Shash, Ilaq, Isbidjab and Quz 
Urdu, which were lost by the Western Qarakhanids to Qadir Khan 
Yusuf in the war he started around AD 1025 The fate of Taraz was 
not known The coin of AH 45x proves that this town was also 
reconquered by the Western Qarakhanids, as Ibrahim Tafghaj 
Khan minted coins there 
Another interesting dirhem shown to me was found at the hill-fort 
of Burana 

3 Taraz AH 449, AD 1057-1058 Diameter 24 5 mm 
Obverse m the field aAj^S/oia-j-üJi/ïi <üi :i/>: 

Mint/date legend forms a square on the sides of the Kalima 

Reverse withm a circle 
jiiU ^iLiji/jiUi dJ-Ji ail ywu/f̂ ui aji jj-,j ^^-../aj 

Circular legend fjj,ji]/^\ ^ yjaai/>il 

(Qur'an IX, 33) t" • ^ J ' -^l J>-J 

According to Ibn al-Athir^, Bughra Khan Muhammad named as 
heir apparent his elder son Husain One of his wives, the mother of 
his younger son Ibrahim, contemplated a coup d'état In AH 449 
(AD 1057-1058), she poisoned Bughra Khan, ordered his brother 
Arslan Khan to be strangled (he had been imprisoned by Bughra 
Khan), slaughtered several other Qarakhanids and brought her son 
to the throne Some time later she sent him with an army against 
Inal-tekin, the Qarakhanid ruler of Barskhan Ibrahim's army was 

routed and he fell in the battle The head of the Western 
Qarakhanids, Tafghaj Khan Ibrahim b Nasr used this to his 
advantage He attacked the Eastern Qarakhanids and reconquered 
Taraz (as coin number 2 shows) and other terntones lost to Qadir 
Khan Yusuf about thirty years previously 

So dirhem number 3 above was the first known coin of 
Ibrahim b Muhammad From this coin we learn that his regal title 
was Arslan Khaxpn, his kunya Abü'l muzajfar and his laqab 'Izz 
al-din 

1 V D Gonacheva Srednevekovye gorodikie tsentry t arkhitekturnye 
an^ambh Kirghuzn Frunze 1983, p 58 
2 M N Fedorov Pohtcheskxiia i Uoriia Karakhanidov vo vtoroi polovme 
XI veka Numizmatika i epigrafika, torn XIII, Moskva 1980, pp 43-44, 
Monety idushchie po iledam zavoevatelei Po sledam paniiatnikov istrou 1 
kul'tury Kirghizstana. Frunze 1982, pp 76-79, fig 48, 49 
3 V V Bartold Ocherk istorii Semirech la torn 2 chast 1 Moskva 
1963, p 44 

A new type of coin with the threatening legend 
By Michael Fedorov 

In the Museum of History and Folk Lore at Osh in the Kirghiz 
Republic there is a collection of mediaeval coins gathered by the 
late archaeologist E V Druzhinina with the help of Osh school-
children Two of the coins in this collection attracted my attention 
because of their unusual type (Inv Nr KP 142/2) 

At first It was imnpossible to read the legends, then it occured 
to me that they were not in Arabic but in Turki After the words 
i' "this", ĵ jcLoJl "he who will not take', jLJ»" "will 

be" were read it became clear that this was a new type of coin with 
a threatening legend 

A A Davidovich' wrote that the threatening legends on coins 
were an unprecendented phenomenon for Central Asia and that 
neither before nor after the 13th century AD had such coins been 
minted The threatening legends were testimony to the worsening 
of the so-called "silver crisis" when the fiduciary silvered copper 
dirhems were so debased that the population refused to accept them 
at the high official value set by the state 

The search for analogues led me to 13th century Samarqand 
where the coins with threatening legends had first appeared Thus 
in Rajab of AH 630 (13 April to 12 May 1233 AD), silvered 
copper dirhems were struck in Samarqand with the Persian 

^ ' j ' ^ ' A^ jA j ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ' 9 ^ 9 .lAfljft III! j ^ jL^ o l A 

"/n Samarqand and the neighbourhood of this town anyone who 
will not accept (this com) wilt be deemed a felon '^ And in AH 
663 (24 October to 12 November 1265 AD), coins were struck 
with a threatening legend in Turki 

le "In Samarqand inside and outside anyone who will not accept 
(this coin) will be deemed a felon "^, or "hireling and slave "* 

A companson of the legend in the reverse field of the coins in 
the Osh museum with the legend on the Samarqand dirhems of AH 
663 showed that they were almost identical, the only difference 
being the absence of the conjunction 3 "and" before the word 

ĵJï "slave ' on the Osh museum coin The obverse field 
legend of this coin, however, differed totally from that of the the 
AH 663 Samarqand dirhem And the most important distinction 
was the absence of the name of a town 

The most difficult part to read proved to be the first line of the 
obverse legend The first word was undoubtedly \5^ 'this", 
with the nuqta under the letter showing it to be the letter -^ "b" 
The first four letters of the next word read jlji with the two 
nuqtas clearly visible above the loop of the letter ^ The word 

jijj may be translated in the sense of "valid" The last two 
letters can be read as v^ le the accusative case affix It is 
strange though that the letter é is not linked to the following 
letter as it should be But mistakes in spelling and writing words on 
the coins of the Jagatayids in the 13th century are very common 
For instance, E A Davidovich^ wrote about such mistakes on the 
AH 663-665 dirhems struck in Khojend So I propose to read the 
first line of the obverse legend as 

le "this valid coin ' 



Here is the descnption of the coins in question (figure 1) 

Mint name and date are not visible on the coin Osh Museum of 
History and Folk Lore Inv Nr KP 142/2 
Diameter 35-36 mm 
Obverse in the field, within a circle .̂ jcLoJi / ^\ji jj 

Samarqand, as we do not know of any other town where coins with 
a threatening legend were struck, but the fact that coins were found 
in Osh may suggest they could have been minted there Future 
finds of such coins will, it is hoped, settle this question 

1 E A Davidovich Denezhnoe khoziantvo Sredney Azii v XIII ,Mosk\a 
1972,p 132 
2 Op cit p 17 
3 V V Bartold Iz minti-kabmeta pro SPb Univer'<itete in Zapiski 
Vostochnogo otdelenna Imp Rus^kogo arkheologicheskogo ob^hchestva, 
vol 12/1, 1899, pp 01-04 
4 Z A Al'khamova Klad mednykh poierebrennykh <:amarkand^kikh 
dirkhemov 663 g kh Trudy Tashkentskogo gosudarstvennogo umver^Uela 
n s vol 11 Guraamtamye nauki vol 3, 1950, p 72 
5 E A Davidovich Deenezhnoe khoziaittvo pp 19 20 
6 VV Bartold Iz mints-kabinela p 01 14 
7 ZA Al'khamova Klad mednykh p 72 
8 E A Davidovich Denezhnoe khoziai'itvo p 15 
9 Op cit pp 39,45 

under the second line of the legend is an arabesque A Mamluk ashrafi with countermarks 
Circular marginal legend I 'MjMi l i - - - ^ 

(Mint/date formula'') 
Reverse in the field, with a double circle 

jLxJji / £jla jt} 
under the second line of the legend is an arabesque 
Circular marginal legend im-ui ' i_^ijiriu....K" 

(Mint/date formula'') 
I propose to translate the obverse and reverse field legends as 

follows "He who would not accept this vahd (coin)wdl be deemed 
a felon and a slave " 

As It happens, the Osh museum coins settle a question of how 
the first word of the obverse field legend should be read V V 
Bartold^, who, in 1899, was the first to publish the AH 663 
dirthems of Samarqand, read it as jLi "felon" A A 
Al'khamova, who in in 1950 pubhshed the first hoard of such 
dirhems^, read It as J U "/wre/ing " On the Osh museum coin 
It can be clearly seen that such a reading is impossible because the 
third letter is half as long as the preceding letter "alif" and thus 
cannot be a "lam" So the reading proposed by V V Bartold has 
proved to be correct 

If the reading of the word ^ ' j i "valid" proposed by the 
present writer is correct, then it looks as it the legend on the coin 
from the Osh museum was not only threatening but was also meant 
to be persuasive and admonishing First it sought to persuade 
people that the coin was valid, then it threatened with punishment 
("will be deemed a felon and slave") anyone who refused to accept 
it It IS interesting that in Samarqand the silvered copper dirhems 
with the persuasive legend preceded those with the threatening 
legend Thus in 622/1225 silvered copper dirhems were minted 
with the legend "in Samarqand and neighbourhood this com is 
current"^, in other words, this coin was valid in Samarqand and its 
neighbourhood But persuasion and admonishment did not appear 
to have worked So threatening legends appeared in 630/1232-33 
As E A Davidovich^ thought, threats did not help either as in 
634/1236-36 a qunatity of real silver dirhems were minted But 
since there was not enough silver to satisfy the needs of trade fully, 
those coins soon disappeared from circulation After that 
Samarqand entered into the "coinless period" of about thirty years, 
which ended in 663/1264 65 when silvered copper dirhems were 
minted, this time with a threatening legend in Turki 

It is unfortunate that the marginal legends on both the coins in 
the Osh museum are badly worn and it is impossible to make out 
the date and mint name As to the date, the coins in question could 
have been minted between 630/1233, when the first coins known 
with the threatening legend appeared (with the legend in Persian), 
and 663/1264-65, when the dirhems with the threatening legend in 
Turki were struck The fact the second part of the threatening 
legend on the AH 663 Samarqand dirhems is almost identical to 
the second part ot the Osh Museum dirhems legend, may suggest 
that they were rather close in time Anyway, the coins in question 
could not have been minted later than 670/1271-72, when after the 
monetary reform of a merchant, Mas'ud Beg, the viceregent of the 
Mongol qaans in Central Asia, dirhems of pure silver once again 
began to be minted The place of minting could have been 

L|||taHM ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Julie Franklin of Spink & Son Ltd, London has sent a photograph 
of a gold ashrafi of the Mamluk sultan Qa'itbay (AH 873-901), 
Balog 809, countermarked with a cross and another unidentified 
countermark She asks whether anyone can identify the 
countermark(s) 

A new Asmaka quarter unit 
By Paul Murphy 

The following table illustrates the unit range of the Asmaka 
coinage The main symbol for Asmaka coinage is normally a 
variant based on the symbol 

The table shows a new symbol for a quarter unit ^ ^ L 

The coin is from a private collection As far as I know this is an 
unpublished type Could members with Asmaka coinage, review 
their collection and let me know if they have this symbol on any 
other Asmaka units '' 

Asmaka - Archaic senes 
Symbol Coin Image 

M 
One Unit 

M 
Half Unit 

M 
Quarter Unit 

Wt 7 2 grams 

Wt 3 6 grams 

Wt 1 8 grams 



< ^ 

Unpublished 

M 
Eighth Unit 

¥ 
Tenth Unit 

Wt: 0.9grams 

« 

Wt: 0.7 grams 

New varieties of the Narhan hoard-type punch-marked 
coins 
By Shinji Hirano 

1. ©® 

2, 
©®© 

'«smitiiaÊÊmnt 

The origin of Indian punch-marked coins is mysterious. A series 
of punch-marked coins from the Narhan hoard, one of the oldest 
punch-marked coins, could give an answer to this issue. The 
Narhan hoard was first reported by Purusottam Singh' and 
examined later by Parmeshwari Lai Gupta- .̂ Gupta categorized the 
coins into five types. Type 1 coins are blank cut-silver and their 
weight is half satamana. Type 2 coins have a single punch on a 
cut-sheet of silver, and their weight is half satamana (about 5.5g). 
Type 3 coin is a unique coin, which is reminiscent of Kosala coins. 
Type 4 coins are similar to type 2 coins but their weight is double 
karshapana (about 6.8-7.0g). A variation of Type 4 coins with 
different symbols was also reported by Mclntyre and Pieper^'^. 
However, the main symbols on type 2 coins seem to be more 
diverse than those of the type 4 coins. Type 5 coins are Magadha 
single punch-type punch-marked coins. 

Recently, 1 encountered rare varieties of type 2 Narhan hoard-
type punch-marked coins. One came from a dealer along with type 
4 Narhan-type coins with a pentagon symbol although it was not 
known whether these coins were from the same hoard or not 
(Fig.l). The coin was 5.51g in weight. It had an elaborate 
geometric symbol as a main symbol. The symbol may be related 
to those of the Narhan hoard coins like Nos.8, 15, 18, and 20 
(Gupta's numbering) with semicircles at four corners^. One minute 
symbol showed a complex radial pattern. On the obverse, there 
was a big hollow as a result of metal breaking off. There is, 
however, a possibility that it might have been deliberately done to 
adjust the weight because its weight was normal for a half 
satamana. The reverse was blank. 

The second coin was from Robert Tye's catalogue as 
unpubHshed-* (Fig.2). The weight was 5.57g. The main symbol 
was not clear but it seemed to be a radial type design like a sun. 
The sun symbol can be seen on coins nos. 13 and 30 of the Narhan 

hoard^. The main symbol, however, may be a more complex 
pattern than a simple sun symbol. There were five banker's marks: 
four were variations of the sun symbol and one was a cruciform in 
a square. The reverse was blank. 

Unfortunately, the provenance of these coins was not known. 
However, the similarity of design and fabric indicated that these 
were the same type of coins as those of the Narhan hoard. 
Because the Narhan hoard is the only one well-known hoard 
(especially for type 2 coins), it is difficult to determine their 
attribution and chronology at present. Hardaker considered that 
type 4 coins belonged to Kosala^. Recently, Gupta and Rajgor 
attributed type 2 Narhan coins as coins of Malla and type 4 as a 
coin of Vajji or Sakya'̂ - .̂ Based on the different weight standard, 
we may say that these coins belong to different Janapadas. 
However, we can not exclude the possibility that the type 2 coin is 
an earlier version of the type 4 coin as happened with Magadha 
coins when they were transformed from the satamana system to 
the karshapana system". The observation that there are more 
varieties of type 2 coins than type 4 coins may support this 
possibility. Thus, there are possibilities in the development of the 
Narhan hoard-type punch-marked coins that the type 1 coin could 
be a precursor of the type 2 coins^, and that type 2 could have been 
replaced by the type 4 coins. The boundary of different weight 
standards runs between Kosala and Magadha*^ but it is not 
determined yet precisely. The fact that Magadha single punch-
marked coins were found in the Narhan hoard without apparent 
later coins suggested that the hoard reflected the early phase of 
circulation of punch-marked coins. The archaeological evidence 
suggested it was buried around 4-6 century BC'. At this moment, 
it seems reasonable to suppose that type 2 and type 4 coins were 
circulated in the same or neighbouring areas around the boundary 
of two weight standards around 4-6 century BC. More hoard 
evidence of this type of punch-marked coins is needed to clarify 
the relationship of the very early punch-marked coins. 

1. Purusottam Singh, The Narhan hoard of punchmarked coins. 
Proceedings of the 19th International Numismatic Congress, 1986, ppl65-
169; Excavations at Narhan, 1985-1989, pp227-233, 1994 
2. Parmeshwari Lai Gupta, Narhan hoard of silver punchmarked coins. 
Numismatic Digest, 20 ppl-24 1996 
3. Donald P. Mclntyre, On a newly discovered hoard in India, ONS 
Occasional paper 26, 1991 
4. Wilfried Pieper, A new double karshapana punch-marked silver coin of 
ancient India, ONS 137, 1993 
5. Robert Tye, List 32, 1997 
6. Terry R.Hardaker, Punch-marked coinage of Kosala-Towards a 
classification, Indian Numismatics: History, Art & Culture. pp3-l I, 1991 
7. Dilip Rajgor, Rediscovering the Janapada punch-marked corns oj early 
historic India, Man and environment XXIII(l), 45-62, 1998 
8. Michael Mitchiner, Ancient and Classical World 600 B.C-AD 650, 
Hawkins Publication, 1978. 
9. Michael Mitchiner, The origins oj Indian coinage. Hawkins 
Publications, 1973. 

Two forgeries of punch-marked coins in India 
By Shinji Hirano 

Fig.1 

Obv. Rev. 

10 



Punch-marked coins are ancient coins and they have many 
variations. Because of their primitive-looking fabric and frequent 
poor state of preservation, it is often difficult to determine the 
authenticity of punch-marked coins. Recently, I encountered two 
types of forgeries of punch-marked coins in India. The first type 
are forgeries of Kosala coins (Fig. lA, B). The coins had identical 
layout of designs and other details, suggesting that these were 
made not by a punch but by casting. The casting mould was 
probably made from a genuine punch-marked coin of type no.7 in 
the Hardaker classification'. The weight was 4.33 and 4.55g. It is 
difficult to identify such pieces as forgeries if they are found as a 
single piece. These were rather common forgeries in Varanasi 
because I saw another set of the same coins there. 

The second type is a forgery of Magadha punch-marked coins 
(Fig.2A, B, C, D). This type of forgery was primitive and easy to 
identify. The coins disregarded the Magadha five-punch system: 
they bore more than five punches. Some symbols were apparently 
unusual (Fig.2 e, h, i). However, some symbols followed those of 
the period I and period VI coins (Fig.2 b, c, d, f [Gupta and 
Hardaker's mark number 276, 275, 311, 115, respectively^ ]). 
Some symbols appeared twice on individual coins (Fig.2 b, f, h). 
One example had a protuberant symbol of a small star (Fig.2 g). 
On the reverse of coins A and B, there was a symbol c. Coin C had 
a symbol f on the reverse. The shape was round or rectangular, 
and the weight was around 7.26-8.02g which was far from the 
regular Karshapana. These samples were found in Tamil Nadu but 
I saw similar types of forgeries in Delhi, suggesting they are 
prevalent all over India. 

1 T R Hardaker, Punch-marked coinage of Kosala-Towards a 
classification, Indian Numismatics: History, Art & Culture: Essays in honor 
ofDr PL Gupta, 1994 
2. PL Gupta and T.R. Hardaker, Silver punchmarked coins of the 
Magadha-Maury a Kashapana series. Indian Institute of Research in 
Numismatic Studies, 1985. 

Two Tchaman-i-Hazouri Coins recovered 
By Shinji Hirano 

Recently, I acquired two silver bent-bar coins from 
independent dealers. Fortunately or unfortunately, they are coins 
which were stolen from the Kabul Museum in the confusion of the 
civil war in Afghanistan. The coins were a part of the Tchaman-i-
Hazouri hoard (Nos.3 and 12) that was published by R. Curriel & 
D. Schlumberger'. The hoard contained 12 silver bent-bars and 29 
local punch-marked coins. So far, fourteen Tchaman-i-Hazouri 
coins have been recovered by Rahman and Bopearachchi^. The 
remaining coins have not yet been recovered. The fact that two 
coins were found in the market suggests that the others may still be 
circulating among collectors and dealers. Therefore, we have to be 
careful when handling those types of coins in the future. The 
present coins will be deposited at UNESCO for return to the Kabul 
Museum at some future date. I appreciate Dr. Bopearachchi's help 
in identifying the coins and with the correct procedure for returning 
them . 

1 R Cumsl ScD.Sch\umbtrgei.Tresors monetaires d'Afganistan 1953 
2 Dr Osmund Bopearachchi & Aman Ur Rahman Pre-Kushan coins in 
Pakistan. Iftikhar Rasul IRM Associates. 1995 

Two Remarkable Bactrian Coins 

This is a preliminary note intended to bring these coins to a wider 
audience. A more detailed investigation will follow elsewhere 
when a complete study has been made. The above coin of 
Euthydemos gives him the epithet MEFAAOY which is previously 
unknown. The mint (generally allocated to Merv) is also one that 
Euthydemos did not use. This coin is in fact a^ pedigree coin similar 
to the well known coins of Agathocles and Antimachos Theos. 
Two other coins of the same mint and style are already known, a 
unique tctradrachm of Diodotus Soter is in the British Museum and 
a unique coin bearing the name Antiochos Nikator published by 
Osmund Bopearachchi and A. U. Rahman in their book on 'Pre-
Islamic coins of Pakistan'. The issuer of those coins is not known 
because, as is the case here, he did not put his own name on the 
coin. The monogram was used by Demetrios I, the son of 
Euthydemos, and his successors, Euthydemos II, Pantaleon, 
Agathocles and Antimachos Theos as well as Eukratides. As 
issuer, Eukratides can be eliminated on stylistic grounds; 
Agathocles and Antimachos Theos both issued pedigree coins 
bearing the portrait of Euthydemos I but they gave him the epithet 
Theou. The most likely contenders at the moment would seem to 
be either Demetrios I or his probable son Euthydemos II. The latter 
is closer chronologically to the issuers of the other pedigree coins 
but stylistically the coin is closer in some ways (note the diadem 
tie-ends) to the coinage of Demetrios I. 16.21 gm. 

This remarkable coin bears the monogram of Bactria and the 
portrait of Antiochos I (as it appears on his initial issues in his own 
name with horses-head reverse). The dies are medallic, being much 
larger than normal and omitting the dotted border. The style is truly 
beautiful and the Apollo holds two arrows as opposed to one as is 
more usual at this mint. The most remarkable thing about the coin 
however is the unique reverse legend. BAZIAEQD (King) is 
regular but there is no sign of the king's name in the left field. 
Though the coin is off centre the name usually intercepts the end of 
the arrows and comes close to the knee but there is no sign of a 
name on this coin. To the right of the title 'King' is MHNOZ EA 
or 'month of Xa(ndikou - March). It was not until a century later 
that dates appear on Seleucid coins and this coin must have had 
very special significance to bear one. Above Apollo's head is an 
inscription written upside down that is so far quite enigmafic. 
Attempts to resolve the meaning have so far proved inconclusive. 
It is possibly a date beginning ET(o'UO) but if the next two letters 
are the numerals then they are in the wrong order to what is later 
the norm. EI would be year 15 (presumably of Antiochos's reign, 
therefore 266 BC). Seleucos' regnal years were continued by 
Antiochos to become the Seleucid Era (beginning in 313 BC) and 
it would be unusual to have a date in regnal years. The second 
letter could be a Rho but then the date would be 105 but the era 



would be unknown Other letters are visible after the lota/Rho but 
they are unclear It is possible that the coin is overstruck on an 
earlier vanety because possible letters are visible between the large 
obvious letters The inscription may not be a date but an epithet, 
especially if these possible letters are part of the inscription 
NEQTEPOY (the younger) has been considered but is 
unsatisfactory From 280 BC, Antiochos's eldest son Seleucos was 
his co-regent and from 266 it was Antiochos, later Antiochos II 
No coins are known of the former nor Bactrian tetradrachms of the 
latter The monogram on this coin does not appear on coins of 
Antiochos II in this form If the epithet was 'the younger' or even 
'second' king then it may refer to one of these co-regents and the 
early portrait would suggest Seleucos He was removed (executed) 
c 266 BC for attempting to overthrow his father The Apollo 
reverse was introduced by Antiochos 1 early in his reign and 
became not only the common reverse for all his mints but the 
common type of his successors As yet no definite conclusion has 
been reached concerning the complete inscription nor the meaning 
of this remarkable coin, nor even the certainty of its issuer Further 
research is required and a fuller note will be penned when a more 
satisfactory solution has been arrived at 16 97 gm 

A report regarding a hoard of Kota and Kota-related 
copper coins from the Punjab and a possible flxed dating 
for them. 
By Les Riches 

The hoard was found in 1989 during excavation work at Sanghol 
on a site known locally as Ucha Pind (High Village) The site is in 
the tahsil of Ludhiana, 40 km west of Chandigarh (see map) 

Excavation work on this site, led by Sh R S Bisht, started in 
December 1968 Two trenches were laid on the fringe of the 
mound which yielded a continuous occupation sequence from late 
Harappan times to the early mediaeval period The excavation was 
done in small steps, as only limited work could be carried out at 
this time Work continued during 1969-1970 The primary 
objective was to ascertain the nature of the remains in the 
Hathiawa Mound, which contained indications of a quadrilateral 
fort with massive ramparts and corner towers This excavation, 
besides confirming the sequence already known, brought to light 
much more information relating to the early and late historic 
periods 

During the 1980/1981 seasons, all adjoining trenches on the 
western fringe of the mound were horizontally joined to get the 
various house plans etc The northern and southern areas of the 
monastery and stupa were also joined up These had previously 
been left unexposed The work on this site (monastery and stupa) 
was continued into the 1984/1985 season and had far-reaching 
consequences because of the finding of 117 cross-bars, coping 
stones and railing pillars, all in pink stone of the Mathura school of 
art of the Kushan period of c 1 st/2nd century AD These depicted 
Saldbhanjikas in various forms and postures This find necessitated 
further work for getting complete details of the stupa, which is laid 
out on the Dharma-Chakra pattern (wheel) The coin hoard in 
question was found in a pit on the north side of the stupa some 30 

cm below the surface It was in a small dish, covered by another 
dish of the same type When I showed the photographs to pottery 
experts from the Punjab University in Chandigarh and to other 
experts from the Department of Archaeology and Museums, the 
pottery was dated to the late Kushan period of c 250-300 AD 

In total, there are 174 coins in the hoard, some of which were 
quite worn This indicates that they had been in circulation for 
some time before being buned This being the case, they they can 
be dated with some confidence to early in this period or some years 
before This could put them into the time of the Kushan ruler Vasu 
Deva or a few years after his downfall in c 230 As nearly all of 
this type of coin are copied from the coins of Vasu Deva, this 
makes sense 

The hoard contained the following types of coin 
82 are of the main Kota type with the Kota symbol as the main 
feature, and symbols such as the trident, vajra (thunderbolt) on the 
left or right ^^^ 

74 coins are of the KO-H A type ±j 

with a chakra symbol to the left ^ 

11 coins are of the KOTA-BALA type g.f 

1 com IS a half unit of the KO-H A type ^ 
This IS the first time I have recorded a half unit 
of this type (weight 2 4 g) 

1 com IS a KO-HA type overstruck on a Kota main type zJ^ 

There are three coins stuck together with oxide and two coins 
which are so worn that their identification cannot be determined 

Another indicator for the dating of these coins is a find from 
the main excavation of a KO-HA type (accession no 328) The 
excavation report stated that "a KO-HA com ot c 250 300 AD 
came from this layer, being of the late Kushan/pre-Gupta date" 
Another interesting point came to light while I was talking to the 
excavators ot the site It came from the excavation reports of Sunet 
District Ludhiana (Indian Archaeology review 1983/84) relating to 
period 6 - late Kushan, pre-Gupta, c 250-300 AD The report 
states "we encountered a large amount of Kota coins on this level, 
the houses being constructed of re-used baked red Kushan bricks, 
with ash in great abundence, course dull red slipped pottery and 
iron bangles, terracotta figures etc also being found" 

The excavators themselves thought that the houses had been 
destroyed by fire and rebuilt by the people who used the Kota type 
coins On this site, this may indicate that the Kota coin users were 
invaders of the area Another interesting fact is that in none of the 
reports that I read was there ane mention of any late Yaudheya 
coins being found in these levels Does this tell us they had moved 
out (or been driven out) of this area by the Kota coin using people'' 

The levels in these excavations at this point are very shallow 
and this makes it very hard to determine exactly which level is 
which I was told that the Kota coins came from below the Gupta 
levels, but only just' This again tells us that these coins are dated 
before the rise of the Guptas in northern India 

The conclusions that I have come to regarding these coins are 
that they were issued by a late Kushan tribe that was on the move 
most of the time Judging from some of the very crude dies they 
were using to produce some of these coins, this would also make 
sense It is also borne out by the use of older coins as blanks and 
the restriking of many other types of coins, eg Kushan coins 

The average weight of the coins in the hoard was 4 3 g this is 
about the same as most of the other known full unit Kota coins 

All the above and evidence forom other sources and sites 
suggest a date for the start of the issue of the Kota/Koha coinage ot 
around 260 AD plus or minus some years 

I would like to thank the Department of Cultural Affairs, 
Archaeology and Museums, in Chandigarh, Drs Kuldip Singh, 
K K Rishi, Gurdev Singh (excavators) and Dr Lalman, 
Department of Ancient history, Punjab University, Chandigarh for 
allowing me to see and record the hoard and making available 
various unpublished reports 



C.H. Biddulph - Unpublished catalogue of the coins of 
Tranquebar (Danish East India). 
By Uno Earner Jensen, Denmark 

Early Indian numismatics contributed but few publications on the 
coins of Tranquebar, and these publications were generally issued 
around the years 1888 - 1895 (Rangachari & Desikachari 1889 and 
1895 and Hultzsch 1893). The main publication is Rangachari & 
Desikachari 1889, which only provides an extensive description of 
the coins when the authors, prior to the printing of the article, 
added the coins from the 1879 auction catalogue covering the 
collection of Jules Fonrobert as well as the 1863 description of 
known copper coins by Neumann. Later another article (Heras 
1934) referred to the auction catalogue of H.T.Grogan's collection, 
1914. Heras referred to the Grogan catalogue as the only catalogue 
describing the coins of Tranquebar. In general terms, early Indian 
numismatics suffered from a lack of knowledge about Danish 
publications on the coins of Tranquebar. 

Public collections in India only contain a limited number of 
coins of Tranquebar, and the coins in these collections do not 
appear to have been adequately examined. The lack of Danish 
coins in the Indian collections is no doubt due to Europeans, 
including Danes, purchasing considerable quantities of coins from 
Tranquebar itself. The population of Tranquebar found, at an early 
stage, a good source of income from covering the needs of eager 
coin collectors, and most of what has been found has presumably 
been sold to collectors outside India. Georg Galster (Galster 1933) 
described a clear example of this phenomenon "A pair of native 
vicars, who in appropriate measures unite the eagerness of spirit 
with the sense of worldly goods, have for many years sent their 
harvest of coins to The Royal Danish Coin Cabinet at the National 
Museum in Copenhagen, who in many cases have paid for the old 
lead coins from Christian IV and Frederik III so much in gold as 
the weight of the lead". This trade in coins has continued over the 
years, and even today a few people in Tranquebar are dependent on 
the sale of the coins to tourists, Indian coin dealers as well as 
foreign purchasers. In this way all information about the place and 
the circumstances in which the coins are found are being lost. 

From the time around 1880 to about 1930 many books and 

articles about Indian numismatics, including European colonial 
coinage, were published. However only the previously mentioned 
publications about the Danish colonial coinage were issued in 
India, at the same time a number of publications were issued in 
Denmark (C.T. J0rgensen 1888, H.H.Schou 1926), where the 
coins of Tranquebar are integrated into the catalogue and Bergs0e 
from 1895, where the coins of Tranquebar are treated separately. In 
the period 1928-29 Vilham Nielsen's articles "Lidt om Trankebar 
og Trankebarm0nter" were published through the Danish 
Numismatic Society. The Royal Danish Coin Cabinet in 
Copenhagen was a frequent purchaser of coins from Tranquebar, 
and Georg Galster told in a number of annual reports from the 
years 1923-24 to 1937-38 about the considerable purchasing of 
coins via Indian connection. So, all in all, the subject was well 
dealt with in Denmark. 

The reason that the Indian publications about the coins from 
Tranquebar reveal a lack of references and but little cooperation 
with Danish publishing institutions, might be that previous 
methods of communication where not as fast as they can be today. 
Also a trarislation of a Danish catalogue or an article was 
inconvenient and difficult. 

In march 1998 the Indian Institute of Research in Numismatic 
Studies in Nasik handed me a photocopy of a manuscript of a 
catalogue of the coins of Tranquebar. The text was devised by Mr. 
Charles Hubert Biddulph in the period from about 1933 to 1953. In 
comparison to what was published before 1948 in Denmark and 
India about the coins of Tranquebar, this manuscript is the most 
extensive of all and at the same time based on not only Indian, but 
also Danish publications. A few Dutch and German auctions also 
formed part of the material upon which the manuscript is based. 
Further more C.H. Biddulph was in contact with a number of 
Danish persons with knowledge of the subject. 

C.H. Biddulph is surely unknown to most Danish collectors, 
and this manuscript is the first that 1 have heard of him. In an 
obituary (P.L.Gupta 1967) we learn that C.H. Biddulph was born 
on the 28th July 1898 at Abu, Rajasthan, and that he studied at the 
Philandir Smith College, Nainital for some years and later at the 
Crystal Palace School of Engineering in London. In 1924 he joined 
the South Indian Railway as Assistant Engineer. In 1951 he 
occupied the post of the Deputy General Manager of the said 
Railway. After serving the Railway for a full term he retired and 
went to England, where he settled on the 11th October 1966. He 
was a member of the Numismatic Society of India since 1934. 
After his retirement, when he devoted himself exclusively to 
numismatics, he published a large number of papers in the Journal 
of the Society and the books "Coins of the Pandyas" and "Coins of 
the Cholas". That C.H. Biddulph was considered a prominent 
numismatist is confirmed by the many times his name comes up in 
connection with Indian numismatics. I have not, however, found 
any published articles concerning the coins of Tranquebar. 

Both the textual part and the catalogue part of the manuscript 
is in handwritten English. The handwriting of the manuscript is at 
times illegible because of the many deletions and corrections, and 
this again may cause misunderstandings in the transcription of the 
text. The textual part was finished and the catalogue part appears to 
end with Frederik IV. I cannot, however, exclude the possibility 
that some pages of the catalogue part have been lost. No reason is 
given for the manuscript not being published. Perhaps one possilbe 
explanation is the publication in 1948 in Copenhagen of the Chr. 
Funck-Rasmussen catalogue of the coins of Tranquebar - a 
catalogue that C.H. Biddulph obtained knowledge of around 1952, 
and which he bought around 1953. 

C.H. Biddulph prefaces his manuscript as follows: While 
resident in Tanjore District during the years 1933 to 1936 it was 
possible for me to visit the old Danish settlement of Tranquebar 
fairly frequently. During these visits the opportunity was taken of 
making as complete a collection of the Danish coins issued at 
Tranquebar as possible, which was fairly plentiful if one knew 
from where they could, especially the silver and lead coins, be 
provided. A few Danish coins were procured in Madura and 
Karikal and copper coins from Kumbakonam. 

The procured coins were made from three different metals, 
silver, copper and lead, but, due to the fact that they were washed 
up by the sea and have been exposed to the corroding salt water 
and sand from the beach, most coins were worn out, corroded and 



practically useless. The lead coins were, because of their long stay 
in the sand and the corroded surface, furnished with scraping 
marks obtained during the test of the metal at the time of finding. A 
representative collection was soon established of a good series of 
the earlier issues in lead from Christian IV, Frederik III and 
Christian V. 

It was difficult to classify the coin findings, which is why 
Biddulph started to obtain published literature and auction 
catalogues.In so doing, he added an interesting catalogue, namely 
the auction catalogue of the L. White King collection, 1904. 

It is interesting that Biddulph at an early stage managed to 
collect and describe a number of lead coins, e.g. Christian IV kas 
DANMARCK UBJ-33, St MICAEL UBJ-32, STEGE UBJ-22, KE 
DA UBJ-11, PER LEN UBJ-7, Frederik III HAAB UBJ-90 and 
Christian V kas 1687 UBJ-162 - coins with inscriptions that we in 
Denmark did not obtain knowledge about until 1966, when Chr. 
Funck-Rasmussen published some corrections and additions to his 
1948 catalogue, and in 1971 when Olav Bonefeld described a 
number of hitherto unknown coins of Tranquebar, and also in 1978 
when I published my first catalogue of the coins of Tranquebar. 

UBJ33 

UBJ90 

UBJ162 

The major part of the Biddulph material comprises working 
papers for the catalogue part containing the different coins listed 
together with the accompanying attempts to interpret the meaning 
of the inscriptions. It is a thorough piece of work and generally all 
results of readings and interpretations made by Biddulph conform 
with the theories that we use today. Therefore a 1952 publication, 
even with the Chr. Funck-Rasmussen catalogue of 1948 at hand, 
would have been most appropriate, and a catalogue at that time 
would today have been used as a major reference. Unfortunately 
the manuscript does not contain any theories about the 
interpretation of inscriptions on coins, that we are not familiar with 
today. 

Biddulph used the previously mentioned Indian publications in 
order to devise his catalogue. Furthermore, he was helped by 
Georg Galster at the Royal Coin Cabinet in Copenhagen to get 
hold of the Schou catalogue, the cabinet's annual reports from 
1931-32 to 1937-38, the Villiam Nielsen publications NFM 
1928-1929, the Galster publication "Blykas fra Trankebar" 1933 
and "Pagoder" from 1925 as well as the Kay Larsen publication of 
1925. Biddulph also corresponded with Georg Galster and Villiam 
Nielsen, both of whom are mentioned in the manuscript with 
gratitude for their assistance. 

Biddulph was not able to translate the Danish text into English. 
For this job he obtained help from, among others, the Church of 
Sweden Mission in Trichinopoly. Others also helped him with the 
translations, but they are difficult to verify in the hand-written 
letters and the manuscript, where Biddulph expresses his desire 

that a part of the translations should be published to be used for 
collectors and students who wished to know more about the Danish 
coins issued in Tranquebar. 

In 1937 Biddulph donated to The British Museum a collection 
consisting of 14 coins of Tranquebar. At the same time the 
museum made an exchange for a further 4 coins of Christian V. In 
1970 after the death of Biddulph the British Museum obtained 
Biddulph's collection, or at least a part of it. Among the collection 
were 80 coins of Tranquebar (purchasing record 14.05.1970 no. 
1272-1351). 

C.H. Biddulph's manuscript is a good example of the 
importance of and positive results that can be achieved from 
cooperation between private individuals and public institutions. 
This in turn leads me to reflect not only on how important the 
public collections are to amateur numismatics, but also on how 
important amateurs can be to the professionals working on 
numismatic research. 

This article could not have been published without the help of 
many people. During my research I received speedy answers from 
The Royal Coin Cabinet in Copenhagen, The Royal Coin Cabinet 
in Stockholm, The British Museum Department of Coins and 
Medals in London, Mr. Jan Lingen in Holland, the Indian Institute 
of Research of Numismatic Studies in Nasik as well as prompt 
attention via the Internet (rec.collecting.coins). All information 
collected led on to supplementary information for later use. This 
most open and helpful attitude from all people involved deserves to 
be mentioned. I am most grateful to everybody, and I sincerely 
hope that other people will start searching for information required, 
and that they will also share their knowledge with others in the 
same situation. 

This paper was first published in Danish in "Festskrift til 
J0rgen Steen Jensen", NNU, October 1998. For help with the 
English translation I would like to express my thanks to the Danish 
member of ONS Mr. J0rgen F. Clauson-Kaas and Mr. Stan Goron, 
Editor of the Oriental Numismatic Society Newsletter, for 
checking the proofs. The author acknowledges the help of the 
URNS in Nasik in the production of this article and for permission 
to examine a copy of the manuscript, the original of which is in the 
Institute's archive collection. 
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Collection White King, Premiere Partie, 26. September 1904. J. Schulman. 
Amsterdam 
Collection Henry Thomas Grogan. 23. February 1914. J. Schulman, 
Amsterdam 
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An Unpublished Coin-Die for a Bikanir Rupee 
By Dilip P. Balsekar and Wolfgang Bertsch 
Recently one of us (Wolfgang Bertsch) acquired a coin-die from a 
Tibetan curio dealer in Calangute, approximately 15 km north of 
Panjim in Goa. On striking the positive impression of the die, we 
found that it was a coin-die for striking Bikaner rupees. It is not 
known how it reached Goa. Although a few Indian Islamic coin-
dies have been published', as far as we are aware, no die for 
Bikaner state coins has been published so far. Hence, the present 
die is worthy of notice. It may be described as follows: 

Bronze; wt. 106.80 gm; diam. 2.7 cm; height-1.8 cm 

Left: reverse die of rupee coin of Surat Singh, ruler of Bikaner 
Right: positive impression of the die 

legend, zarb baldat Bikaner manus / maimanat / sanah jalus 52 
(coin struck in the city of Bikaner in the 52 year of his auspicious 
reign) 

The die was prepared for striking the reverse of the Bikaner rupees 
during the reign of Surat Singh (AH 1202-1244; AD 1787-1828) 
and shows the regnal year 52 of Shah Alam II, in whose name 
Surat Singh's rupees were struck^. Surat Singh's coins are known 
to bear the regnal years between 28 and 52 of Shah Alam II. 
obviously, 52 is a posthumous regnal year of Shah Alam II, as the 
last true regnal year known for him from his issues is 49 (AH 1221 
= AD 1809). 

A rupee of year 52 of this ruler, struck from a different reverse 
die, was illustrated by Mitchiner-' though he read the regnal year as 
being of Alamgir II. 

1. Only a few Indian Islamic coin-dies have been published so far. Some of 
these are: 
R.K. Sethi, -4 coin-die of Sultan Alauddin Mohammad Shah II of Delhi, 
Journal of the Academy of Indian Numismatics and Sigillography, vol. 4, 
1981-82, Indore, pp. 64 and pi. II-5. 
Jagdish Gandhi, Some old coin-dies from Rajasthan, Numismatic Digest, 
vol. 4, no. 2, Dec. 1980, pp. 60-65. Dies of Mughal and native state coins 
are described. 
R.J. Hebert, Coin dies of Tonk state from Smithsonian Isntitute, Journal of 

the Academy of Indian Numismatics and Sigilligraphy, vol. IV, Indore, 
1981-82, pp. 60-63 (with editor's note). 
The same author published one Khalji dynasty, three Mughal, one East 
India Company, Bengal Presidency and one die of Muhammad Akbar II of 
Jaipur state. He believed, however, that these six dies received by the 
Smithsonian Institution were of fairly recent manufacture. 
Raymond S. Hebert, A donation of dies, Journal of the Academy of Indian 
Numismatics and Sigillography, vol. VI, Indore, 1985-86, p. 85 and pi. II. 
Raymond S. Hebert published further "unofficial" Indian Islamic dies in 
Numismatics International Bulletin: 
Vol. 23, no. I (Jan 1989), pp. 18-20 
Vol. 23, no. 2 (Feb. 1989) pp. 44-45 
Vol. 23, no. 3 (March 1989), pp. 62-64 
Vol. 23, no. 4 (April 1989), pp. 94-95 
Vol. 23, no. 5 (May 1989), pp. 117-119 
Some of these dies were published by the same author in S.K. Bhatt (ed), 
Professor Ajay Mitra Shastri Felicitation Volume, 
Academy of Indian Numismatics and Sigillography, Indore, 1988, p 88, A 
donation of dies. 
2. Colin Bruce, et al. (ed). The Standard Guide to ^outh Asian Coins and 
Paper Money since 1556 AD (first edition), undated, p. 147. 
3. Oriental Coins and their Values, the World of Islam, \911, coin no. 
3591, p. 427. 

The First E.I.C. Copper Coins for Bengal 
by N. G.Rhodes 

The first copper coins struck by the. East India Company for 
Bengal are of considerable rarity, so it is a pleasure to be able to 
publish two specimens that recently turned up in Calcutta . As 
noted by Fred Pridmore^, these pieces were first struck in 1757, in 
order to provide small change to pay the labourers employed in the 
building of Fort William. In an order dated 24th October 1757, Mr 
Frankland was instructed to strike a number of copper tickets of 
various values for this purpose. The only denomination specifically 
referred to in the early documents is the anna, but it was implied 
that other smaller denominations were also struck. In April 1760, 
there were complaints that the copper tickets were not being 
accepted in the bazar for the full value at which the Company paid 
them out, and an order was then issued that they should be 
accepted at 54 pans of Cowries or 1 rupee for 16 copper annas. 
Fred Pridmore tentatively suggested that two copper coins in the 
British Museum, with the Company's balemark on one side and a 
large numeral " 1 " on the larger one, and "6" on the smaller one, 
may be the pieces referred to. They presumably continued to be 
used until replaced by a new type, struck in the name of the 
Emperor Shah 'Alam, and with the mint name "Kalkutta" written 
in Arabic. 

As far as I am aware, the examples in the British Museum 
were the only pieces of the first issue to have been published, until 
Partha Banerji showed me the two pieces illustrated here. They are 
similar to the larger coin in the British Museum, weighing 28.7 g 
and 29.2 g, compared with 28.6g of the BM specimen. The 
diameter, however, is much smaller, being only between 25 & 27 
mm, rather than 33.2 mm. The dies used are also different, with the 
"C" in the balemark on No.l not leaning backwards, while on 
No.2, although the "C" leans backwards, the whole balemark is 
shown in mirror image. 

The appearance of these two new specimens in Calcutta, 
supports the attribution to Bengal, and the fact that they are struck 
with different dies and are different in diameter from the 
previously recorded example, indicates that the issue must have 
been reasonably substantial, and that they were issued in more than 
one batch. Their rarity can presumably be explained because 
copper was not generally accepted as coinage in Bengal, so that the 
coohes who received them as payment, and the money changers or 
other traders, who accepted them as payment for goods or 
converted them into cowrie shells, would have redeemed them with 
the Company as soon as possible, rather than risk demonetisation. 
Also, it is likely that pieces of this original type were withdrawn 
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from circulation when the new type of 1763-4 was issued, and they 
may have been demonetised either then, or later in the century 
when further efforts were made to introduce copper coins 
throughout Bengal 

1 My thanks to Partha Banerji for allowing me to publish these two 
specimens 
Editor's nnote We have just learnt of the untimely death of Mr Banerji 
2 The Coins of the British Commonwealth of Nations, Part 4 India, Vol 1 
East India Company Praidency Series 
c 1642-1835 Spink & Son, London 1975, pp 198 & 244 

Catalogue of British India Passes, Tickets, Checks and 
Tokens 
Part II - Passes, Workmen's Tickets and Tokens of the 
Calcutta Mint 
By Robert P Puddester 
The illustrations in this article are derived from crude sketches 
made in the Calcutta Mint during research visits in the 1980s the 
diameter is correct, unless otherwise noted, but other details are not 
to scale and are approximate The illustrations emphasise those 
points necessary to ensure recognition but are not so complete as to 
depict every detail If edge is other than plain it will be noted The 
numbering system follows the book. Catalogue of British India 
Historical Medals, these passes, tickets and tokens will eventually 
be incorporated in a new edition All were struck at the Calcutta 
Mint 
Mints are generally strictly controlled establishments imposing 
increasingly severe levels of security the closer one comes to the 
bullion room, die storage or minting facilities Persons seeking 
entry to the Calcutta Mint were and are closely scrutinised, the 
rank or status of the visitor often determining the strictures 
imposed Persons visiting the Mint Master (General Manager, now) 
or other high officials were escorted at all times but did not have to 
leave their cameras, etc at the gate A tour of the mint requires that 
a camera be left in the official's office Everyone entering the Mint 
compound was escorted or controlled in one manner or another 
Passes and tickets were the normal method of control and these 
were available for workmen and for various types of visitors 

Calcutta Mint Canteen Tokens - old style 
990 2 1 ONE RUPEE 
Obv around top half of border CALCUTTA MINT In centre 
TOKEN 
Rev in centre 1 / RUPEE 
Diameter 30 mm Metal brass Round No hole 

RUPEE 

990 2 2 HALF RUPEE 
The 1/2 rupee is identical to the rupee except that it is 24 mm and 
the 1 is replaced by the 1/2 

990 2 3 QUARTER RUPEE 
Obv at top, shghtly curved CALCUTTA In centre MINT / 
TOKEN 
Rev in centre 1/4/RUPEE 
Diameter 19 mm Metal brass Round No hole 

TOKEN At bottom to left and nght, plus signs + + 
Rev in centre 1/8 / RUPEE 
Diameter 15 mm Metal brass Round No hole 

Canteen tokens were purchased by employees for use in the Mint 
canteen Employees were forbidden to utilise legal tender coinage 
within the Mint 

Calcutta Mint Canteen Tokens - new style 
990 2 5 EIGHT ANNAS 
Obv around border H M MINT • CALCUTTA, with + at 
bottom In centre, a crown 
Rev in centre, a large 8 with dots to either side • 8 • 
Diameter 19 mm Metal brass Round with no hole 8 annas 

This senes replaced the previous tokens (990 2 1 to 990 2 4) on 20 
March 1944 Six denominations were struck, all 19 mm, all brass, 
and all identical to the illustration except for the reverse value 
Reverse values were 8, 4, 2, 1, 1/2, 1/4 The numbers were all 
stylised and without senfs Pndmore illustrates the 4 denomination 
(Pridmore 171) and indicates it is nickel-brass Mitchiner illustrates 
the 1 denomination (Mitchiner 599) and indicates it to be copper 
Mint records indicate these new tokens were brass but they could 
have been struck in other metals The canteen tokens replaced by 
these "new style" tokens are believed to have been in use from the 
early years of this century 

990 2 6 4 annas (Pridmore 171) 
990 2 7 2 annas 
990 2 8 I anna (Mitchiner 599) 
990 2 9 1/2 anna 
990 2 10 1/4 anna 

Calcutta Mint Access Passes and Delivery Tokens 
990 2 11 MINT COMPOUND - Large size 
Obv around top border MINT COMPOUND Ribbon-like 
ornament in bottom third 
Rev blank 
Diameter 37 mm Metal brass Round Centre hole 
Provides access to the mint compound 

990 2 12 MINT COMPOUND - Small size 
Obv at top border MINT At bottom border COMPOUND 
Rev blank 
Diameter 24 mm Metal brass Round Central hole 

990 2 4 ONE EIGHTH RUPEE 
Obv at top, slightly curved CALCUTTA In centre MINT / 
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990 2 13 MINT GARDEN 
Obv in centre MINT/GARDEN 
Rev blank 
Diameter 25 mm Metal brass, copper Round No hole 

An entry in the die impression book at the Mint notes that this 
pass was also struck from the "pice blank" in copper This would 
not be possible Probably meant the 1/4 anna blank (same value as 
a pice) as it was copper (bronze after 1906) and approximately the 
same diameter Provides access to the mint garden It was very 
popular with the public to visit gardens attached to public buildings 
on weekends for an outing 

990 2 14 DELIVERY TOKEN 
Obv around top border curved H M MINT Plus signs to bottom 
left and nght + + 
Rev around border DELIVERY TOKEN Plus sign at bottom 
+ 
Diameter 25 mm Metal Brass Round No hole 

990 2 15 DELIVERY TOKEN 
Obv small triangles in each of four corners Around top half of 
border curved H M^ MINT Multiphcation signs in lower left 
and right x x 
Rev small triangles in each of four corners Around centre hole 
curved DELIVERY TOKEN Plus sign at bottom + 
Diameter 25 mm Metal brass Square Central hole 

990 2 17 WORKMAN TICKET - Round 
Obv approximately in centre, a royal crown Around bottom 
border H M's MINT • CALCUTTA 
Rev blank 
Diameter 30 mm Metal rackel Round Hole at top 
First issued 18 February 1927 

990 2 18 WORKMAN TICKET - Oval 
Obv around top border HIS MAJESTY'S MINT Ornament in 
bottom border In centre • CALCUTTA • 
Rev blank 
Diameter 25 x 54 mm Metal brass Oblong No hole 
First issued 18 February 1927 

/<,S MAJESTY'S M / ^ 

• CALCUTTA • 

Bullion Office Passes or Tokens 
990 2 19 BULLION OFFICE - Early issue 
Obv at top C at bottom M Royal crowns to left and right 
of centre hole 
Rev blank 
Diameter 25 mm Metal copper Round Central hole 
First issue 1914 Labelled at Mint "for Bullion Office" Mint note 
says "struck from pice blank copper" As with 990 2 13, I believe 
the blanks used were 1/4 anna ones 

Workmen's Tickets 
990 2 16 WORKMAN TICKET - Hexagonal 
Obv at top H M MINT At bottom CALCUTTA 
Rev blank 
Diameter 27 x 39 mm Metal nickel Hexagonal No hole 
First issued 18 February 1927 Used to grant admittance to 
workmen 

-J 

H.M.MINT 

CALCUTTA 

990 2 20 BULLION OFFICE - Three Crowns 
Obv to left of centre C To right of centre M Royal crowns 
at top and to left and right at the bottom 
Rev blank 
Diameter 30 mm Metal brass Round No hole (may be found 
holed after striking) First issue not known 

990 2 21 BULLION OFFICE - Two crowns 
Obv to left of centre C To nght of centre M Royal arched 
crowns at top and bottom 
Rev blank 
Diameter 30 mm Metal brass Round No hole, but 
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found holed after striking. 
First issue not known. This issue has peaked arches in the crown. 

990.2.22 BULLION OFFICE - One crown 
Obv: royal crown in centre. To left of crown: C To right of 
crown: M 
Rev: blank 
Diameter: 30 mm Metal: brass Round. No hole (may be found 
holed after striking). First issue not known. 

990.2.23 BULLION OFFICE - Four crowns 
Obv: in centre: C M Four royal crowns at top, bottom and 
both sides. 
Rev: blank 
Diameter: 30 mm Metal: brass Round. No hole, but found holed 
after striking. 
First issue not known. 

Below are photos of 990.2.21 and 990.2.23 showing 
punched holes. 990.2.21 also exhibits peaked arches in the crown, 
thus differing from the other four bullion office issues. It is 
possible these four issues were also struck with peaked-arched 
crowns. Note also the differing rim in the two photographs. 
990.2.19 appears to have been the first issue. While it might seem 
more logical to arrange the latter four by number of crowns, i.e. 
one crown to four crowns, it has been decided to leave them in the 
order found in the die-impression book at the Mint as the order 
may have significance. 

990.2.21 990.2.23 

General 
990.2.24 B MINT 
Obv: at top: B Below: MINT 
Rev: blank 
Diameter: 30 mm Metal: brass Round. No hole. Use unknown. 

990.2.25 ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT 
Obv: in top half: ELECL. DEP^ 
Rev: blank 
Diameter: 29 mm Metal: copper Round. No hole. 

990.2.26 BOY 
Obv: in centre: BOY 
Rev: blank 
Diameter: 24 mm Metal: brass Round. No hole. 

990.2.27 COOLIE 
Obv: in centre: COOLIE 
Rev: blank 
Diameter: 24 mm Metal: brass Round. No hole. 

990.2.28 KHALASI 
Obv: in centre: KHALASI 
Rev: blank 
Diameter: 24 mm Metal: brass Round. No hole 
Khalasi equates roughly to labourer 

Exact use of the bullion office pieces is not known. The first 
(990.2.19) was definitely used by or in the bullion office and was 
so labelled by the Mint The others, so similar in style, probably 
were too. Should any member have additional information it would 
be gratefully received. 

© Oriental Numismatic Society 1999 
Calaia Print Ltd, Old White Uon, Uanjyllm, Powys SY22 5BX e-mad. Paul@galatacoins demon co uk 

The above five passes would probably all be found holed with a 
number stamped on the reverse, especially the latter three as their 
usage was most likely one of indentification. 
Further information on any of these items would be welcomed. 
References 
1. Calcutta Mint records 
2 Pndmore, F The Coins of the British Commonwealth of Nations.Part 4 
India, Vol 2, Spink & Sons Ltd , London, 1980. 
3 Mitchiner, M. Indian Tokens: Popular Religious & Secular Art, 
Hawkins Publications, London, 1998. 
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Supplement to ONS Newsletter 159 

The anonymous coinage of the Barakzays and 
by Stephen 

One of the curious features of the Barakzay coinage of the 
nineteenth century is the appearance of anonymous coinage on a 
number of occasions In the following pages I intend to examine each 
of these instances and to determine, as best as possible, the actual 
issuer of each anonymous emission As the readily accessible sources 
for this endeavor may not suffice to resolve every dilemma associated 
with this coinage, I shall also indicate suggestions for further 
research ' 

Anonymous coinage has always presented difficulties in 
attribution, particularly when struck in a kingdom ruled by an 
hereditary dynasty, as it had become customary for most Islamic 
dynastic states to allow or require the name of the ruler to be imprinted 
on the coinage This concept had its roots in a pre-Islamic tradition 
that arose some two centuries after the inception of coinage in the 
ancient city-states of Asia Minor, i e , towards the end of the fifth 
century BC The practice later became normative in most of the 
Hellenistic kingdoms and was canonized under the Roman emperors 
The Roman and subsequent Byzantine tradition spread far and wide, 
and from the ninth century onwards, came to characterize most Islamic 
coinage as well Over the course of the tenth and eleventh centuries, 
the concept of the sikka was incorporated into Islamic law ^ The sikka 
was the right of the ruler to have his name cited on the precious metal 
coinage (copper currency was generally regarded as a local affair, 
exempt from the prescripts of •iikka) and constituted, together with the 
khiiiha, the right to have his name cited in the Friday sermon, the 
formal expression of sovereignty in the Islamic polity 

Although the Mongols, having no real coinage tradition of their 
own, at first produced a mishmash of anonymous, quasi-anonymous 
and fully named coinage, by the turn of the fourteenth century it had 
become standard throughout the eastern Islamic world for all precious 
metal coins to bear the name and titles of the ruler (what I call the royal 
protocol) on the one side (conventionally regarded as the obverse), the 
profession of faith and other pious phrases on the other (reverse) 
Nonetheless, anonymous coinage was occasionally produced during 
episodes of political or dynastic uncertainty In most cases the reasons 
for the production of anonymous or quasi-anonymous coinage can be 
elucidated via an analysis of the historical circumstances in which the 
coinage was produced ' Under the Durranis, who seized power in 
Afghanistan and the Punjab following the death of the tyrannical Nadir 
Shah in 1160/1747, the first anonymous coinage in precious metal 
appeared at Qandahar in 1234, followed by sporadic anonymous 
issues until the last occurrence of anonymous coinage in 1297 By no 
means was all coinage from 1234 to 1297 anonymous or quasi-
anonymous Indeed, the majority of coins struck during that period 
bear the name of the current ruler, but at most of the still active mints 
for precious metal coinage episodes of anonymous coinage did occur 
from time to time 

'Acknowledgments. First of all I should thank the trustees of the Arthur Sackler 
Fellowship in Art History tor the generous support in providing the leisure time 
necessary to pursue the present inquiry Second, I thank Hakim Hamidi (Torrance 
CA), whose articles in the Oriental Numismatic Society Newsletter provided the 
impetus to delve into this surprisingly challenging subject Third, my thanks to 
the editonal staff of the Krause-Mishler cataloguing staff, especially Clifford 
Mishler and Colin R Bruce III, for their conUnuing receptivity to improvements 
in the catalog listings of Afghan coins Fourth, 1 am indebted to William 
Spengler (Colorado Springs CO) for his untiring efforts to oversee the Afghan 
listings in the Krause Mishler catalogs Fifth, my thanks to W L Treadwell 
(Ashmolean Museum), Mark Blackbum (Fitzwilham Museum), Venetia Porter 
(Brinsh Museum), Lutz Ilisch (Tubingen University) and Michael Bates (Amencan 
Numismatic Society) for their supportive cooperation Finally. I am indebted to 
Michael Metcalf (Ashmolean Museum) for his guidance and support in bringing 
this effort to fruition And my apologies to any whose names I have inadvertently 
omitted I m afraid my memory for names is a coarsely woven sieve 
^The origin of the nght of sikka in Islamic jurisprudence remains an area for further 
research According to my own intuition, based on examination over the past 35 
years of hundreds of thousands of Islamic coins, the concept of the mler s right to 
place his name on the coinage probably first emerged at the lime of the civil war 
between the sons of al-Rashid in 193-198 but does not seem to have become 
mature until some 200-250 years later Clearly there is a future dissertation 
lurking here 
^Alburn 1974 passmi 
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their rivals in Afghanistan: A reappraisal 
Album 

Let me first explain what constitutes anonymous and quasi-
anonymous coinage (hereafter I shall use the term 'anonymous' to refer 
to both) An anonymous coin is one that lacks the name of the issuing 
ruler or that of his suzerain In general, some form of pious or secular 
expression appears in lieu of the royal protocol, occasionally expressed 
poetically in the form of a complete distich or a misra"^ (half a distich) 
Quasi-anonymous coinages fall into three categories The most 
prevalent class of quasi-anonymous coinage is one that bears the name 
of a ruler who cannot have held any authority at the time and location 
in which the com was issued Most commonly this means the naming 
either of a deceased ruler or Of a living ruler of a "safely" distant 
kingdom Another class of quasi-anonymous coinage bears an indirect 
reference to the ruler's name, sometimes ensconced in a pious phrase 
or evocation (e g , ya karlm on the otherwise anonymous coins of the 
Iranian ruler Karlm Khan), sometimes as an allusion within a verse 
Only the poetic allusion is encountered in the Barakzay and contem-
porary series The anonymous or quasi anonymous protocol is thus a 
surrogate for the named royal protocol and is typically unique to a 
particular ruler, though in some cases, as we shall see, the identical 
anonymous protocol could pass from one ruler to his successor, 
especially if that successor were a uterine brother, as we shall observe 
in the case of the Qandahar sardars Furthermore, it is a general rule 
that the same anonymous protocol is never used simultaneously by 
more than one ruler, for an anonymous protocol is just as much the 
badge of the coin issuer as is a named protocol "* 

At times one ruler may use more than one protocol 
simultaneously In Iran and Afghanistan during the 18th and 19th 
centuries, multiple protocols were often used to distinguish different 
coin denominations Thus a few Durrani fractional rupees—all 
extremely rare—bear shorter protocols, to some extent necessitated by 
the smaller size of the fractional dies Another example concerns the 
coinage of the Kashmir mint, where several Durrani and Barakzay 
rulers used a distinctive couplet for their rupees of that mint, perhaps 
for political reasons, perhaps to indicate that the Kashmir rupees were 
struck to a lighter weight standard 

In the context of an established dynastic line, such as that of the 
Durranis and their subdynastic groupings, it would normally be 
expected that the precious metal coinage would always bear the name 
of the ruler, whose legitimacy would, at least theoretically, be uncon-
tested Thus the appearance of anonymous coinage by an established 
dynasty is invariably anomalous, indicative of serious disputes 
regarding succession, legitimacy or security Such concerns underlay 
every appearance of anonymous coinage under the Barakzays and their 
Sadozay and Allkozay contemporaries (more on these subgroups 
later) On the other hand, there is no general rule for the elucidation of 
an anonymous coinage Each emission must be examined individually 
in the light of contemporary events It is my intention here to examine 
each interlude of anonymous or quasi-anonymous coinage and to 
ascertain, as far as possible, who was responsible for each issue and 
under what circumstances it was produced 

Anonymous coinage appears from time to time at the three mints 
of Kabul, Herat and Qandahar, the last normally called by its 
epithetical name Ahmadshahi on coinage from 1170 to 1273 Hijri.' 
Aside from a short-lived issue at Peshawar (I247-I249), anonymous 
precious metal coinage does not occur at any other Durrani mint The 
coinage of Kabul and Qandahar has recently been treated in some 
detail in a pair of articles by Hamidi*", but there remain serious 
shortcomings in his analysis He relied solely on the Afghan sources, 

^A protocol, whether named or anonymous, is defined not only by the inscnption, 
but may also be detenmned. especially for anonymous protocols by the 
arrangement of the inscnption or. more commonly by the frame enclosing the 
entire inscnption or a centrally placed portion thereof 
^A few issues of Peshawar Kashmir and the various mints of Sind do not directly 
concern us here, but will be mentioned at the conclusion of this paper for the sake 
of completeness 
«Hamidi 1995a & 1995b 
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Ignoring the British (including Indian) and Russian sources of the 
period The recent historical works of Yapp (1980), Waller (1993), 
Lee (1996), and Noelle (1997) have sought to bridge the gap between 
the Afghan and European sources, which must be taken together, as 
they each provide information lacking m the other In general, the 
Afghan sources provide disconcertingly few dates and often arrange 
information out of chronological sequence, because the structure of the 
web of alliances and interrelationships between what were essentially 
tribal pnncipalities is their chief point of focus The European sources, 
on the other hand, are of three sorts, contemporary travel accounts 
normally containing few dates ( e g , Masson 1842), nearly 
contemporary and later historical accounts of the First and Second 
Anglo-Afghan Wars, which usually are replete with dates but only for 
events m which British interests were directly involved, and archival 
records (including espionage reports) which are almost invariably 
dated Most of the archival material is stored in the temporarily 
inaccessible India Office Library^, but there are further resources in 
Moscow and Delhi which have been scarcely touched The European 
sources often fail to comprehend the complexly intertwined personal 
and tnbal aspects of nineteenth century Afghan political structures and 
tend to focus on the principal rulers in the main population centers, 
especially those with whom European agents personally came into 
contact The means by which nineteenth century Afghan rulers con-
structed their governance is for that reason at best superficially 
reflected in the European material One consequence of this narrow 
focus is that traditional western numismatists have tended to assign all 
coins struck within the reign dates of the principal ruler to that 
individual, even issues which, as I shall show, were clearly struck at 
mints where that ruler exercised no influence whatsoever Thus all 
anonymous coins struck between 1239 and 1255 have been indiscrim-
inately attributed to Dost Muhammad Khan, even issues of Qandahar, 
where he exercised no authonty until the year 1272 

This received wisdom was first put into print in the rather 
superficial catalogue of Barakzay coins published by White King in 
1896 (though useful in its day), was subsequently adopted uncritically 
by Craig 1976, then by Bruce et a! in the Standard Catalog of South 
Asian Coini and in post 1982 editions of the Standard Catalog of 
World Coins Hamidi was the first to make an effort to question this 
received wisdom The deficiencies of his results have become 
apparent in light of more recent scholarship, much of which was only 
published after Hamidi's nonetheless trail-blazing efforts * 

Numismatists have traditionally divided the post-Nadir Shah 
rulers of Afghanistan into two main dynastic groups, "Durrani" and 
"Barakzay", plus a short group at Herat (1258 1272/1842 1855) 
customarily but wrongly regarded as "Sadozay" These monnikers are 
inaccurate, as has been amply demonstrated not just in modern 
historical scholarship, but also in contemporary scholarship of the 
nineteenth century, both British and Afghan In fact, all groups were 
part of the Durrani constellation—the name Durrani is relatively recent, 
having apparently first been assumed by Ahmad Shah (1160-
1186/1747-1772), who styled himself, as his coins clearly show, dorr-
e dorrdn, "pearl of pearls", sometimes miscontrued as dorr-e dourdn, 
"pearl of the age" In fact, Ahmad Shah was of the Sadozay branch of 
this constellation, descended through a male line from its eponymous 
founder Sado Other branches of the Pashtun confederacy which 
feature in 19th century events include the Bamizay, Popalzay, Allkozay 
and Barakzay, and in particular, the Muhammadzay branch of the 
Barakzay, as well as others who exerted only local influence and left 
no numismatic record (e g , '^Alizay, Niirzay, Achikzay, etc ) The 
Bamizay ruled autonomously and struck coins only briefly in Kashmir 
(1223-1228) The autonomous rulers of Herat after the death of the 
last Sadozay, Kamran Shah, in 1258/1842 were of the Allkozay 
branch, not the Sadozay Finally, the twenty sons of Payinda Khan 
and their descendants were of the Muhammadzay Barakzay clan, who 

Temporanly closed (1998) during transfer to the new British Library 
There are two principal structural errors in Hamidi s work For one he failed to 

perceive the relevance of quasi-anonymous coinage such as posthumous Shah 
Zaman issue of 1258 or the Ayyüb Shah issues of Qandahar 1234 1239 
Secondly, he attempted to analyze the anonymous coins in isolation from the 
named coins, thcrby overlooking many important connections 

ruled over parts of Afghanistan from 1233/1818 and over the entire 
country from 1279/1863 until the establishment of the socialist 
republic in 1393/1973 None of the Popalzay ruled independently over 
any mint location, though they at times wielded considerable authonty 
over several local regions 

In the following analysis I will examine the anonymous issues of 
Kabul, Qandahar and Herat in that order Citations are given to 
individual specimens only when it is deemed necessary Otherwise, 
citations can be found, albeit superficially, in the Standard Catalog of 
World Coins, where nearly all types are photographed Inscriptions 
are noted where necessary (in transcription only) Because of the 
complexity of the series and the inadequacy of the chronology 
provided by the Standard Catalog, I have appended a tabular 
recapitulation of the coins of these three mints, together with reference 
table of Durrani and Barakzay weight standards and a dramatis 
personae of the principal persons cited m the text 

Only precious metal coinage has been taken into consideration, for 
the simple reason that copper coinage was not a regal affair but a local 
civic matter By the 1230s copper coinage was always anonymous 
and, as best as can be determined, never reflected political develop-
ments within the Barakzay kingdom Frequent renewal or overstnking 
of the copper coinage was an often abused means of raising revenue at 
the local level, as will be noted in the discussion of the Qandahar 
coinage 

During the 19th century there were only three mints in 
Afghanistan engaged in the production of precious metal coinage, 
Kabul, Qandahar and Herat Other mints now m modern Pakistan 
(Peshawar, Bhakkar, Dera, Derajat and Multan) struck Durrani 
coinage during the earlier years of the century before they were seized 
by the Sikhs, of these only Peshawar produced an anonymous 
coinage, but just briefly (1247-1249) The mint of Balkh was active 
during the 19th century only for copper coins, as were several 
additional mints during the period from about 1855 to 1885 
(Ghaznayn' , Jalalabad, Badakhshan, Khanabad, Tashqurghan, 
possibly others) The restriction of precious metal coinage to the three 
above mentioned mints persisted even during the most chaotic 
interludes of political disintegration Thus the virtually independent 
amirs in the north (Maimana, Mazar-i Sharif, Badakhshan, etc ) never 
ventured to produce a silver coinage of their own, not even a coinage 
in the name of an Afghan or Bukharan sultan Compare this situation 
to the proliferation of temporary mints during the English civil war of 
the 1640s, the Mexican revolution of the 1910s or the Maratha 
uprisings in the early 18th century Mughal Empire What forces 
deterred local potentates from producing their own coinage'' Certainly 
there was no technological reason for eschewing the establishment of a 
mint, for any halfway competent silversmith or coppersmith would 
have had the knowhow to produce coins, albeit rather primitively We 
have here an enigma that surely merits further inquiry 

Many of the coin types discussed in this paper were produced 
within very short intervals of time, in some cases as little as two or 
three weeks, perhaps less How long might it have taken for a new 
administration to produce the first coins of a new type'' 1 recently 
discussed this matter with David Greenhalgh of Kettering, a modern 
"moneyer" who regularly demonstrates the techniques of medieval 
coin production at fairs and educational events throughout Britain He 
confirmed that during the 13th/19th century, the dies for Durrani and 
Barakzay were produced by a combination of punches and intaglio 
engraving, a much more time-consuming process than simple 
punching He estimated that a skilled engraver could have produced a 
high quality die for a typical Barakzay rupee in about two hours, three 
hours at the maximum The determination of the design would have 
been a matter of just a few minutes, unless there were serious 
disagreements over the content of the com inscriptions, and just a few 
minutes would have been required to sketch a drawing of the type foi 
the engraver to use as a model In other words, if the design were 
agreed over breakfast, the first coins could have been hammered out by 

^Ghaznayn was the 19th century spelling for the city most commonly found on 
modem maps as Ghazni 
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lunchtime '" The only serious delay might have come either from a 
lengthy debate over the inscriptional content or from the temporary 
absence of the local engravers 

As IS the case for virtually all Islamic coinage, Durrani and 
Barakzay silver coinage was struck to specified weight and fineness 
standards Unfortunately, no statutory documentation of these 
standards is known to have survived from the period under 
consideration The actual weight and fineness standards can only be 
reconstructed from the coins themselves, in conjunction with the 
occasional but not always unambiguous references to these standards 
in contemporary chronicles, surviving documents and the reports of 
foreign, mainly British, travelers to the region In this paper weight 
standards are expressed in grams, though it must be remembered that 
at the time weight standards were calculated in the then current units of 
weight The basic unit for weighing precious metals was the mithqal, 
which had become standardized in Iran at about 4 61 grams by the 
early Uth/17th century The mithqal was divided into 24 nokhud, and 
the nokhud into 4 hahheh ' ' In other regions and at other times, the 
mithqal weighed anywhere from about four to more than five grams, 
but the 4 61 gram mithqal came to dominate in Iran, probably because 
of Its compatibility with the Indian rupee, which was established in the 
middle of the 10th/16th century at 11 52 grams Thus the standard 
Indian rupee was precisely two and a half Iranian mithqdh In Durrani 
and Barakzay times, it seems that the Iranian mithqal was used at Herat 
and probably also at Kabul The descrepancy between the Kabul and 
Qandahar rupees suggests that a somewhat lighter mithqal was 
employed at Qandahar It is likely that the exact values of many of 
these weights can be determined through a study of travelers' reports 
and archival records 

Fineness standards are more complex In theory, from the time of 
the reform of Ghazan Mahmud (694-703/1295 1304) all Iranian are 
related silver coinage was struck from "pure" silver, i e , silver refined 
to the maximal purity obtainable with the available technology 
Modem analyses of pre-modern "pure" silver invariably show some 
degree of impurity, typically from a fraction of 1% to as much as 5% 
or even more One of the main impurities is gold, whose presence is a 
clear indication of the limitations of pre-modern refining techniques, 
for It was always far more valuable than silver By the beginning of 
the 19th century, relative modem refining technology was available in 
Europe and at the British mints m India, but it was almost certainly 
unknown in Afghanistan Thus variations of a few percent from one 
group of rupees to another need not necesariUy be interpreted as a 
change of standard Nonetheless, as is evident trom the color and 
specific gravity of many late Durrani and Barakzay silver coins, 
debasements of the silver alloy were frequently undertaken, at times 
the level debasement was drastic, 50% or more There is unfortunately 
no published data concerning the fineness of these coins Until such 
data is available, any attempt to determine the trade value of the various 
silver coins of the period is purely speculative 

Transliteration Commonly known geographical names are given 
their usual English forms, without diacriticals (Herat, Peshawar, 
Kabul, etc ) Other geographical names, Afghan and Iranian personal 
names and Arabic inscriptions take the Arabic transliteration following 
the Library of Congress system, except for the suppression of the 'h' 
for the ta marhüta Persian inscriptions are given a Persian 
transliteration Hence, for example, Arabic muhammad and sikka in 
the narrative, but Persian mohammad and sekkeh m the transcription of 
a Persian text 

'^He demonstrated the production of a punched die for a pseudo-Isiamic coin at 
the Ashmolean Museum It took him about 15 minutes to set up his tools 1 
prepared a design for him, from which he cut a die, into which, just for fun, he 
concealed the letters OFFA From the time I handed him the design to the lime 
the first torn was hammered out (using a reverse die he had made earlier), less than 
forty minutes had elapsed 
' 'Dunng my visits to Iran in the 1960s, the mithqal and its divisions were still 
universally employed for weighing precious metals, but by the 1970s metnc units 
were becoming more common 

1. Kabul 
Durrani power reached its apogee towards the end of the reign of 

its Sadozay founder, Ahmad Shah, who established a new capital at 
Qandahar, which he renamed Ahmadshahl after himself, apparently 
during the year 1170, as indicated by the coinage Early in the reign of 
his son and successor, TaymQr Shah, Kabul emerged as the dynastic 
capital, and remains the national capital to the present day At the same 
time, numerous peripheral provinces inexorably fell away from 
Durrani authority This centrifugal process worsened during the reign 
of TaymOr's son and successor. Shah Zaman (1207-12I6/1793-I801) 
During the decade after the latter's death the process of disintegration 
had accelerated to the point where the authority of the ruler of Kabul 
was effectively limited to that city and a few immediately adjoining 
districts, though this development remained obscured by the tendency 
of local potentates to exercise their authority in the name of an 
increasingly powerless Sadozay scion Outside Kabul, local tribal 
elites, most of whom had ancestral roots in their respective regions that 
antedated the ascendancy of Ahmad Shah, held the rems of power, 
while they squabbled amongst themselves largely oblivious to and 
unaffected by events at the capital In other words, Afghanistan had 
succumbed to a form of warlordism not all that different from what has 
transpired during the 1990s Nonetheless, there remained a concept of 
an "Afghan" state led by a descendant of the Sadozays, not a national 
state as recent Afghan historians such as Reshtia and Ghubar have 
argued but as an imperial "state" under Sadozay/Durranï aegis, i e , as 
the hereditary possession of the Sadozay branch of the Durrani 
confederation Individual warlords typically portrayed themselves as 
potential restorers of the Durrani empire and exercised their authority 
not in their own names but in the names of one or another scion of the 
Sadozay clan, under whose banner they could justify the legitimacy of 
their de facto authority With the defeat of the Sadozay Shuja'̂  al-Mulk 
at the hands of his brother Mahmud Shah in 1224/1809, all semblance 
of effective Sadozay authority evaporated, for Mahmud was no longer 
his own master but the figurehead of the Muhammadzay Barakzays, 
headed at the time by Path Khan, son of Payinda Khan, who wrangled 
for himself the position of vizier to Mahmud '^ However, it was not 
until a quarter of a century later, in 1250/1834, that the leading member 
of the Barakzay clan, by then Dost Muhammad Khan, took the 
decisive step of formally proclaiming his kingship in the khutba and 
sikka, the formal prerogatives of kingship noted in the introduction 
During the twenty-six years between 1224 and 1250, all coins struck 
under Barakzay authority either bore the name of a Sadozay 
figurehead, or cited a deceased individual, or were fully anonymous 

During Mahmüd's second reign at Kabul (1224-1233/1809 
1818)", the Barakzay vizier Path Khan and his brethren were able to 
consolidate their respective positions in Various parts of the 
disintegrating Durrani patrimony In 1233/1818, while at Herat, 
Mahmud was coaxed by his son Kamran into a doomed attempt to 
reassert Sadozay influence by blinding and then cruelly murdering 
Path Khan, an act that aroused the antipathy of the latter's remaining 
Barakzay brothers One of them, Muhammad 'Azim Khan, whose 
center of power had been at Kashmir and Peshawar, sent his half-
brother Dost Muhammad Khan to Kabul Mahmüd's deputies deemed 
it futile to resist the Barakzay advance and tied to Qandahar, to which 
Mahmud had in the meanwhile returned After further defeats, 
Mahmud fled northwards by the mountain route to Herat, where he 

'̂ Shuja*^ al Mulk fled to British territory m India and settled in Ludhiana He 
made two further attempts to regain power in the Durrani lands (in 1227 and 
12S3/34. confirmed by coins struck in his name at Peshawar on these two 
occasions, KM723 & KM724 respectively) both only fleetingly successful (there 
were additional unsuccessful attempts in the 1240s) He was ultimately restored to 
his throne at Kabul by the British m 1255/1839, not as a truly independent 
Durrani ruler but as a figurehead for British rule He was assassinated at Kabul 
during the time of anarchy in 1258/1842 
'^Mahmud Shah had been governor of Herat during the reign of his father. Taymur 
Shah (1186 1207) After his fathers death, he at first opposed the enthronement of 
his brother, Shah Zaman (1207-1216), choosing to rule autonomously from Herat 
From 1207 to 1212 and again bnefly in 1216, coins were struck at Herat under the 
authonty of Mahmud in the name of his deceased father (thus quasi-
autonomously), from 1213 to 1215 he accepted his brothers seniority and struck 
coins in his name After the overthrow of Zaman in 1216, Mahmud began his first 
reign, which lasted just two years (1216-1218/1801-1803) 



subsequently ruled until his death in 1245, followed by Kamran until 
his death in 1258 '"̂  The flight of Mahmud and Kamran in 1233, 
however, marked the end of Sadozay Durrani leadership at Kabul and 
the beginning of an extended period of internal strife that has 
penodically resurfaced to rear its ugly head until the present time 

Muhammad 'Azim seems to have taken over the leadership of the 
Barakzay clan following the murder of his elder brother Path Khan, 
whom he had previously served as governor in Kashmir Muhammad 
•̂ Azim at once began to parcel out the Barakzay possessions to several 
of his brothers In particular, he appointed Dost Muhammad, formerly 
governor of the relatively minor district of Ghazni, to the important 
governorship of Kabul During the final months of 1233, coins 
continued to be struck at Kabul in the name of Mahmüd Shah, either 
because Dost Muhammad feared that Mahmud would attempt to retake 
Kabul or as an act of defiance towards his brother, Muhammad 
•^Azlm '5 The latter had already appointed a brother of Mahmüd by 
the name of Ayyüb Shah to the Sadozay throne at Peshawar, coins 
were struck in his name at bothe Peshawar and Kashmir before the end 
of 1233 

It would seem that Dost Muhammad entertained the idea of 
defying his brother, Muhammad '^Azlm, and declaring his intention to 
rule independently as Kabul. As a non-Sadozay, any claim to fully 
independent rule would seem illegitimate Consequently, he selected 
another brother of Mahmüd by the name of Sultan 'All as his nominal 
sovereign at Kabul, an act of insubordination that led to threats from 
Muhammad 'Azim After some half-hearted resistance. Dost 
Muhammad acquiesced to his brother's choice Sultan 'Ali was 
deposed and sent off to retirement (he was murdered soon afterwards) 
As soon as Muhammad '̂ Azim arrived at Kabul, his petty sovereign 
Ayyüb Shah in tow. Dost Muhammad withdrew to his apanage at 
Ghazni "" There are no coins known in the name of Sultan "̂ Ali It 
would seem that Dost Muhammad hesitated to proclaim his nominal 
sovereign in the khulba and sikka, perhaps fearful that such a move 
might infuriate his brothers, in particular his half-brother Muhammad 
•^Azim who was about seven years his senior " After the 
rapprochement between Dost Muhammad and Muhammad 'Azim, 
coins were struck in the name of Ayyüb Shah from 1234 to 1239 at 
both Kabul and Qandahar (at the latter, only late in 1234, following an 
ephemeral anonymous coinage to be discussed later), as well as at 
Peshawar from 1233 until 1246 and at Kashmir in 1233 and 1234 At 
Kashmir, Ayyüb was provided with a distinctive couplet that 
surreptitiously alludes to his dependency on Muhammad '̂ Azlm 

shah ayyub sekkeh bar zar o sim 
zad he-ta'yid-e kardegar-e '^azlm 

("Shah Ayyüb struck the royal stamp on gold and silver by affirmation 
of the Great Creator") '* The presence of the word 'azlm, "great", 
albeit as modifier to kardegdr, "the creator", should be understood as a 
sub rosa reference to Muhammad "̂ Azim Ayyüb exercised no real 
authority, actual power at Kabul remained in the hands of Muhammad 
•̂ Azlm until his death in 1239 

The death ot Muhammad 'Azim seems to have occurred at Kabul 
during the month of RaW^ II 1239 (December 1823) as the result of a 
bout ot typhus that afflicted him not long after his defeat by the Sikhs 
at Nowshehra (between Peshawar and Attock), just after a brief 

''*The rump Sadozay state at Herat (1233 1258) survived largely by appeasing the 
Shah of Iran while at the same time acting as a buffer state between Iran and the 
hostile tnbal states north and east of Herat 
'^There is, of course, the remote possibility that the mmt was inactive in those 
last months In hght of the rapidly detenoraUng political situation following the 
death of Path Khan, such a possibility seems remote Armies had to be raised and 
the tribes bought off two processes that required considerable quantities of cash 
most of which would probably have had to be newly manufactured from 
requisitioned or confiscated bullion 
' ^ h e flow of events was actually quite complex and at times difficult to 
elucidate, but these developments did not lead to the introduction of anonymous 
coinage, except for an isolated issue of Qandahar dated 1234 discussed below (for 
further detail, see Masson 1842 i 177 and Reshtia 1990 51-71 where these events 
are related in great detail) 
'"'Moreover Dost Muhammad was the son a Qiiizbash mother, whereas 
Muhammad ^Azim was the son of full Barakzay mother (Noelle 1997 8-9) 
'''Whitehead 1934 180 

sojourn at Jalalabad en route back to Kabul " He was succeeded at 
Kabul by his dissolute son Habib Allah under the tutelage of '̂ Abd al-
Jabbar Khan, another of the sons of Paymda Khan, Ayyüb was 
retained as nominal sovereign 2" This arrangement was challenged by 
several members of the Barakzay clan, especially the sardars (chiefs, 
especially in a military capacity) of Qandahar^', the uterine brothers 
Shêrdil Khan and Purdil Khan, both sons of Paymda Khan, both 
desirous of a larger role Although Shêrdil was preoccupied with 
matters at Herat, Purdil mounted a force and entered Kabul, 
reconfirming HabIb Allah's position but taking Ayyüb prisoner, who 
had been brought to Kabul by Muhammad '̂ Azim some time before, as 
noted above Purdil did not attempt to remain at Kabul Just before 
leaving that city to return to Qandahar, Purdil permitted AyyQb to seek 
exile in the Punjab, possibly in the entourage of the Peshawar sardars 
but more likely further east under either Sikh or British protection 
None of the historical sources that I have consulted mention the 
subsequent fate of Ayyüb, not even the year of his death 
Nonetheless, the Peshawar sardars continued to strike rupees at 
Peshawar in Ayyüb's name in every year through 1246, after which 
anonymous rupees were struck for three years, until in 1250/1834 the 
city was annexed by the Sikhs 

At this juncture (1239), the dismantling of the Durrani state was 
essentially complete Habib Allah ruled only at Kabul and his 
authority barely extended beyond the immediate environs of the city 
We do not know precisely how long HabIb Allah ruled, but he was 
still at least in nominal control at the time of Moorcroft's arrival at 
Kabul on 22 Shawwal 1239/20 June 1824, and probably still so at the 
time of Moorcroft's departure for Bukhara nearly two months later, on 
20 Dhü al-Hijja 1239/16 August 1824 22 

There is no need to delve deeply into the complex state of affairs 
in and around Kabul during the short "reign" of Habib Allah The 
essential outlines of the relevant chronology are as follows Habib 
Allah succeeded his father around Rabi'̂  II or Jumada I 1239, was 
challenged by the Qandahar sardai Purdil Khan (acting on behalf of 
his brother Shêrdil) some four to eight weeks later, and then, about the 
end of Sha'ban 1239, was threatened by the sardar of Ghazni, Dost 
Muhammad, and the sardars of Peshawar (also sons of Paymda 
Khan), one of whom, Yar Muhammad Khan, joined him at Kabul at 
about this time Presumably in order to strengthen his position inside 
the city vis-a-vis the incompetent Habib Allah, Yar Muhammad 
summoned his uterine brothers Pir Muhammad and Sultan 
Muhammad from Peshawar to Kabul It was in the latter's entourage 
that Moorcroft traveled to Kabul 23 

As a counterbalance to the influence of the Peshawar sardars at 
Kabul, at some point towards the end of 1239, Habib Allah or his 
mentors summoned help from one of the Qandahar sardars, Shêrdil 
Khan, who came to Kabul ostensibly to assist Habib Allah, but instead 
took both him and Dost Muhammad prisoner (Dost Muhammad was 
seized by a contingent that fetched him from Ghazni), seized the riches 
deposited by Muhammad "̂ Azim in the Kabul treasury and hastened 
with this booty to Qandahar, apparently suspicious of the intentions ot 
his remaining brothers m the latter city 2'* Before his departure from 

'^The precise date does not seem to have been recorded either by Afghan or 
European chroniclers However, Moorcroft, who was in Peshawar at the time (he 
arrived there on 8 December 1823/4 Rabl'l 1239), states that the battle of 
Nowshehra had taken place recently He and others confirm that Muhammad 
•̂  Azim died not long after that battle Thus a date of death during the month of 
Rabf II/December seems likely (Moorcroft 1841 333 334) Reshtia s narrative, 
deriving largely trom indigenous Afghan sources, corroborates this chronology 
(1990 70 71) 
2"Reshtiya 1990 72 73 
2'The Qandahar sardars were five brothers, Purdil Khan, Shêrdil Khan. Kuhandil 
Khan, Rahmdil Khan and Mihrdil Khan, all sons of Paymda Khan by a Idukhel 
Hotaki wife 
22Moorcroft 1841 347. 362, 377 Much of the consternation of modem 
historians. Moorcroft does not describe the situation in Kabul dunng his eight 
weeks sojourn in that city, claiming that Elphmstone s description of some fifteen 
years earlier would suffice' This neglect illustrates the unimportance attached by 
European eye-witnesses to local Afghan affairs which did not directly impinge on 
European interests 
23Moorcroft 1841 345-362 
ï-^Noelle 1997 13, ReshUa 72-78 
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Kabul, but after a few indecisive skirmishes between Shêrdil and Dost 
Muhammad, an agreement was forged between the various Barakzay 
brothers that effectively divided the patrimony into a large number of 
autonomous polities under the nominal (but ncv'er effectively enforced) 
leadership of Shêrdil Khan Reshtia sums up the division of the 
Durrani patrimony as follows (a) Yar Muhammad and his full 
brother Sultan Muhammad as joint rulers in Kabul, (b) 'Ata 
Muhammad and his full brothers Pir Muhammad and Sayyid 
Muhammad at Peshawar, (c) Dost Muhammad in Kohistan, (d) Amir 
Muhammad at Ghazni, (e) "̂ Abd al-Jabbar at Laghman, (f) Nawwab 
Asad Khan in those bits of Derajat that had not yet been seized by the 
Sikhs, (g) Rahimdil Khan in Sind (capital at Shikarpur), (h) 
Muhammad Zaman b Asad Khan at Jalalabad and (i) the worthless 
Habib Allah in Logar 25 Shêrdil retained control over Qandahar and 
its dependencies as his personal apanage 

In accordance with this agreement, Yar Muhammad and Sultan 
Muhammad assumed power at Kabul, probably after Moorcroft's 
departure, thus in late Dhu al-Hijja 1239 or early Muharram 1240, to 
judge by Moorcroft's silence concerning this pact between the various 
Barakzay scions Yar Muhammad did not stay long, but was 
summoned to Peshawar by his dying brother and chief sardar of 
Peshawar, the blind "̂ Ata Muhammad Khan, handing Kabul over to 
Sultan Muhammad 'Ata Muhammad died before the end of 1824 
(ended on 10 Jumada I 1240), which would constitute at a q for the 
accession of Sultan Muhammad as ruler of Kabul -* Let us now 
examine the coins 

There are three issues of coins at Kabul dated 1239 12(KM468), 
one in the name of Ayyüb Shah and two anonymous types, the first 
bearing the kalima on the obverse together with a short and still 
undeciphered inscription in four short marginal segments (KM473), 
the second bearing the inscription sekke-ye dnulat-e snltan-e zaman 
(KM476) A fourth type has been published, purportedly a rupee 
dated 1239 m the name of Mahmiid Shah (KM475), but no example of 
this type is traceable, the type is neither illustrated nor given any 
description, other than that it is said to be in the name of Mahmiid, 
whence 1 would suggest that the listing is based on an erroneous 
reading of one sort or another, if not a mere typo 2' 

There can be little doubt that the Ayyüb issue of 1239 was 
initiated by Muhammad 'Azim, as it falls at the end of a continuous 
series of similar coins dated from 1234 to 1239 There are two minor 
variants of this issue, one with, the other without regnal year four 8̂ 
Coins of this type dated 1238 bear either the regnal year 3 or 4, thus 
confirming the hypothesis that the Ayyüb coin should have been 
struck during the earlier part of the year 1239 Perplexingly, the regnal 
years employed for the coinage in the name of Ayyflb at Kabul and 
Peshawar do not match At Peshawar, 1238 is combined with years 5 
and 6, 1239 with 6 and 7 '̂̂  At present I can offer no explanation for 

25Reshna 1990 78 
2SNoelle 1997 14 
^'Unfortunately, erroneous entries all too commonly wend their way into the 
listings of the Standard Catalof;, especially for the Islamic series Nonetheless, 
the catalog is a useful compilation, so long as the reader remains aware of its 
shortcomings Unless clearly illustrated an entry in the Standard Catalnf* must 
be understood as nothing more than an indication that somebody, not necessarily 
knowledgeable, claims to have seen an example of that date and type 
The source of the 1239 rupee allegedly bearing the name of Mahmüd is While 
King (1896 331 #2 his own collection, not illustrated) The White King 
collection eventually tound it way to the sale rooms of J Schulman at Amsterdam 
(June 1905), but I have not had the opportunity to track down the fate of this 
specimen 
2'̂ This date has not yet been published for type KM468, but there are two 
examples at Tubingen (95 4-201 with regnal year 4, 95-31-214 without regnal 
year) 
2*̂ The combined use of Hijri dates and regnal years was a Mughal innovation from 
the time of Jahangir (1014-1037/1605-1628) (Hodivala 1923 199 200), 
subsequently adopted by the Durranis and many of the Princely States In 
Afghanistan regnal years were gradually eliminated between the 1220s and 1240s 
with a few later exceptions, as can readily be ascertained by scanning the listings in 
the Standard Catalog Regnal years were occasionally used in Europe especially 
in the papacy and on rare occasions in Britain (e g , the Jubilee crowns of Queen 
Victona) normally together with Christian dates 
Muslim regnal years normally refer to the ruler named on the com. for this reason 
they are normally excluded from anonymous coinage The kalima rupee of Kabul 
1239 IS a rare exception (KM475) 

this discrepancy, it does not seem to correspond to what is known 
about the Barakzay amirs running the affairs of those two cities All 
that can be said with certainty is that due to the large number of dates 
and dies involved, the discrepancy was intentional rather than merely 
accidental Incongruous regnal years are encountered rather frequendy 
in the Durrani coinage ô 

Of the anonymous types, the kalima type is clearly the earlier, for 
it retains the year 1239 and the regnal year 4 of the last Ayyüb issue ^' 
Both the Ayyüb type and the kalima type of 1239 are extremely rare, 
with fewer than a dozen of the former and only two confirmed 
specimens of the kalima type in existence, the latter both struck from 
the same pair of dies '^ 

Considerably more plentiful is the second anonymous type 
(KM476) Its anonymous legend, sekke-ye doulatre snltdn-e zaman, 
may be translated as "the stamp of the government of the sultan of the 
age (or time)", leaving open the question of just who might be that 
sultan However, both the use of the term iikka and the inclusion of 
regnal year "one" (ahad^'^) indicate that this type must have been the 
initial issue of a new ruler, for which the only candidate is Habïb 
Allah, the nominal ruler of Kabul from about Rabï' II until 
approximately the turn of the year 1239/1240, as noted above Under 
certain circumstances, reference to an unspecified king had become 
quite customary in eastern Islamic polities since the 8th/14th century, 
particularly in cases where a new dynasty (in this case, a new clan) 
assumed power without having yet acquired the formal trappings of 
legitimacy '^ As we have noted, reference to an unspecified ruler was 
in fact just one version of anonymous or quasi-anonymous coinage 
Since the authority of Payinda Khan had been that of a civil servant, 
admittedly of a rather exalted nature, but not that of a sovereign ruler, 
his sons were unwilling to proclaim their de facto authority in their 
own names, lest they be regarded as usurpers in the eyes of the ulema 
As we shall later observe, in 1245 Dost Muhammad sought to 
establish his own legitimacy by citing his deceased father on his coins 

But who could have been the issuer of the rare kalima type 
(KM473)'' Was it the last issue of Muhammad 'Azim, who for some 
reason decided to remove the name of his Sadozay sovereign just 
before his death'' After all, it bears the fourth regnal year, though it 
cannot be excluded that the solitary reverse die was simply left over 
from previous coinage Or was it the first issue of his son and 
successor, HabIb Allah'' Or could there be a third possibility'' We 
have already noted that Ayyüb retained his position as nominal 
sovereign for a few weeks after the accession of HabIb Allah at Kabul, 
and that several weeks later, Purdil Khan occupied Kabul and 
reconfirmed HabIb Allah as ruler of that city Herein lies the solution 
to the issuer of the rare kalima type The Ayyüb type would have been 
struck first by Muhammad 'Azim and then by his son and successor, 
HabIb Allah, until the arrival of Purdil Ayyüb Shah had been the 
nominal prince of Muhammad ' Azim, who belonged to a faction of the 
Barakzay clan that was opposed by the Qandahar sardars, Purdil Khan 
and his uterine brothers Although the textual sources are silent in this 
respect, it seems that one of Purdil Khan's motivations in attacking 
Kabul must have been to lay hands on Ayyüb Shah, the last 

'"whitehead 1934 xli, xlviii, liii, Ixi, Ixvii Further anomalous usages of regnal 
years have been discovered since Whitehead s catalog, most are listed in the 
Standard Catato^ 
•^'The illustrated specimen in the Standard Catatog lacks the date, though the 
regnal year is vaguely visible in the lower left of the reverse However, there is a 
lovely specimen in the Ashmolean Museum on which both date and year are 
boldly clear Hamidi (1995b 10) states that he has never seen an example with 
legible date or year 1 have not had the opportunity to determine if the reverse die 
of the kalima type is linked to the Ayyüb coins of 1239/4 
The Ashmolean specimen provided the motivation for me to examine the entire 
question of the anonymous Barakzay coinage I had long been suspicious of the 
existence of this type, and had just a year ago suggested to the editors of the 
Standard Catatog that it be delisted 
'^I have lately learned that two additional specimens of this rare coin one 
showing both Hijri year and regnal year, one showing only the Hijri year, are in 
the collection of W F Spengler whom 1 thank for this reference 
•''On most Mughal and Durrani coins the year one is represented by the word 
atiad whereas later regnal years are invariably given in numerals, presumably to 
avoid confusion between the numeral 1 and the letter alif 
'"•Album 1974 168-171 



rermaining Durrani m the region His presence must have been 
worrisome to the Qandahar sardars, who feared that other factions of 
the Barakzay constellation, such as the rival Peshawar sardars, might 
use him as a rallying point for their own ambitions I would thus 
propose that Purdil Khan probably arrested Ayyiib Shah immediately 
upon entering Kabul, perhaps leaving Habib Allah nominally m charge 
of administering the city When it came time to withdraw back to 
Qandahar, Purdil Khan reconfirmed HabTb Allah I believe that it was 
during this short interval, between the arrest of Ayyiib Shah and the 
reconfirmation of Habib Allah, an interval of perhaps two or three 
weeks in or about Rajab 1239, that the kalima rupee was struck These 
may well have been produced in considerable haste, in which case 
reverse dies left over from the last Ayyflb type, still bearing the regnal 
year four, may simply have been kept m use ^̂  The anomalous regnal 
year was either overlooked or regarded as irrelevant In any case, it 
was different from the regnal year used by Sultan Muhammad at 
Peshawar for his issues in the name of Ayyub HabTb Allah remained 
in Kabul after the departure of Purdil Khan, whereupon he introduced 
the saltan e zaman type 

There exists further circumstantial evidence for assigning the 
kalima type to Purdil Khan As will be discussed in the chapter on 
Qandahar, the first anonymous issue there, dated 1234, was struck 
under the authority of Purdil Khan Like the Kabul 1239 type, it too 
bore just the kalima on the obverse, though arranged very differently 
What IS more, after the Qandahar sardars lestored the name of Ayyub 
to the coinage of that city, later in 1234, they continue to place the 
kalima on the coinage In other words, the kalima functioned as a 
badge representing the Qandahar sardars 36 In fact, all coins struck at 
Qandahar between 1234 and the British invasion of 1255, bear the 
kalima, either together with the name of Ayyiib (1234 1239) or on 
various sorts of anonymous coins (1234, 1240 1255), during which 
time the city was under continuous control by the Qandahar sardars 
Thus the adoption of the kalima at Kabul should also be seen as a mark 
of Qandahari authority at Kabul 

Reshtia reports that after Purdil Khan had reappointed Habib 
Allah ruler of Kabul and returned to Qandahar, there were a few brief 
skirmishes between Habib Allah and Dost Muhammad, during which 
the latter besieged Habib Allah briefly in the Bala Hisar before a 
settlement was reached, under which Habib Allah would remain in 
command of Kabul, Dost Muhammad would return to Ghazni and 
Habib Allah would pay Dost Muhammad an annual subvention of 
20,000 rupees 7̂ It was probably for the payment of this subvention 
that large numbers of the saltan e zaman type were produced, by far 
the most plentiful issue of Kabul in the year 1239 '* 

The next coin type survived tor between a year and a year and a 
half and bears the expression fakhr kan ey sim o zar az sekke-ye 
taheh-e zaman, "be proud, O silver and gold, of the stamp of the 
master of the age" (KM477) Coins of this type are found with the 
date and regnal year combinations 1240/one, 1240/2 and 1241/2 The 
appearance of the expression sdheb-e zaman ("master of time" or 
'master of the age") on the coinage of a Sunni ruler is rather curious 

The expression, which bristles with a panoply of meanings, is used in 
Shiite contexts to refer to the twelfth Imam, al Mahdl Muhammad, 
who IS said to have occulted himself towards the end of the third 
century of the Hijra and would reappear as the Messiah at some 

^'Moreover the 1239 Ayyub type with regnal year 4 is quite rare and may have 
only been struck in limited numbers leavmg behind reverse dies that were still m 
serviceable condition 
^^Previously the kalima had not been used at either Kabul or Qandahar since the 
reign of Shah jahan 1 (1037 1068/1628 1658) except for a single issue at Qandahar 
in the name of the Ghilzay chief Mahmud Shah dated 1135 
37Reshtia 1990 75 76 
**The relative abundance of the saltan e zaman type compared to the two earlier 

issues of that year In a hoard of at least 1000 Kabul rupees (terminal date 
probably 1245) there were at least 150 rupees in the name of Ayyub (1234 1239) 
of which no more than 10 were dated 1239 There was not a single example of the 
kalima type though one or both of the pieces acquired by Spengler may have come 
from a part of the hoard that I did not see But there were about 75 examples of 
the saltan e zaman type Despite the fact that the hoard was severely contaminated 
with hundreds of miscellaneous Durrani Barakzay and Mughal rupees (in addition 
to the more than 1000 that dated from between 1228 and 1245) these proportions 
suggest that the first two issues of 1239 were indeed of minimal extent 

unforeseeable moment in the future Since, according to Shiite belief, 
he did not die but rather went into hiding (occultation), he is presumed 
to have conquered time itself, whence the epithet "master of time" 
This appellation seems incongruous on a Sunni coin, though its 
interpretation as the "master" or "ruler" of the time can readily be 
understood as appropriate, and was perceived as such by the 
contemporary Josiah Harlan, as noted below This coinage must have 
been initiated by the brothers Yar Muhammad and Sultan Muhammad, 
who commenced their joint rule at Kabul just after the beginning of 
1240, and was perpetuated without change after Yar Muhammad was 
summoned to take over at Peshawar, leaving Kabul under the sole rule 
of Sultan Muhammad The uninterrupted continuation of an 
anonymous type under two distinct administrations has parallels 
elsewhere in Barakzay coinage, specifically at Qandahar (1243-1254) 
and Herat (1261-1269), under circumstances that will be discussed 
later However, despite the fact that the same legend, albeit in a 
different arrangement, was continued after 1241 under the authority of 
Dost Muhammad (though without regnal years), the traditional 
attribution of this type (KM477) to Dost Muhammad is clearly 
incorrect, as will become evident m the following discussion 3'̂  

As IS so often the case, the resolution ot this problem is beset with 
contradictory evidence Both the Afghan and most European sources 
agree that Dost Muhammad occupied Kabul only after the death of the 
Qandahar sardar Shérdil Khan, who died during the month of August 
1826 (26 Dhu al-Hijja 1241-27 Muharram 1242), Reshtia places it 
even later, during the year 1827 (began 2 Jumada II 1242) *" On the 
other hand, Masson provides a detailed description of Dost 
Muhammad s entry into Kabul 

Sultan Mohamed Khan governed Kabal for about a year 
without gaming the good opinion of any one, and as he 
discouraged the Kazilbash interest, that faction still inclined to 
Dost Mahomed Khan The latter chief, availing himself ol a 
favourable opportunity, suddenly invested his half brother in 
the Balla Hissar, or citadel The means of defence were 
inadequate, and mediation was accepted, the result of which 
was that Sultan Mohamed Khan retired to Peshawar Dost 
Mohamed Khan, engaging to remit him annually the sum of 
one lakh of rupees, became master of Kabal and its 
dependencies •*' 

Masson does not make any mention of the supposedly prior death 
of Shërdil Khan in connection with these events If his report is 
trustworthy, and there seems to be no reason to query its accuracy, 
then the acquisition of Kabul by Dost Muhammad and the retirement 
of Sultan Muhammad to Peshawar coincide well with the transition 
trom the fir&t fakhr kan type (KM477) to the second/a/r/ir kan type 
(KM478) in the middle of the year 1241 Although it can never be 
assumed that the pace of mintage was uniform across an entire year, it 
IS worth noting that amongst the coins dated 1241, the first type is 
several times rarer than the second, an observation which cautiously 
suggests that the transition more likely occurred earlier in that year, 
rather than later Thus it does indeed appear that the rule of Sultan 
Muhammad at Kabul probably lasted only somewhat over one year, 
well in conformity with Masson s report The elimination of the regnal 
year on type KM478 is further evidence for the change of issuer at this 
juncture 

In the division of the Sadozay patrimony following the 
assassination ot Path Khan in 1234, Dost Muhammad received the 
region of Ghazni as his apanage (though not without opposition), then 
gradually extended his sphere of influence to encompass many regions 
west and north of Kabul, in particular the resource rich district of 
Kohistan to the north, to which he ultimately gained formal recognition 
under Sherdil s conciliations of 1239 '•̂  Although it seems that Sultan 

3^he misattnbution to Dost Muhammad may be rooted in the confusion over the 
regnal years The date of 1239 has often been given as the year of Dost 
Muhammad s accession at Kabul If that were true then 1240/one 1240/2 and 
1241/2 of KM477 would be valid regnal years for Dost Muhammad But the date 
1239 is wrong 
"•"Reshtia 1990 79 80 Reshtia was often careless with dates 
"'Masson 1842 i 249 
''^Noelle 1997 13 Reshtia 1990 66 69 78 Technically in the 1239 division 
Kohistan was given to Dost Muhammad Ghazni to his younger full brother Amir 
Muhammad But Amir Muhammad was always the loyal subordinate to his elder 

6 



Muhammad was not at first inclined to capitulate to his ambitious half 
brother Dost Muhammad, it is conceivable that external pressures 
might have forced his hand Sultan Muhammad's base of power 
remained Peshawar, despite his residence at Kabul, and Peshawar was 
at the time under constant threat from the expansionist policies of the 
Sikh ruler Ranjit Singh Could it be that Sultan Muhammad regarded 
It in his best interest to appease Dost Muhammad by acknowledging 
his claim to KabuP The numismatic evidence strongly suggests that 
this was indeed the case, as 1 shall now explain 

There are two crucial items of numismatic evidence that need to be 
taken into account First of all, the coinage of Peshawar, the true home 
of Sultan Muhammad, continued until 1246 to cite the nominal 
Sadozay sovereign Ayyiib Shah with regnal years that commence in 
1233 Secondly, the saheb-e zaman legend of type KM477 is 
perpetuated verbatim on the two subsequent anonymous issues of 
Kabul, KM478 with dates 1241 through 1244 and KM479 with dates 
1244 and 1245 In addition, the obverse of KM479 closely mimics the 
arrangement of the same legend on the 1240 and 1241 issue (KM477) 
From these two observations I would conclude that Sultan Muhammad 
perceived himself as autonomous ruler at Peshawar and as reluctant 
caretaker for Dost Muhammad at Kabul, presumably from the very 
commencement of his assignment to the latter city at the beginning of 
1240 Otherwise, why would Sultan Muhammad have used an 
anonymous protocol at Kabul and a Sadozay protocol at Peshawar'' A 
pragmatically divided policy of this nature makes perfect sense in view 
of the complex web of interrelationships that characterized early 
Barakzay ascendancy m Afghanistan proclaim oneself in one s 
personal apanage but conciliate one's powerful neighbor elsewhere 
Further evidence for Sultan Muhammad s willingness to accede to 
Dost Muhammad is that he readily deferred to the latter's challenge, 
offering to withdraw from the Bala Hisar before the onset of actual 
hostilities, as Masson makes clear in the passage cited above 

Before considering the anonymous issues of Dost Muhammad, let 
us return for a moment to the adoption of the expression saheh-e 
zaman I have not been able to assess the level ot influence execised 
by the Qizilbash of Chindawul during the ascendancy of Sultan 
Muhammad at Kabul The Shiite Qizilbash, who resided in their own 
quarter (Chindawul) just outside the city of Kabul, had been a 
significant force in Durrani rule from the very beginning Their 
sectarian divergence from the Afghan mainstream was frequently 
cause for friction ot greater or lesser seriousness, especially as they 
had become the principal administrative and scribal class within the 
Durrani polity Could it be that Sultan Muhammad's adoption of the 
sahcb-e zaman legend was intended to placate the Qizilbash nobility 
and thus cement their loyalty, for the Qizilbash seem to have 
periodically expressed a preference for Dost Muhammad over the 
Sadozay claimants as well as over other members of the Barakzay 
nobility'' Or was it simply that the ostensibly pro Shiite expression, 
saheh-e zaman, had by this juncture become devoid of any significant 
Shiite flavor'' 

The association of the term saheh-c zaman with the Barakzays 
was noted by the insightful contemporary observer Josiah Harlan, a 
Pennsylvania physician who traveled as a mercenary to Afghanistan 
and saw service for several years as military advisor to Dost 
Muhammad, then anxious to strengthen his military acumen by 
adopting western style organization and discipline In regard to Dost 
Muhammad's placement of his own name on the coinage in 
1250/1834, Harlan provides the following commentary 

The title of Ameer is simply political, but as politics always 
forms a part of the religion of Mahomedans, the prince's 
flatterers soon added to the semi royal distinction "Ul 
Momineen," and he became, in colloquial acceptation, 
"commander of the faithful," as they euphoniously style the 
Khulleefa or Calif of the Mahomedan world The coin of 
Cabul, which, since the change of dynasty had been struck in 
the name of "Saheb i Zeman," which is incognito or 
mnomtnally "ruler of the day or the time then passing," was 

brother, whence it can be persuasively argued that in fact Dost Muhammad had 
remained the ultimate authority at Ghazni 

now impressed with the cognizance of "Ameer Dost 
Mahomed, by the grace of God "•" 

He does not specifically associate the saheb-e zaman legend with any 
one of the Barakzays, but rather implies that it was common to more 
than one of them, thus adding further evidence for the hypothesis that 
the saheb-e zaman coinage was initiated by Yar Muhammad and 
Sultan Muhammad and retained by Dost Muhammad Harlan's 
assignation of this motto to the "coin of Cabul", together with what is 
clear about the inscriptions of the coin of Peshawar, lends further 
support to the somewhat anomalous situation in which Sultan 
Muhammad was simultaneously promulgating two completely distinct 
sorts of coinage, his own proper coinage at Peshawar m the name of 
his erstwhile protege AyyOb Shah and an anonymous coinage for Dost 
Muhammad at Kabul in the "name" of the saheb-e zaman In effect. 
Sultan Muhammad, through the formality of the sikka, was 
promulgating the artifice that Peshawar and Kabul were two distinct 
polities, one under his own firm control (Peshawar), the other held 
nominal by another of the sons of Paymda Khan, in this case Dost 
Muhammad (Kabul) It cannot, however, be ascertained whether the 
impetus for this distinction came from Sultan Muhammad himself, 
from Dost Muhammad, or from the Chindawul Qizilbash 
administrators *•* 

One final note concerning this issue is germane The rupee of 
Kabul had at first retained the Mughal/Afsharid standard of 11 52 
grams, but was reduced to approximately 10 6 10 7 grams in 
1228/1813 during the reign of Mahmüd and manifested on the coins 
themselves by the adoption of a toughra like reverse design towards 
the middle of that year (KM463'»5) Type KM477 (1240 1241) 
inaugurated a lighter standard of about 9 85 grams, which would 
continue at Kabul (but not at other mints') until 1245, as we shall see 
Is It not ironic that the weight reduction of 1240 should have been 
signaled by a verse that admonishes silver and gold to be proud of the 
new royal stamp'' 

The next anonymous type (KM478) preserves the fakhr kon 
legend of type KM477 but arranges it very differently on the die The 
words saheb-e zaman are enclosed in a central pointed quatrefoil, with 
the date and the remainder of the royal protocol in four marginal 
segments The disposition of the mint/date legend on the reverse was 
also visibly altered, to the extent that the old and new versions could 
readily be distinguished even by an illiterate peasant This new type 
was struck in large quantities from 1241 through 1244 The regnal 
year is no longer included, as would be the case for virtually all 
subsequent issues of Kabul The date is repeated on obverse and 
reverse As a result, a number of mismatches are known, surely the 
result of a reluctance to throw away a still serviceable die from the 
previous year, either obverse or reverse •** This type is clearly an issue 
of Dost Muhammad, who, as we have noted, was recognized at Kabul 
by about the middle of 1241, though it is certainly possible that he did 
not physically occupy the city until some months later, perhaps even 
after the death of Shcrdil, as many of the sources allege Coins of this 

'̂ •̂ Harlan 1842 123 The italics are his The com legend adopted in 1250 does not 
bear the Persian equivalent of' by the grace of God" Instead, it bears an appeal by 
the ruler for assistance from God for a planned jihad an expression that Harlan 
probably saw as an Islamic equivalent to the British dei gratia At that time, 
American coinage was purely secular, without the term * in God we trust' that was 
first added to the Amencan coinage in 1864 
'̂̂ Although the simultaneous maintenance ot two coinages by a single ruler tor 

different regions was a rare phenomenon in Islamic numismatic tradition there are 
numerous precedents A most instructive example is the coinage of the Safavid 
ruler Tahmasp II (1135 1145/1722-1732). who after the liberation of Isfahan from 
Afghan control in 1142/1729 produced a coinage in his own name at mints under 
direct Salavid administration but peimitted an anonymous coinage (in the ' name" 
of the Eighth Imam '̂  Ah b Musa) at those mints forming the apanage of Tahmasp 
Quli Khan (the future Nadir Shah), in particular Mashhad 
'̂ ^The listings m the Standard Caialog are incorrect There is no com of this type 
dated 1226, but the initial issue is 1228/5 (Tubingen IL3 E2) Subsequent years 
are 1230 1231, 1232 and 1233 all with corresponding regnal year, though the 
regnal year is off the flan on most known specimens The type is relatively rare 
In the hoard of 1000+ Kabul rupees (terminal date about 1245) cited in a previous 
note, there were at least 150 examples of the Ayyüb issues of 1234 1239 but no 
more than a dozen or so of KM463 (1228 1233) The hoard has by now been 
widely dispersed throughout the market 
'"'£ g , Tubingen 95-31-215 (1242 obverse, 1241 reverse) and 95-4-212 (1242 
obverse, 1243 reverse) 



type are quite plentiful, perhaps because they were struck in substantial 
numbers to cover, amongst other fiscal obligations, the agreed annual 
allowance or tribute to Sultan Muhammad of 100,000 rupees Of 
course, such allowances need not have been paid in actual rupee coins 
of Afghan mintage Either commodities or foreign com, especially 
imported gold and East India Company rupees, might have constituted 
a portion of these transfers However, despite the lack of 
contemporary evidence, I am inclined to postulate that a large, if not 
overwhelmingly large, proportion indeed consisted of indigenous 
silver rupees Copper coins could not have been used, as their 
circulation was restricted to the city of origin and its immediate 
environs, whereas gold coins were struck in infinitesimal quantities 
and were no longer utilized as day-to-day currency 

In 1244, Dost Muhammad altered the type (KM479) by restoring 
the obverse design of the 1240-1241 coinage (KM477) but 
maintaining the reverse design of 1241-1244 (KM478) The 
inscriptional content and weight standard (~9 85g) remained 
unchanged The reasons for the change m design remain obscure The 
type was struck in just 1244 and 1245 and is rather rare Like its 
predecessor it bore the date on both sides, and a muling of the two 
years is known *' 

A cautionary note regarding the phenomenon of mismatched dates 
IS in order These mulings occur quite frequently there are nearly 30 
examples in the Tubingen collection of Durrani and Barakzay coins, 
dating from 1188 to 1305, as well as numerous improperly matched 
Hijn dates and regnal years The frequency of this phenomenon 
signifies that mint officials were not especially bothered by the use of 
an outdated die, especially for the reverse, which normally bore just the 
mint name, together with the date, regnal year or both, but no portion 
of the royal protocol For this reason, the numismatic researcher must 
never rashly assume that every paired obverse and reverse necessarily 
belong together We have already encountered one disconcerting 
example of this phenomenon, the coupling of the 1239/year 4 reverse 
with the kalima type I have ascribed to the brief tenure of Purdil Khan 
in Kabul (KM473) Normally, in the Durrani and Barakzay series, the 
mismatched dies are from adjacent years, but in some other series, 
notably the Manghits of Bukhara, intervals of up to three or more 
years are commonplace In fact, mismatched dies tend to occur in 
nearly all Islamic series where the date is included on both obverse and 
reverse ** 

During the middle of the year 1245 (1829/1830) Dost 
Muhammad introduced a new coin type at Kabul, incorporating a 
weight leduction to about 9 3 grams and a radically new obverse 
protocol in the name of his deceased father, Payinda Khan (KM480) 
The protocol is in the form of a couplet 

Sim o lata beh shams o qamar midehad navid 
vaqt-e ravaj-e sekke-ye payendeh khan rasid 

"silver and gold have brought news to the sun and moon that the time 
of currency of the stamp of Payinda Khan has arrived" This is a 
classical example of what I have termed a quasi-autonomous coinage, 
for it bears the name of the long deceased father of Dost Muhammad, 
Payinda Khan What might have convinced Dost Muhammad that the 
time was indeed ripe for such a change'' It cannot be pure coincidence 
that the two remaining Sadozay nominal rulers, Mahmüd Shah, who 
still enjoyed a modicum of independence at Herat, and Ayyüb Shah, 
the nominal sovereign of the Peshawar sardars, both disappeared from 
the scene in the year 1245, Mahmiid by death, Ayyüb by obscurity 
(and perhaps death) At Herat, which by this time had fallen into the 
sphere of influence of Iran and Russia, Mahmüd was succeeded by his 
son Kamran, whose coins of Herat are known dated from 1244 (sic) 
until 1257 At Peshawar, the Barakzay amir Sultan Muhammad (Yar 
Muhammad had died in 1828, which began on 13 lumada II 1243, 
leaving Sultan Muhammad in sole charge of Peshawar) continued to 
adorn the coinage with the name of the ostensibly deceased Ayyüb into 
the year 1246, though altering the design to create a visually distinctive 

'^'Tubingen 95 4 214 (1244 obverse 1245 reverse) 
'̂ '̂ A notable exception is the coinage of the "̂ Alawl rulers of Morocco in the 18th 
and 19th centuries, for which mismatches are virtually unknown 

type for the supposedly posthumous issue of 1245-1246 (KM734) *' 
Formal Sadozay power had thus come to an end everywhere except 
nominally at distant Herat, whereas Barakzay power was in the 
process of consolidation, though the Sadozay Durrani faction retained 
a modicum of influence within Afghanistan, especially m the 
traditional Sadozay lands in the Qandahar hinterlands Thus the 
proclamation of Barakzay prowess in the khutha and sikka was 
appropriate at this juncture However, Barakzay authority was still 
very much divided, with Dost Muhammad only in control of Kabul 
and a few adjacent districts Thus, by resurrecting the name of his 
father Payinda Khan, the acclaimed martyr of the Barakzay clan and 
the father of virtually all the remaining Barakzay contenders for power, 
he could announce Barakzay supremacy over the DurranIs while at the 
same time assuaging his brothers, most of whom were still fully 
autonomous and fearful of Dost Muhammad's expansionist ambitions 
Moreover, it appears that Dost Muhammad's finances remained 
dangerously precarious, whereupon a reduction of the weight of the 
rupee, however it was implemented, would have seemed a sensible 
policy ^^ In light of all these factors, the new coinage was an 
appropriate response to the circumstances of the time Not 
surprisingly, however, contemporary chronicles are silent with regard 
to the new coinage and its lowered weight 

Five years later, in 1250/1834, Dost Muhammad proposed ajihad 
to seek revenge upon the infidels, specifically the Sikh rulers of the 
Punjab who had ousted Sultan Muhammad from Peshawar and taken 
possession of the city earlier in the same year Moreover, most of the 
Sikh territories had once been part of the Durrani empire, so that Dost 
Muhammad could appeal simultaneously to both religious and 
nationalist sentiments In preparation for the campaign. Dost 
Muhammad sought affirmation from the ulema (religious scholars) of 
Kabul both for his formal sovereignty and for his pleas to the nobility 
to finance the mobilization of a ghazi force for the upcoming campaign 
In a ceremony somewhat reminiscent of Ahmad Shah s coronation 
nearly a century earlier, he received the title of amir al-mu minln and 
the formal rights of khutha and tikka from the ulema 5' This event is 
reflected in the coinage by the insertion of his own name into the coin 
inscriptions 

amir dost mohammad bi-'^azm-e jang-e jehdd 
kamar hebast o bezad sckkeh naserash haqq bad 

"Amir Dost Muhammad, intending a war of jihad, girded his loins and 
struck coins, may the Truth (i e , God) grant him succor", a totally 
appropriate inscription for a ruler planning a jihad Since Dost 
Muhammad did not have a genealogical claim to formal legitimacy, he 
instead called for a jihad and appealed to the ulema to provide formal 
acknowledgment of his sovereignty The campaign was indeed carried 
out, but was relatively inconclusive and failed to dislodge the Sikhs 
from Peshawar It might be added that the previous coinage, citing the 
name of his father, the long deceased Payinda Khan, as though he 
were the actual ruler, could have provided, in the eyes of the ulema, yet 
another justification for Dost Muhammad's claim to legitimacy The 
five years' production of coins citing Payinda Khan was tantamount to 
a posthumous de jure proclamation of Payinda's de facto ascendancy 

'̂ '̂ Clearly dated examples of both years at at Tubingen (ÏL6 Fl for 1245,1L6 F^ 
for 1246) As mentioned earlier in the text, I have been unable to determine the 
date of death of Ayyüb Shah 
^^It IS not clear how a reduction of the weight of the rupee might have affected the 
accounts of state The major causes of Dost Muhammad s fiscal stnngency were 
the tribute he was required to supply to his brothers, especially Sultan 
Muhammad as well as often onerous allowances dished out to various tribal 
leaders whose pacification was a prerequisite for maintaining stability within the 
kingdom The account rupee was known as a kham ("raw ) rupee and was 
apparently fixed at ten account shahis, as had been established by Nadir Shah in 
1150/1737 Actual coins were known as/ïoi/irc/i ('cooked ) The value of the 
pnkhtch rupee relative to the kham varied over time and from place to place No 
attempt has been made here to trace the value of the vanous Durrani and Barakzay 
denominations in the 19th century, but it is likely that considerable unpublished 
data exist, especially in the archives of the India Office Library (Noelle 1997 398 
399, Kakar 1979 215) A contemporary observer of this practice was Mohan Lai 
(1846 236) 'All the government and mercantile accounts are received and paid in 
Kham rupees equal to ten shahis each This is not a current coin but is used in 
the accounts" 

^'Noelle 1997 15 17 As noted above, the assumption of the title anur al-
mu mmtn, which does not appear on the coinage, was recorded by Harlan 



and could thus be in terpreted as grounds for conver t ing Dost 
Muhammad ' s de facto rule into de jure rule, in accordance with the 
principle that the son of a defatto ruler was automatically entitled to de 
jure recognit ion, no matter how the father might have acquired his 
throne ' ^ Dost Muhammad ' s named coinage (KM481) was struck 
from 1250 to 1255, though some years, notably 1253, are remarkably 
rare, perhaps mirroring the relentless financial crises that beset the 
Kabul regime during these troubled times 

On 30 Rabl'^ I 1254/23 June 1838 the Tnparti te Treaty was signed 
by Shah Shuja"^ al-Mulk (the Durrani scion living in exile at Ludhiana 
in British terr i tory) , the Sikh ruler Ranjit S ingh, and the British 
government in India. The treaty envisioned a British-led invasion of 
Afghanistan and the restorat ion of Shuja^ a l -Mulk to the Durrani 
throne at Kabul , in hopes of stabilizing the often chaotic political 
s i tuation in the region in order to thwart Russ ian and Iranian 
expansionism in the region The British invasion was successful and 
Dost Muhammad fled towards Bukhara, but upon receiving no quarter 
there, he surrendered to the British and was despatched into exile in 
India Shuja'^ al-Mulk was proclaimed king and enthroned at Kabul, 
his sixth proclamation, on 26 Jumada I 1255/7 August 1839, having 
earlier been proclaimed, for the fifth time, at Qandahar by his British 
mentors on 10 Safar 1255/25 April 1839 (his fifth enthronement) 53 
Three types of coins bearing the name of Shuja'^ al-MuIk were struck 
at Kabul between 1255 and 1257 The first of these bears the same 
couplet that had been introduced some three months earlier at 
Qandahar 

sekkeh zad bar sim o zar roushantar az khorshid o mah 
hami-ye din-e nabi whan ihnjd'^ nl-molk shah 

"The sultan Shuja^ al-Mulk Shah, protector of the Prophet's religion, 
struck the royal s tamp on silver and gold, brighter than the sun and 
moon" , and is known dated 1255 only (KM483) ' 't The second issue 
bears the inscription saltan shojd'^ al-molk dorr-e dnrrdni, and is also 
dated 1255 only (KM484 2) The date is rarely visible, as the final 
digit IS placed at the top of the reverse Below the first '5 ' of the date 
appears a damma, representing the vowel u following the b of Kabul, 

52Album 1976 127 128, 130 131 Whereas Dost Muhammad (.rrcumvented the 
accusation of usurpation by honoring his deceased/ö/Acr as sultan, the Qara 
Qoyunlu ruler Qara YQsuf (809 821/1406-1420) accomplished the same feat by 
naming his snn Pïr Budaq to the sultanate Several years earlier Pïr Büdaq had 
been made an adoptive son of the Jalayrid ruler Sultan Ahmad, whose legiUmacy 
was never questioned as the legitimate heir to the Jalayrid throne (his coins are 
common) {ifjtd , 124) 
^̂ Shuja*̂  al-Mulk never exercised any independent authority during his fifth and 
sixth reigns, 1255 1258 Although the British forces may at first have envisaged a 
true restoration of Durrani power as a buffer between their possessions m India and 
the encroaching influence of Russia and Iran from the north and west, in reality 
Shah Shuja*̂  remained little more than a vehicle for increasing British involvement 
in the affairs of Afghanistan This led to widespread resentment amongst the 
Afghans and ultimately to the uprising of November 1841 The intervening course 
of affairs, exacerbated by a sequence of poor judgments on the part of the British 
command, are weli-documented but irrelevant to the present study After 1842 the 
British increasingly supported Dost Muhammad as the candidate most likely to 
constitute the desired bulwark against Iranian and Russian aggression 
5'*There is an amusing tale associated with this coinage Citing various Afghan 
sources but without having examined actual specimens of the coinage, Noelle 
presents a slight variant, with nut e thashm e dnrr-e dorran in place of hanii ye 
dm c nahi saltan^ which was altered by the hostile populace of Kabul to 

sekkeh zad har sim o taïa shah shnja'^ e armani 
nur-e thashm-e lat o burns o khak e pay-e kompani 

The Armenian Shah Shuja' struck the royal stamp on silver and gold, the light of 
the eye of Lord and Burnes, dust at the feet of the [East India] Company' (Noelle 
1990 307, n 184) The references are to the British officers P B Lord and 
Alexander Bumes The mother of Shah Shuja' was reputedly of partial Armenian 
origin 
It IS conceivable that this type utilizing the couplet introduced some three and a 
half months earlier at Qandahar, was actually struck prior to Shah Shuja' s sixth 
enthronement at Kabul, or at least from dies prepared beforehand The general rule 
at the time was that a new enthronement should have required the introduction of a 
new com type Thus the sixth enthronement should have heralded a new type, in 
this case the dorr-c donani type (KM484 2) Perhaps dies bearing the couplet 
type introduced earlier at Qandahar were prepared before the nature of the new type 
had been decided, either between the time of Dost Muhammad s flight and the 
enthronement at Kabul or in ihe days between the enthronement and the decision to 
adopt of the dorr e dnrrdnt type In any event, the couplet type at Kabul (KM483) 
must have been struck only very bnefly 
Whitehead (1934 184) slightly misconstrued the verse by placing the word saltan 
at the beginning of the second misra^ For metncal reasons saltan must follow 
nahl The sense of the verse is unchanged 

which has been misconstrued for either the numeral '6' or '9', leading to 
the false interpretation of the date as either 1256 or 1259 ^5 Finally, 
the third and overwhelmingly the most common type bears the simple 
legend snltdn shojd^ ol-molk shah, and is known dated 1255, 1256 
and 1257 (also 1258, to which we shall later refer) ( K M 4 8 2 & 
KM484 1, the former a presentation version of the latter, which was an 
ordinary circulating coin) '* 

The transition from the ephemeral dnrr-e dorrani type to the 
simple shah type in 1255 can perhaps be explained by the antipathy of 
the Kabuli population for the Durrani, i e , Sadozay, lineage ever since 
the assassination of Fath Khan some 22 years earlier Whereas the 
British leaders correctly anticipated that the restoration of Shah Shuja' 
would elicit substantial support at Qandahar, they apparently failed to 
take into account the disdain with which Kabul w,ould have regarded 
any scion of Sadozay ancestry 

In order to understand the events that shaped the convoluted 
sequence of coinage m late 1257 and 1258, some not ion of the 
topography of the city is essential The mam urban area lay in the 
valley of the Kabul River abutting a hilly area to the west and 
southwest Immediately to the southeast, situated at some elevation 
above the city, lay the citadel, the Bala Hisar (literally, "high fortress"), 
where the residences of Shuja*^ al-Mulk and much of the nobility were 
si tuated Some two miles to the nor thwest lay the district of 
Chindawul , which was the quarter of the Qil izbash, who provided 
much of the administrative personnel of the Kabul regime Finally, 
some three miles to the north/northeast was s i tuated the British 
cantonment , surrounded by defensive walls , outs ide of which had 
arisen a small mercantile colony dedicated to the victual l ing of the 
British garrison Tlie mint was most likely located in the city proper, 
though It would not have been difficult to set up a second mint within 
the Bala Hisar, which, as a fortified location, would have offered better 
security in troubled times 

British rule at Kabul was plagued by a series of counterproductive 
military and financial decisions and a general lack of understanding of 
the nature of governance in Afghan i s t an G r o w i n g Afghan 
exasperation v/\\hfaranj^i rule spilled over into open rebellion in Kabul 
following the assassination of Alexander Burnes on 17 Ramadan 
1257/2 November 1841 On this occasion, or very shortly afterwards, 
the British forces and camp followers abandoned the city proper and 
retreated to the Bala Hisar (where Shah Shuja'^ cont inued to maintain 
his residence) and to the cantonments , until , on 23 DhQ a l - Q a ' da 

'^The specimen published and illustrated by Whitehead (1934 185, #1224) shows 
what appears to be the date 1259 written vertically (though only the alleged 59 is 
visible), similar to many reverses of 1257 and 1258 of various types However, 
the purported 9 is again the damnta Moreover, the numeral 5 was nearly always 
written not as a plain circle (as at Qandahar) but with a point at its apex, as is 
typical of modem Iranian and Afghan practice If the date were indeed vertically 
written, then the point would be at the apex of the numeral, i e , at the right when 
the com is held upright but it is clear in Whitehead s illustration that the 5 is 
actually written honzontally, with the point facing 'north' The date is in fact 
125x The same is true of the Tubingen specimen of KM484 I (SNAT 963) and 
British Museum 1922 4 24 2288 both ot which should also be read as I25x 
Where the date is visible on the dorr-c dnrran type, it is 1255, its digits arranged 
in the same fashion as the presentation style KM482 (=Whitehead 1218, same 
specimen, in the British Museum), also struck at Kabul in 1255 The proposed 
sequence of the couplet and dnrr e don an types is based on the assumption, not 
necessarily valid, that the content of the couplet would suggest that it was intended 
to reassure the Muslims of Afghanistan that Shah Shuja"̂  was not intending to 
sacrifice the country to the infidel whereas the latter type was indicative of the 
idea, surely still common in Afghanistan, that the Durrani empire could somehow 
be reconstituted Further evidence for this sequence of types is the identical 
placement of the digits of the date on the doi r e don an type and the presentation 
version of the saltan type 
While-Kmg mentions yet another example of an alleged 1259 dale, with normal 
sollan obverse but with sana and regnal year 5 below, from Theobald s collectum 
(1896 334 #19) There in no illustration, and I have been able to trace the future or 
this or any similar specimen 
The possibility that any of the rulers of Kabul after the murder of Shah Shuja' on 
21 Safar 1258 would have restored his name to the coinage is ludicrous By the 
time of his assassination Shah Shuja' was universally scorned by all the Afghan 
factions Besides, any taction could have chosen (and several did') one of his 
many surviving progeny as a Durrani figurehead under which to rule 
5"The 1255 and 1256 issues must have been immense, twelve specimens of these 
two years m the British Museum collecUon exhibit not a single die link I have 
not been able to ascertain whether the vast quanuties of silver bullion required for 
this coinage came from local levies or from cash, presumably in the form of East 
India Company rupees brought from India by the Bntish forces 



1257/6 January 1842, they abandoned their positions at Kabul alto-
gether, intendmg to withdraw at least as far as Jalalabad. A few days 
later the British force was utterly annihilated between the passes of 
Jagdalak and Gandumak by the savvy Eastern Ghilzay tribesmen, one 
of the most disastrous defeats ever to befall a colonial British force, 
largely because the British officials had failed to comprehend the 
importance of maintaining the annual subsidies to the Ghilzays.^' 

The leader of the rebellion at Kabul was a nephew of Dost 
Muhammad by the name of Muhammad Zaman Khan (b. Nawwab 
Asad Khan b. Payinda Khan), who had earlier been in control of an 
apanage at Jalalabad. It must have been under his authority that coins 
were struck bearing the still inconclusively read inscription, which I 
have tentatively deciphered as madad kon darm zaman ya saheb oz-
zaman, "give succor in this age, O master of time" (KM485).5* The 
reference to saheb oz-zaman here was surely intended as a caique on 
the name of Muhammad Zaman." Coins of this type are invariably 
dated 1257. There seem to be very few dies for the issue (perhaps as 
few as two obverse dies?), though no proper attempt has yet been 
undertaken to estimate the volume of this comparatively rare 
emission.*" It remains unclear whether this issue was initiated before 
or after the withdrawal of British forces at the end of Dhfl al-Qa'da 
1257. The British had completely evacuated the city proper shortly 
after the assassination of Humes and retreated to the cantonment, while 
Shah Shuja'̂  remained in the Bala Hisar. The mint, which might well 
have been located at this juncture in the city and not in the Bala Hisar, 
could thus have struck the new type at any time from as early as 
Shawwal 1257 until the end of the year and perhaps into the first 
weeks of 1258 if the 1257-dated dies were still serviceable. I should 
emphasize in this context that one must never discount a priori the 
possibility that dies might have remained in service for some time after 
they had become technically obsolete, as at a change of year or upon an 
uncontested change of ruler. Thus some types may seem relatively 
plentiful in proportion to the short duration of their currency, either 
because the dies long remained in service, particularly when there was 
no political or economic reason to discard them, or because the issue 
was initiated in response to an inordinately large requirement for new 
coinage, as would commonly have been the case during periods of 
intense military or political conflict, when the need to mobilize an army 
or cement political support would have been most acute. Such a 
scenario could understandably have arisen during the turbulent year 

1258, when the constantly shifting political alliances and military 
buildups would have created an inordinately large demand for cash.*' 

57Noelle 1997.49. 
' ' N O specimen showing the top portion of the obverse inscnption has yet been 
illustrated, two unpublished examples are in the Bntish Museum (1859-2-20-43) 
and Tubingen (not yet accessioned) The Tubingen example shows what appears to 
be a ya with reverted tail forming the uppermost long honzontal stroke Could it 
be that the exhortation is madadt kon rather than madad kon, in other words with 
an appended indefinite particle to the word madad? And if so, does the use of the 
indefinite suffix alter the sense of the inscription, which I doubf Note that I have 
translated the word zaman as "age" m the first instance, "time" in the second. 
Note also that darm is wntten as a single word rather than as two words, dar m 
^^The reference to the "master of the age" took two forms, the Persian form saheb-
e zaman and the Arabic form sdheh oz-zaman, the latter form is transenbed here as 
though It were Persian, for it is found in Persian verse as an alternative to the 
proper Persian form when needed for metncal reasons. Both are found on the coins 
as well 

**rhe obverse die of SNAT 952 and the illustrated specimen of KM485 in the 
Standard Catalog are different, though the obverse of SNAT 952 and the reverse 
of the KM specimen are combined on a specimen in the Ashmolean Over the 
years I have handled approximately twenty specimens of this type. 
" ' A remarkable occurrence of such a scenario occurred just after the Islamic 
revolution in Iran The Shah fled the country on 16 February 1979/28 Bahman 
1357, just over a month before the end of the Shamsi year 1357 Nonetheless, 
gold pahlavis bearing the portrait of the Shah and the date 1358 were struck, 
presumably intended for use as Nouruz (New Year) gifts, as had tjecome customary 
in Iran (and remains so amongst Iranians living in Los Angeles and New York). 
What IS surprising is that these coins must actually have been released after the 
revolution, when any acknowledgment of the Shah would presumably have been 
anathema Later in 1358, the gold azadi of the Islamic Republic first appeared, to 
the same Bntish sovereign weight standard as the former pahlavi. But as there was 
no possibility to select a design and prepare new dies m the month before Nouruz, 
the 1358 pahlavis, undoubtedly struck in advance for the holiday, were released It 
should be pointed out that for technical reasons modem coin design and die 
production is a more complex and time-consurmng process than had been the case 
in the time of hand-produced dies 

The other important contender for power in Kabul was Dost 
Muhammad's son, Muhammad Akbar Khan, who pursued what was 
left of the destroyed British force towards Jalalabad, where he laid 
siege to the British garrison. From all accounts, it appears that 
Muhammad Akbar was content to allow Muhammad Zaman to remain 
as "temporary sovereign" while he himself pursued the siege at 
Jalalabad.*^ At the same time Shah Shuja' remained in the Bala Hisar, 
though technically stripped of even nominal authority. During 
Muhammad Akbar's absence from Kabul, the most powerful person in 
the city was the Logarl chief Aminullah, who, supported by most of 
the BarakzSy and Qizilbash leadership, persuaded Muhammad Zaman 
to recognize Shah Shuja'̂  as nominal king at Kabul; at the same time 
Muhammad Zaman had himself appointed vizier. This must have 
happened towards the end of the year 1257 (late January/early 
February 1842). Numismatically, the result was the resumption of 
coinage in the name of Shah Shuja'̂  bearing the date 1258 and utilizing 
the same inscriptions as the issues of 1255-1257 (KM484.1 & 
KM487, a silver rupee and gold mohur, respectively, the mohur being 
a small issue probably intended more as a presentation coin than as 
circulating curtency). It is conceivable, though highly unlikely given 
the constraints of the time frame, that a few 1257 coins in the name of 
Shah Shuja'̂  might have been struck after the reconciliation of Shah 
Shuja'̂  and Muhammad Zaman, rather than during the eight months 
before the uprising, as would certainly be the case for the majority, if 
not the entirety (as 1 regard as most probable), of the 1257-dated coins 
of type KM484.1. Given his Sadozay affiliation and the blemish of 
his association with the by then detested British, the restoration of 
Shah Shuja' must have been deeply unpopular amongst most of the 
Kabuli factions. It is thus not at all surpnsing that several weeks later, 
after reluctantly agreeing to lead a relief force to reinforce Muhammad 
Akbar at Jalalabad, Shah Shuja'̂  emerged from his residence, only to 
be assassinated on the following day, 21 Safar 1258/3 April 1842. 
The relief force then disbanded, leaving Muhammad Akbar to 
succumb to defeat by the Bntish garrison just four days later. 

Following the assassination of Shah Shuja', internal divisions 
within Kabul once again intensified. On the day after Shah Shuja"s 
murder, his son Fath Jang was named king by some of the factional 
leaders. Muhammad Zaman refused to acknowledge the new nominee, 
who was compelled to take refuge in the Bala Hisar. Once again in 
charge of the city, Muhammad Zaman promulgated a new quasi-
anonymous coinage, though, as I will suggest below, it is conceivable 
that the earliest of the Fath Jang types may have preceded it. For the 
obverse inscnption Muhammad Zaman exhumed the first couplet type 
of the aged and blind Shah Zaman, who had been the Durrani ruler 
1207-1216/1793-1801, and was still ahve either at Kabul or m exile in 
Bntish territory*^: 

qarar ydft be-hokm-e khoddy-e har dou jahdn 
ravdj-e sekke-ye doulat be-ndm-e shdh-e zamdn 

"By order of the Lord of the two worlds (i.e., God), the currency of 
the royal stamp of the dynasty has become established in the name of 
the shah of the age." Here, shdh-e zamdn referred simultaneously to 
the long-deposed Durrani and indirectly, thus quasi-anonymously, to 
Muhammad Zaman as "shah of the age" (KM486). The inscription is 
vague in respect to which dynasty is intended, Durrani or Barakzay, 
and the choice is left to God. It should not be forgotten that the 
Durrani prince Fath Jang was still nominally ruling, either in the Bala 
Hisar or elsewhere in the immediate environs of the city, whilst the 
Barakzays and their various allies were de facto rulers of most of the 
Kabul region. The ambivalence of the coin inscription was surely 
intentional. 

Muhammad Akbar returned from defeat at Jalalabad, entering 
Kabul on or very shortly after 25 RabI'' I 1258/6 May 1842. After a 

fi^Waller 1993 240-241 
*^The residence of the aged Shah Zaman at this juncture is uncertain Kaye 
(1874 370-371) states that he accompanied the Bntish forces upon their withdrawal 
from Kabul in October 1842, along with Fath Jang and other descendants of Shah 
Shuja*̂  Other sources suggest that he had long been in exile in Bntish territory. 
Perhaps he was brought back to Kabul dunng the previous month by the BnUsh 
relief forces sent to rescue the Bntish hostages then held at Bamiyan. 
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convoluted series of negotiations and intrigues, duiing which Fath 
Jang remained in the Bala Hisar, an arrangement was reached on 18 
Jumada I 1258/29 June whereby Muhammad Akbar formally 
acknowledged the kingship of Fath Jang and accepted for himself the 
subordinate position of vizier, though in fact, it was Muhammad 
Akbar and his allies, Muhammad Shah Babakr Khail and Aminullah 
Logari, who were the actual wielders of power, Fath Jang remained 
nothing more than a figurehead This incident amounted to the second 
enthronement of Fath Jang, as we shall note below As for 
Muhammad Zaman, his allies largely abandoned him and he 
disappeared from the scene for several years. Both the Afghan and 
European sources are vague about his whereabouts in the next couple 
of years, though he later became a familiar and reputedly influential 
figure at the court of Dost Muhammad ^ 

At present several aspects of this complex period that impinge on 
the attribution of the coins remain uncertain, in particular the 
relationship between Muhammad Zaman and Fath Jang during the 
months immediately following the murder of the latter's father, Shah 
Shuja' (i e , during what would constitute the first "reign" of Fath 
Jang) Fath Jang struck three types of coins during the year 1258 
(surely it would be better to say, given his impotence, that three types 
of coins were struck in his name'), which, I shall argue, correspond to 
his three enthronements during that year One type bears a still unread 
couplet, within which the words ma'^dan and shah-e jahan can be read 
in addition to his name, it occurs in two variations of legend 
arrangement (KM488 1 & KM488 2) A second type bears a 
somewhat more exalted titulature, saltan fath jang padshahi ghazi, 
thus implying that he, or rather Muhammad Akbar acting in the name 
of Fath Jang, had undertaken some sort of campaign against the 
infidel, by which the British must have been meant (KM484 4), 
despite the fact that Fath Jang was still supported by the British (how 
confused were these times') A third type bears the simple titulature 
snltdnfath jarift dorr-c dorrdni (KM488 3) The sequence of the three 
types cannot at present be definitively established Nonetheless, 1 have 
attempted here to suggest a sequence of the three types, along with the 
resurrected Shah Zaman type, based partly on their relative rarity but 
especially on the content of their inscriptions as they relate to the 
historical developments surrounding the three enthronements Also of 
interest is a die-link between the two of the types struck in his name 
The example of the ma^dan couplet type KM488 1 illustrated in the 
Standard Catalog shares a reverse die with one of two specimens of 
the pad'ihah-e ghazi type in the Ashmolean Museum, a link that might 
suggest that the couplet type and the padshdh-e ghazi types were 
issued in succession Despite this link I believe that the two types 
were interrupted by the resurrected Shah Zaman type, for the reasons 
described in the following paragraphs Thus 1 would propose the 
following sequence of types 

(1) The ma'^dan couplet type of Fath Jang would have been struck by 
AmlinuUah Logari and Fath Jang after the murder of Shah Shuja', 
with at least the tacit approval of Muhammad Zaman The exalted 
claim to shah-e jahan, "king of the world", outlandish as it might 
seem, is most appropriate to Fath Jang's first julüs This is the rarest 
type of Fath Jang, despite its occurrence in two distinctive arrange-
ments of the obverse inscription, and was presumably suppressed by 
order of Muhammad Zaman very shortly after Fath Jang fell from 
favor in the eyes of Muhammad Zaman It would thus have been 
struck from roughly late Safar to some point in RabI' I 1258 

(2) The resurrected Shah Zaman type would have been struck from 
some point after Muhammad Zaman had effectively dislodged Fath 
Jang and the latter's staunchest supporters from real authority, but 
before the rapprochement between Muhammad Akbar and Fath Jang, 
thus from roughly the end of Rabr 1 until either the end of Rabl^ II or 
possibly early Jumada I 1258 It appears that Aminullah Logari had 
favored the retention of Fath Jang as nominal ruler However, at some 
time during the month of RaW^ I Muhammad Zaman had engineered 
the removal of Aminullah from any real authority in Kabul The ouster 

S'tNoelle 1997 253 Kaye (1874, 3 272, 301 302) gives rather lund details of 
Muhammad Akbar s despicable behavior towards Fath Jang 

of Aminullah left Muhammad Zaman as the sole effective chief at 
Kabul, a development that seems to have been marked by the new coin 
type bearing the name of Shah Zaman However, given that Fath Jang 
was still in the Bala Hisar at this juncture, it is possible that the 
production of the couplet type of Fath Jang and the revived Shah 
Zaman type may have briefly overlapped, the former produced in the 
Bala Hisar, the latter within the city, a proper die study of the two 
types might determine whether this could have been the case The 
revived Shah Zaman type is relatively rare 

(3) The pddshah-e ghazi type of Fath Jang would have been instituted 
by Muhammad Akbar as a proclamation of their rapprochement, 
perhaps for the formal ceremonies confirming the new relationship on 
18 Jumada 1 1258/27 June 1842, l e , for Fath Jang's second 
enthronement The accolade ghdz'i was typically adopted by a Muslim 
ruler who had undertaken, successfully or otherwise, military action 
against the infidel It had been adopted by Zahir al Din Babur, founder 
of the Mughal imperial line, in 933/1525 after his victories in India 
(albeit over Muslim rulers in the largely Hindu land), and was 
frequently adopted by his successors m India, generally signitiying 
Muslim dominion over the Hindu population of India Only two 
"infidels" are relevant to the period of Fath Jang, the Sikhs and the 
British, of whom the British were far more likely to have been the 
reference point of this inscription, for Muhammad Akbar and his allies 
were at this juncture endeavoring to defend Kabul against them 
British forces still occupied Qandahar and Jalalabad, and fear was 
widespread in Kabul that they would at some point mount an attempt 
to rescue the British hostages (including Lady Sale) still held by Mu-
hammad Akbar at Kabul and perhaps to exact retribution for the 
calamity that had befallen them in the previous January The padshah-
c ghaxi type is the most common type in the name of Fath Jang, and 
was likely struck from the time of his second julüs on 18 Jumada 1/29 
June until his third julüs under British tutelage on or just after 9 
Sha^ban 1258/15 September, thus for somewhat more than two and a 
half months 

(4) The fourth emission must have been the dorr-e doirani type of 
Fath Jang This rare type was of extremely short duration, having 
been introduced, as I shall argue, by the British immediately upon their 
reentry into Kabul on 9 Sha'ban 1258/15 September 1842 and 
suspended upon Fath Jang's abdication and the enthronement of 
ShahpQr at some point between 2 and 4 Ramadan 1258/7 9 October 
1842 The resumption of the title dorr-e dorrani is clearly an 
affirmation of the Durrani lineage, whose underpinning was part of 
British strategy in Afghanistan 

Let us examine the situation surrounding the British assault on 
Kabul in Sha'^ban 1258/September 1842, starting with the relationship 
between Muhammad Akbar and Fath Jang prior to the arrival of the 
British armies While Muhammad Akbar had earlier conceded the 
advisability of placing a Durrani scion on the throne, he never intended 
that Fath Jang would exercise anything but nominal authority, as a 
legitimizing tool for his own defat to power In fact, not long after his 
second proclamation, Fath Jang was confined to the Bala Hisar, at first 
in conditions of reasonable luxury, eventually as a mere prisoner in 
what were alleged to have been deplorable conditions At some point 
during the month of August, Fath Jang managed to escape from his 
incarceration, by bribery if Reshtia's account is to be believed, and 
reached Pollocks camp on 25 Rajab 1258/1 September 1842 while 
Pollock was still encamped at Jalalabad or perhaps soon after he had 
begun his march towards Kabul, the sources are unclear as to 
Pollock's precise position at the moment of Fath Jang s arrival ''^ 
Pollock must have regarded Fath Jang as of some potential future use, 
for he was allowed to remain with his entourage during the approach 
to Kabul The first British forces reached the outskirts of Kabul on 7 
Sha'^ban/13 September Muhammad Akbar fled forthwith to the 
relative security of the mountainous region above Istallf, while the 
British entered the city of Kabul two days later, on 9 Sha'^ban/15 
September Kaye noted that "both Pollock and Macgretor were of 
opinion, that so long as the British were to remain at Caubul, it would 

«'Kaye 1874, v 3 301 303 Reshtiya 1990 182 



be desirable that a government of some kind should be established, if 
only to enable our armies more surely to obtain their supplies "** 
Thus Path Jang was treated to his third enthronement in less than year, 
probably on the day following the British entry There must have been 
a rather urgent need for cash money, for Pollock had come up from 
Jalalabad with only enough supplies to last at most a week, 
presumably hoping to purchase the needed victuals while at Kabul It 
was under these circumstances that the third coin type bearing the 
name of Path Jang was introduced, the dorr e dorrant type, bearing a 
title that reflects the British desire to place a Sadozay prince on the 
throne 

From the start the British authorities intended only to remain at 
Kabul long enough to rescue the hostages, who had in fact succeeded 
in bribing their way out of captivity m Bamiyan and were already en 
route to Kabul when the British occupied the latter city, and to effect 
some sort of retribution on the city They had no concern for Path 
Jang or his welfare, refusing to promise military or financial support 
after their departure Realizing that his position at Kabul would be 
extremely tenuous after the expected British withdrawal, Path Jang 
abdicated the throne, probably in the early days of October, after a 
reign that had lasted somewhat longer than two weeks '•' 

It should be remembered that at this juncture the British still had 
allies within the city of Kabul, especially the Qizilbash community, 
who remained fearful of the brutal and rapacious Muhammad Akbar 
Por some time the Qizilbash had been proposing that Path Jang s 
younger brother, Shahpur, be set up as king, though it is unclear 
whether their recommendations were made only after it became known 
that Path Jang was intent on abdicating '''* According to Kaye, 
Shahpiir was elevated to the throne at the behest of the British 
commanders at some point between 2 Ramadan 1258/7 October 1842 
and the destruction of the Kabul bazaar on 9 10 October Reshtiya, 
confirming this in essence, states that Shahpiir was placed upon the 
throne at Kabul by "pro British" forces on 9 Ramadan 1258/14 
October 1842, just before the departure of the British *' However, all 
of the British sources are unanimous in placing the final departure of 
the British armies two days earlier, as noted above Perhaps this 
contradiction can best be understood by examining Reshtias 
conceptualization of the Anglo-Afghan conflict, which he depicts 
rather simplistically as a struggle of Afghan nationalist forces against 
foreign invaders and their domestic lackeys He is unwilling to accept 
the hypothesis, universally espoused by both western and Indian 
scholars, that the troubles besetting Afghanistan during so much of the 
nineteenth century were largely the result of centnfugal tnbalist conflict 
that was inherent in Afghan society Nonetheless he is fully aware, in 
his own words, of "the vast intensification of tribalism and civil strife" 
that emerged after the execution in 1234/1818 of Path Khan, the eldest 
son of Payinda Khan, but ascribed the lack of unity and the descent 
into civil strife not to structural aspects of Afghan society but to the 
specific personalities and individual strivings of Dost Muhammad and 
his numerous brothers and nephews ^" Thus he repeatedly blames the 
inability of the Barak/ay brothers to unite behind a common policy as 
the overriding factor that led to internal political disintegration He 
cannot accept the possibility that the centrifugal tendencies were 
structural and not merely personal' ' 

**Kaye 1874 v 3 342 
"'Kaye 1874 v 3 366 Kaye mentions that Fath Jang was mortally afraid of 
Muhammad Akbar and tites the principal reason for his decision to abdicate was 
that M CaskiU s forces while victorious at Istalif had failed to capture Muhammad 
Akbar Noelle gives a different accounl (1997 53) claiming that the British 
intended to restore Fath Jang to the Durrani throne but that Fath Jang refused when 
he heard of the then imminent departure of the Bntish forces from Kabul 
apprehensive undoubtedly correctly that he would have little support after their 
departure and that his hfe would therefore be in mortal danger were he to accept the 
kingship Kaye is quite clear that not only did Fath Jang indeed accept the throne 
but that on 18 September he named Ghulam Muhammad Khan Popalzay as his 
vizier (1874, V 3 344) 
**Kaye 1874 v 3 367 Noelle (1997 53) follows Kaye s account closely 
S'Reshtia 1990 185 
'"Reshtia 1990 64 
' ' I do not mean to degrade Reshtia s scholarship but rather to identify his point 
of view and factor that point of view into my understanding of his work British 
scholarship whether of the 19lh or the first half of the 20lh century is if anything 

As had been the case, the British had no intention of providing 
support to any Afghan regime after their departure from Kabul The 
final British act of retribution, the unnecessary and short sighted 
destruction of the bazaar, put paid to any hopes of further British 
support within the city Two days after the destruction of the bazaar, 
on 7 Ramadan 1258/12 October 1842, the British armies left the city, 
abandoning to his fate its nominal ruler, Shahpur The notables then 
remaining in Kabul, led by the formerly pro-British Qizilbash leader 
ship, then summoned Muhammad Akbar from Tashqiirghan, to which 
he had fled a few weeks before Immediately following Muhammad 
Akbar s amval in Kabul, which must have occurred towards the end of 
Ramadan or early Shawwal 1258 (late October 1842 to mid November 
1842), Shahpiir was compelled to flee to Peshawar, his ultimate fate 
apparently unrecorded 2̂ 

Prom these accounts, one may surmise that the "reign" of Shahpur 
extended roughly one month from about 3 Ramadan to early Shawwal 
1258, 1 e , from about 8 October to early November 1842 His rare 
coinage consists of one type (KM489), with an obverse couplet that 
has not yet been fully deciphered, but which seems to be, with lacunae, 
(sekkeh'') zad (az'^} altaf e Etdh I khosro ve '^dlam sctan shahpur 
fsicj shdh^^, "the world-conquering Caesar Shahpur struck ( the 
royal stamp) (by) the favor of God", an incredible hyperbole, as 
Shahpur was the antithesis of "^alam selan, 'world-conqueror" 

All sources agree that there was no opposition to the resumption 
of power m Kabul by Muhammad Akbar after the British withdrawal 
As part of the terms agreed to by the British just prior to their 
departure. Dost Muhammad was freed from exile in Calcutta and 
allowed to return to Afghanistan Apparently reassured by 
Muhammad Akbar that he would be welcomed into the city, he 
travelled in leisurely fashion from Calcutta to Kabul, at one point 
spending about three weeks at the court of the Sikh ruler at Lahore, 
Sher Singh, before his amval in Kabul in the spring of 1843, during 
the month of April according to Rcshtia, which corresponded almost 
exactly with the month of Rabi' I 1259 It was under the authority of 
Muhammad Akbar that the last 1258-dated coinage of Kabul was 
struck, bearing just the kalima in square on the obverse, the mint and 
date on the reverse (KM493) The type was closely modeled on the 
earlier kalima type of 1239 (KM473), but is distinguished by a broader 
border on the obverse and the lack of any inscription in the obverse 
marginal segments The type was presumably introduced around the 
beginning of Shawwal 1258 and struck at least until the end of the 
year, though no specimens are known bearing the date 1259 The type 
IS not especially rare, and there seem to be quite a large number of both 
obverse and reverse dies No dies links to earlier 1258-dated coins 
have yet been observed 

There is an interesting and instructive aspect to Muhammad 
Akbar s choice of the kalima type, which, as noted above, had become 
a sort of badge ot the Qandahar sardars Muhammad Akbar was, like 
his father, opposed to those sardars It appears that by usurping the 
kalima type for his own coinage, the type became tainted for further 
use by the sardars Thus when the Qandahar sardars returned to 
Qandahar from their refuge in Iran (probably in Dhii al Qa^da or Dhü 
al Hijja 1258, as discussed in the chapter on Qandahar), they rejected 
the kalima type utilized before the British invasion and adopted a 
different sort of anonymous type Muhamad Akbar motive for co-

even more riddled with prejudicial perspectives but their narratives are nonetheless 
of great utility when comprehended in light of their particular biases It is very 
saddening that the recent calamities m Afghanistan have squelched a nascent 
indigenous scholarship that would surely have developed into a wonderful 
contnbution to histoncal research 
'^Reshtia 1990 186 Noelle 1997 53 Kaye (1874 v 3 373) states that Shahpur 
was dethroned before the British army had reached the provinces of India i e no 
later than the end of November 1842 and adds (v 3 394 395) that around the 
middle of December 1842 the Govenor General then at Ferozepore learned that 
Shahpur had narrowly escaped with his life and fled into Sikh territory at 
Peshawar He also mentions that Fath Jang the blind Shah Zaman and other 
descendants of Shah Shuja' were admitted to the British camp on the day before 
their departure These remaining Durranis remained as exiles in India living on 
pensions provided by the British government 
73Whitehead 1934 187 n 1 
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opting the former badge of Qandahar is unknown, the choice may 
have been merely fortuitous and of no particular significance 

Despite the strained relationship between Muhammad Akbar and 
his father Dost Muhammad, the latter was welcomed into Kabul 
during the spring of 1259 (probably circa Safar or Rabl'^ I) 
Immediately thereafter. Dost Muhammad introduced a new coin type 
(KM495) bearing a couplet clearly announcing his resumption of 
power 

bezad za ^eyn-e '^endyat-e khaleq-e akbar 
amir dost mohammad doubareh sekkeh bar zar 

"by the fount of favors of the Supreme Creator, Amir Dost 
Muhammad once again {doubareh) placed the royal stamp on precious 
metal" The inclusion of the word doubareh clearly indicates that this 
coinage reflected the resumption of Dost Muhammad's authority, his 
second reign, so to speak More interestingly, the word akbar 
("supreme") can be seen as a pun on the name of his son Muhammad 
Akbar, implying that it was essentially by the kindness of Muhammad 
Akbar that Dost Muhammad was permitted to resume his kingship^*, 
after all, the new type was conceivably some sort of commemorative of 
the Dost's reentry into Kabul, for which the dies would likely have 
been previously prepared when Muhammad Akbar was still the 
effective authority in the city, albeit nominally on behalf of his father 
Nonetheless the relationship between the Dost and his son was 
anything but cordial, and it is widely alleged that Muhammad Akbar's 
death in February 1847 (began 14 Safar 1263) was far from 
accidental ^̂  

There are two varieties of the 1259 dated '^eyn-e ̂ enayal type (not 
distinguished in the Standard Cataloj>), one elegantly struck on flans 
more or less equal in diameter to the dies, the other from indifferently 
engraved dies on ordinary flans ^* Both types are extremely rare, with 
fewer than half a dozen specimens known to exist in toto There are 
no precious metal coins known from the Kabul mint dated 1260 and 
1261, despite the multiple thousands of Kabul rupees of the second 
reign of Dost Muhammad that have entered the numismatic market 
over the past decades The type was resumed in 1262, with a number 
of modifications, most notable of which is the use of much broader 
dies which reveal only a relatively small portion of the inscriptions on 
any individual specimen (KM497) There was also a slight reduction 
in the weight of the rupee, from about 9 45 to about 9 28 grams 
(possibly falling to about 9 22 grams by the end of the reign, but not 
enough specimens have yet been weighed to make this 
determination '^) This revised version was struck in massive 
quantities and is known from every years between 1262 and 1280, 
though certain years, especially 1264 and 1280, are very rare The 
great rarity of the 1259 coinage and the total absence of 1260 and 1261 
dated coinage at Kabul is informative, for it seems to muror an extreme 
impoverishment of the royal finances as a consequence of the British 
irruptions, the subsequent internal discord and the burdensome 
allowances paid to tribal leaders 

The chronology of the 1258-dated Kabuli coinage that I have 
proposed in the foregoing discussion must be regarded for the time 
being as provisional In particular, the sequence of the three types of 
Path Jang, the relationship between the Shah Zaman type and the first 
Path Jang type, and the proper placement of the kalima type must all be 
regarded as tentative My hypotheses have been based on a somewhat 
superficial analysis of the historical context of the coinage, fortified by 
the assumption that there was but a single mint in Kabul, presumably 

''*The expression lihatcq e akhai can be translated equally as ' the supreme Creator" 
or as "the Creator of Akbar' As usual it is safe to assume that the ambiguity was 
intentional 
•'̂ Noelle 1997 55 
'^For the former, see the illustration of KM496 m the Standard Catalog for the 
latter, Tubingen 92 20-196 The elegant style was undoubtedly a presentation or 
nazarana coin intended for use in the ceremony staged to welcome Dost 
Muhammad back into Kabul A coin of similar quality was prepared 21 years later 
for Sher 'Ah (KM502) 
''The 9 22 gram weight corresponded precisely to two Iranian mithqals of 4 61g 
each That mithqal was pegged in Iran at that level in the 1 lth/17th century and 
remained in use in Iran until at least the 1970s It was the standard measure for 
precious metals in Iran dunng my visits there between 1964 and 1973 

located within the city and not m the Bala Hisar The possibility that 
there might have been two simultaneously operating mints, one in the 
city, the other in the citadel, should not be a prion excluded, though I 
find It very unlikely A great deal of further work is needed in order to 
put these hypotheses to the test In particular, large numbers of 
additional specimens of the various 1258 dated types must be 
examined in order (a) to determine whether additional die-lmks 
between successive types exist and (b) to determine whether the 
repertoire of dies were employed at one or two distinct mints (or 
perhaps more') I have made my point and challenge others to hoist 
the gauntlet 

There is just one more later anonymous issue from the Kabul 
mint, dated 1282 and bearing the simple obverse inscription \a saheb 
01 zaman (KM504) Dost Muhammad had died at Herat on 21 DhQ 
al-Hijja 1279/9 June 1863, barely two weeks after conquering the city 
from the Qajar vassal. Sultan Ahmad Khan, as shall be discussed in 
conjunction with the coinage of Herat His son and previously 
designated heir-apparent, Sher 'All Khan, was named as successor, 
apparently while still as Herat, but was immediately threatened from 
various quarters, as other members of the Barakzay clan challenged his 
succession Even after his establishment at Kabul in the early months 
of 1280, opposition to his rule erupted from time to time, including a 
particularly discouraging uprising at Qandahar towards the end of 
Rabf I 1282 (August/early September 1865) in which two of his sons 
lost their lives, Muhammad Amïn Khan and Muhammad '̂ AII Khan 
As a consequence Sher "̂ All became increasingly morose and 
despondent He renounced his throne and dedicated his hours to 
religious devotion, though continued to be regarded as amlt by the 
notables of Kabul and elsewhere His depression culminated in a 
curious incident at the beginning of Sha'ban 1282 (late December 
1865), m which he jumped trom a palace window into a cistern, where 
he believed he would recover one of his dead sons Despite his 
melancholy in the pre Prozac age he was able to manage much of the 
affairs of state, during what are described as rather extended periods of 
lucidity Nonetheless, his cousin 'Abd al-Rahman supported the 
candidacy of Sher '^All's half brother Muhammad Afdal, with the 
result that the latter was proclaimed king on 25 Dhü dl Hijja 1282/11 
May 1866, whereupon Sher ^AH was forced to flee Coinage at Kabul 
was introduced in the name of Muhammad Afdal at the beginning of 
the following year, 1283 The ya saheb oz-zaman coinage, which is 
not especially scarce, may thus be dated from Rabl'̂  II or Jumada I 
until the end of Dhü al-Hijja 1282 "* All subsequent precious metal 
coinage of Kabul bears the name of the cuiTent ruler, including all 
machine-struck issues 

Qandahar (Ahmadshahl) 
Ahhough there is tar more anonymous coinage from Qandahar 

than from Kabul, it presents fewer problems of interpretation This is 
largely due to the fact that from shortly after the murder of Path Khan 
in 1233/1818 until the annexation of Qandahar by Dost Muhammad in 
1272/1855, the city was ruled by Sherdil Khan and his uterine 
brothers, except during the interlude of the First Anglo-Afghan War 
Sherdil and his brothers managed to avoid the intense domestic 
dissension that periodically convulsed Kabul, so that conditions 
remained relatively stable within the city, though the brothers were 
from time to time required to deal with the hostile intentions of their 
tribal neighbors and with the severe impoverishment of the city and its 
environs Their disagreements with one another never attained the 
calamitous proportions observed elsewhere in the country, though their 
harsh regime contributed to a decline in the city's fortunes 

Although Qandahar had been the home base of Ahmad Shah 
Durrani since the stall of his reign, he did not mint coins there until his 
ninth year (1169) ' ' In the following year the mint was relocated to 
the new capital, which Ahmad Shah named Ahmadshahi after himself, 

'i*Lee 1996 308 309 
''̂ A remarkable and still unpublished coin, with mint name qandahar and epithet 
dar al qarar (Tubingen 97-14 89) As tiest as I can determine this epithet is 
nowhere else utilized on the coinage of Qandahar 
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some three miles west of the old city "" Thenceforth, a continuous 
production of silver and copper coinage persisted until the cessation of 
precious metal coinage at the provincial mints in 1308/1890, copper 
coins continued to be struck at both Qandahar and Herat for several 
decades longer From 1170 until 1272, all but a single issue dated 
1210 bear the mint name Ahmadshahl In the middle of 1273, about a 
year after the annexation of Qandahar by Dost Muhammad, the name 
reverted to Qandahar for all but a few exceptional issues that 
resuscitated the Ahmadshahl name Except for the 1297 issue naming 
the mint as Qandahar, all the anonymous coins discussed below bear 
the mint name Ahmadshahl 

The first anonymous issue of Qandahar, the earliest of any 
Durrani mint, is a rupee dated 1234 (KM 160) As on all coins of 
Qandahar struck after 1221, there is no regnal year It bears the kalima 
on the obverse, the mint and date within an inner circle on the reverse, 
surrounded by a broad band filled with a floriated pattern It is 
extremely rare, with just two reported specimens ^^ However, there 
are two additional issues dated 1234 from Qandahar, one in the name 
of Mahmud (KM158 2, a type that was struck 1232-1234), the other 
in the name of Ayyiib (KM 162, struck 1234-1236) Who then was 
the issuer of the anonymous kalima type, and where does it fit m the 
sequence of types'' 

During Mahmud's second reign at Kabul (1224 1233/1809-
1818), his son Kamran was assigned to Qandahar The latter had at 
some point before 1233 named Gul Muhammad Khan Popalzay as his 
chief minister at Qandahar The situation in Mahmud s kingdom was 
lather complex m early 1233 An Iranian army sent against Herat by 
Path 'All Shah under the command of the governor of Mashhad, 
Hasan '̂ AII MTrza, had occupied the border locality of Ghuriyan and 
was preparing to assault Herat Because the Qajar invasion was 
perceived as a serious threat, Mahmud sent first the Barakzay chieftain 
Path Khan and later his own son Kamian to Herat, while he himself 
advanced as far as Farah The Iranian forces abandoned Ghuriyan and 
returned to Mashhad At the insistence of Hasan 'All Mirza (and 
undoubtedly with the connivance, if not the instigation, of the wily 
Kamran as well), Fath Khan was stripped of his position and blinded, 
still at Herat in Ramadan or Shaw wal 1233 he was gruesomely 
executed several weeks later, still before the end of 1233 ^^ The result 
of this dastardly act was a general uprising of the Barakzay amirs, the 
effective disintegration of the Sadozay kingdom and the permanent 
loss of the wealthy provinces of Kashmir, Multan, Attock and most of 
Derajat to the Sikhs 

As soon as word of Fath Khan's demise had reached Muhammad 
'Azim, then governor at Kashmir, he released Dost Muhammad from 
detention and sent him westward with the goal of seizing Kabul for the 
Barakzays *̂  Meanwhile, Mahmud s deputies at Kabul set up the 
young Jahangir, son of Kamran, as ruler in Kabul on Mahmud's 
behalf To date, no coins have been identified as issues of this 
ephemeral Jahangir, who in any case would 1 kely have struck coins 
bearing the name of his still living grandfather, Mahmud '*'' At the 
same time, Mahmud hastened from Farah to Qandahar, which he was 
able to occupy without interference Dost Muhammad entered Kabul, 
forcing Jahangir and his entourage to join his grandfather ai Qandahar 
(Kamran remained at Herat with a deterrent force poised to repulse a 

°^01d Qandahar was located at the foot of a steep hill which afforded it some 
degree of protection from both invading armies and the late afternoon sun The old 
city was destroyed by Nadir Shah in 1735 and replaced by a new and larger 
foundation some four miles to the northeast dubbed Nadirabad after its founder 
After Nadirs death Ahmad Shah Durrani ordered the dismantling of Nadirabad and 
the establishment somewhat to the south of a still larger city that he named 
Ahmadshahl after himself which survives to this day as the central core of the 
modem city now much expanded outside the onginal walls The old city is now 
an abandoned ruin mhabited only by a lew squatters 
°'Ashmolean Museum Tubingen (94 44 84) 
S^Muhammad Yusuf 1990 18 19 Reshlia 49 55 
"^However Muhammad ' Azim was not yet ready to abandon the tradition of a 
Sadozay figurehead and therefore summoned Shah Shuja' from Ludhiana to join 
Dost Muhammad in an assault on Kabul but the plan did not come to fruition 
Reshtia 1990 57 
"'*For a discussion ot the coins of the Ghilzay ruler Mahmud {1135 1137/1722 
1724) and their former ascnpuon to this later Jahangir see Whitehead 1934 187 
#1230 and n 2 

feared second Iranian attack that m fact never materialized) Mahmiid 
and Kamran, from Qandahar and Herat respectively, now planned a 
CO ordinated attack on Dost Muhammad at Kabul, but withdrew after 
having briefly encamped a short distance south of Kabul When they 
learned that Purdil Khan had in the meantime laid siege to Qandahar, 
still under the command of Kamran s chief minister Gul Muhammad 
Khan Popalzay, they veered north and hastened to Herat *' Gul 
Muhammad saw no choice but to surrender to Purdil, who at first kept 
him in office as his deputy in Qandahar but later exiled him to 
Peshawar ** 

When did all this take place'' The sources, of which Masson is 
perhaps the most informative, provide despairingly few dates, but 
enough can be gleaned from the general course of events to establish 
relatively precise dates for these events and thus for the dating of the 
coin issues of 1234 The year 1819 commenced on 4 Rabï' I 1234 
Muhammad Yflsuf, the chronicler of Herat, places the departure of 
Mahmud from Farah still under the year 1233, but then adds that at the 
beginning of 1234, after the Barakzays had seized Kashmir, Peshawar 
and Kabul, Mahmud and his son were in control of only Herat, 
Qandahar and Farah *' This is consistent with Reshtia s dating of 
Mahmud s futile campaign to regain Kabul in 'late 1818" (Reshtia did 
not have access to the chronicle of Muhammad Yusuf), i e , no earlier 
than Dhfl al Hijja 1233 and most probably in Muharram or even Safar 
1234, after which the passes between Qandahar and Kabul were 
subject to being blocked by snow Reshtia then adds that by early 
1819 (Rabi' I Jumada 1 1234), Muhammad 'AzTm was in control of 
Kabul, Purdil in control of Qandahar "'* On the basis of these reports, 
I would tentatively place the occupation of Qandahar by Purdil at some 
point between the middle of Safar and the end of Rabi' 1 1234 (mid 
December 1818 to late January 1819) 

This proposed dating is confirmed as well by the coins bearing the 
date 1234, for the 1234 dated issue bearing the name of Mahmud 
(KM 158 2) must have been struck before Purdil took over, either by 
Mahmud himself before his departure towards Kabul or (more likely) 
by his deputy Gul Muhammad Khan The perpetuation of the kalima 
on a named coin for the first time in just about a century is significant, 
for, as we mentioned during the discussion of the 1239 issues of 
Kabul, It was to become in effect the badge of the Barakzay Qandahar 
sardars until a kalima obverse was introduced by Muhammad Akbar at 
Kabul in 1258 ^'^ The anonymous kalima type of Qandahar (KM160) 
must then be Purdil s first coinage after the surrender of Gul 
Muhammad Purdil would certainly not have continued to strike coins 
in the name of Mahmud, the murderer of his brother Fath Khan The 
kalima type must have been of rather brief duration and was replaced 
by the Ayyub type (KM162) as soon as word of Ayyubs 
confirmation by Muhammad 'Azim at Kabul would have reached 
Qandahar, assuming that Purdil would have accepted the nominal 
sovereignty of the Sadozay scion, as would have been likely in light of 
the general Barakzay unwillingness to proclaim their formal 
independence at this early stage 

At present there are three types of coinage known from Qandahar 
in the name of Ayyub, all citing the same couplet used at Kabul and 
Peshawar, but unlike the issues of those mints, all incorporating the 
kalima All three bear the couplet arranged in identical fashion, with 
the portion az khorshid o mdh atop the field, but are distinguished by 
their reverse arrangements The first type, used 1234-1236, bears the 
mint and date in a central frame, normally a plain circle, surrounded by 
the kalima, usually divided between two panels (KM 162) The second 
type bears the kalima in a central hexalobe cartouche, with the mint and 
date in four surrounding panels, and is known only from the year 1236 

^^Reshtia 1990 60 62 It was during Mahmud s advance towards Kabul at 
Sa'̂ idabad in Wardak distnct that the blind Fath Khan was cut to pieces alive 
•"•Masson 1842 i 277 
^•'Muhammad Yusuf 1990 19 20 
''SReshua 1990 60 63 
•̂ ^The last occurrence of the kalima on a named coin al Qandahar was on a rupee of 
the Hotaki ruler Mahmud (1135 1137) (Whitehead 1934 187 #1230) A specimen 
with clear date 1135 was offered (and illustrated) by Persic Gallery in the mid 
1990s but I do not have the exact reference at hand here in Oxford 
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(KM 163, as the photographed specimen) '" The third type 
(KM 164") bears the kalima in a central lozenge cartouche, with the 
mint name ahmadshahl divided below {ahmad) and above (shdhl) the 
central cartouche, with the date either below or within the cartouche, 
and was struck in 1236 and 1237 from reasonably pure silver and in 
1239 from severely debased billon, coins dated 1238 remain 
unknown '^ 

Not long after the events of 1234 Purdil Khan stepped down as 
primus inter pares of the Qandahar sardars in favor of his younger 
full brother Shêrdil Khan, but this change was not reflected in any 
change in the coinage, which continued to bear the standard couplet of 
Ayyiib until 1239, though with several changes of design, as noted in 
the previous paragraph '^ Shêrdil Khan remained in control of 
Qandahar until after the cessation of coinage in the name of Ayyflb 
during the year 1239 As we have already noted, AyyQb Khan was 
deposed by Purdil at Kabul at about or just after the middle of 1239, 
taken under arrest to Qandahar but soon afterwards allowed to seek 
refuge in the Punjab, where coins continued to be struck in his name at 
Peshawar until 1246 

In the following year, 1240, anonymous coinage was resumed at 
Qandahar, again in debased metal The obverse bears the kalima, the 
reverse, in addition to the mint and date, the phrase yd shdh-e ghoulh 
al-a'^zam, "O king of the supreme refuge (i e , God, but suh rosa to 
Shêrdil himself as the current 'shah')", inscribed within a cartouche 
nearly identical to the reverse cartouche of the third Qandahar type in 
the name of Ayyiib (KM 165) The new type is known from all three 
years 1240-1242, all in heavily debased billon ''• It is very rare, with 
probably fewer than two dozen specimens known of all three dates 
Although the reasons for its adoption are obscure, it would seem 
plausible that the new type, with its implied supplication for divine 
assistance, should reflect Shêrdil's hopes that the division of Barakzay 
authority approved at Kabul during the jirgdh (assembly of tribal 
elders) at the turn of the year 1239/1240 would prove stable and 
successful 

I have not been able to ascertain the reasons for the severe 
debasement of the rupee between 1239 and 1243 To be sure, there 
was a severe financial crisis at Qandahar at the time, but it was 
probably no worse than the chronic shortage of financial resources that 
seems to have prevailed at Qandahar during most of the century, at no 
other occasion, however, was there a resort to such visibly obvious 
debasement However, there is a contemporary witness who observed 
this debasement Charles Masson, who passed through Qandahar in 
1827 or 1828 and again several years later observed, on the occasion 

'"whitehead 1934 177 #1186 in the British Museum, which is also the photo 
specimen for KMI63 Neither Whitehead nor the Krause Mishler editors noted the 
date 1236, which appears in the right portion of the margin and is reasonably clear 
in Whitehead's photo and very clear on the specimen itself, which I examined at 
the British Museum 
" T h e listings in the Standard Catalog are wrong, though the illustrations for 
each type are correct KM 162 is known for 1234, 1235 and 1236, KM 163 for 
1236 only, KM164 tor 1236 and 1237 in good silver, 1239 in severely debased 
silver 
'^All dates of the first and third Ayyüb types are represented in the Tubingen 
collection, mainly from a hoard of rupees of Herat and Qandahar, with terminal 
date 1237, that appeared in the market in the early 1990s, comprising at least 600 
coins, perhaps considerably more The proportion was roughly 70% Herat, 30% 
Qandahar The hoard group of about 600 coins that I was able to examine 
contained not a single coin of Kabul, perhaps because (and this should be further 
examined) the Kabul rupees of the time contained a different proportion of silver 
and were routinely segregated according to their value, either at the time the hoard 
was assembled, or in modem times by either the finder or some dealer involved in 
the marketing of the lot 
'^Whitehead knew of only one specimen of a Qandahar rupee in the name of 
Ayyflb (1934 177) as noted above In 1990 or 1991 at least 100 examples came 
into the numismatic market (ten examples at Tubingen) Whitehead also published 
the debased silver issue of 1239 (1934 180, #1201, in the British Museum) but 
misread the mint as Multan. this error has been perpetuated by KM680, which 
should be expunged Multan had been permanently annexed by the Sikhs during 
the confusion following the collapse of Sadozay rule at Kabul in 1233, probably 
even before Ayyüb had been proclaimed, and long before 1239 Copper coins 
stuck at Multan in the name of Mahmiid bearing dates from 1233 to 1270 are 
issued of the Sikhs 
"'^Hamidi 1995a 5, nos 1 & 2 Both of these are billon rupees, not talus KM is 
also wrong in calling the coin a falus The only references for the 1241 coin are 
the KM photo and the fixed price list of Persic Gallery 32, lot 327, where the date 
IS very clear Rupees of 1240 and 1242 are at Tubingen 

of his second visit to Kalat in or about 1830 (began 6 Rajab 1245) that 
"the financial necessities of the Kalat rulers have introduced a base 
coinage into circulation at the capital [i e , Kalat]—an expedient fatal to 
the trade and prosperity of the country The same evil existed at 
Kandahar when I was there, originating, 1 was told, with the late Shir 
Dil Khan, but Fur Dil Khan was wisely taking measures to remedy 
It" 95 

Shêrdil's death occurred m either July or August 1826 (beginning 
respectively on 4 DhQ al-Qa'^da and 4 DhO al-Hijja 1241) "> He was 
succeeded by Purdil Khan without any overt opposition A new com 
type was introduced in 1242, bearing the kalima on the obverse as the 
previous issue, the mint and date within a circle or other frame on the 
reverse (KM168, rupee), but without the additional phrase yd shdh-e 
ghoulh al-a'^zam At first the low-grade billon of the previous issue 
was retained, as there exist rupees of this type dated 1242 and 1243, as 
well as half rupees of 1243, all struck in the same inferior metal as the 
previously noted coins of 1239-1242 '^ Commencing in 1244, full 
rupees were struck in relatively fine silver during every year thereafter 
until 1255 "* The billon coins of this type retain a rupee weight 
standard (but far from the full concomitant of precious metal') of about 
10 4 grams (160 grains) that had been initiated at Qandahar m 1229 
during the second reign of Mahmiid, but the fine silver coins were 
struck to a reduced standard of approximately 9 15 grams There is a 
great variety of different frames around the mint and date on the 
reverse and some variation in the obverse arrangement of the kalima as 
well as the surrounding frame, the reverse calligraphy alternates 
between naskhi and nastaMiq at irregular intervals None of these 
variations can be linked to contemporary events, and they appear to 
represent little more than the whim of the mint officials or the engraver, 
at best some sort of code aimed either at indicating the chief mint 
official or at dissuading potential counterfeiters It is at present 
impossible to determine whether the replacement of the debased 
ghoulh al-a'^zam currency by the equally debased kalima type in 1242 
was intended to indicate the change of rule at Qandahar from Shêrdil to 
Purdil, which had occurred either late in the year 1241 of in the early 
days of Muharram 1242 Given that the brothers seem to have 
exercised their rule as a sort of condominium, there would seem to 
have been no urgency in confirming the succession of Purdil As tar 
as I have been able to find in the sources, there is no citation of the 
specific date of Purdil's succession Perhaps the ghoulh al-a'^zam type 
continued to be struck into 1242 until the time of Purdil's formal 
confirmation as chief sardar of Qandahar Even more surprisingly, 
there is no noticeable change in design marking the introduction of the 
lighter (9 15 grams) fine silver rupee in 1244, though the two can 
readily be distinguished by color and feel Purdil died not long 
afterwards, in 1245 or early 1246, but there is no alteration in the 
coinage to indicate the succession of yet another brother, Kohandil 

'^Masson 1842 ii 107-108 Rupees of Kalat are unknown for this period but the 
report regarding Qandahar is fully corroborated by the surviving coinage of that 
city At another point in his narrative, Masson (1842 i 289) states that at the time 
of his first visit to Kalat (1829/1245-1246''''), the local ruler, Mihrab Khan, paid 
an annual tribute to Purdil Khan at Qandahar of one lakh rupees in "Kalat base 
coin", equivalent to Rs 4000 of the Qandahar currency This ratio suggests that 
one Qandahari rupee of circa 1245/46 was equivalent to 25 base Kalat rupees and 
thus that the Kalat rupee was virtually pure copper, it such a coin had indeed been 
struck Given that no rupees of Kalat are known from this period, one might 
surmise that the low value Kalat rupee was not an actual coin but a unit (ïf account, 
whereas the debased Qandahar rupee was an actual coin, as confirmed by extant 
examples Yet it seems strange that Masson, whose eyewitness accounts are 
usually so accurate, would have confounded two different forms of currency 
manipulation, adulteration of the precious metal content of actual coins with 
devaluation of a unit of account The resolution to this dilemma is fortunately at 
hand The hightly debased Kalat "rupee" must be the coin that has been regarded 
by modem numismatists as a falus (KMl 1 on page 640), for it is indeed inscribed 
falüs-e qalar (sic) It is known dated 1237, 1238, and 1240, precisely the range of 
dates one should expect in view of Masson s report, the specimen photographed in 
the Standard Catalog appears to be dated 1237 There was no silver coinage at 
Kalat, which is not known to have been a mint for precious metal coinage at any 
time 
'^Noelle 1997 11 has the month as August but 1997 235 places it in July' 
'''The 1242 rupee is unpublished, in the Fitzwilham Museum (CM T 1335 1918, 
ex-Tremlett) The final digit is clearly 2' The other coins are at Tubingen 
'^The 1255 date remains unpublished, but a very clear example has lain in the 
trays of the Bntish Museum for 120 years (1878 7 14 83) The year 1253 is noted 
in the KM catalog, and is illustrated in the price list of Omar Hamidi #29, lot 397 
Examples of all other dates are at Tubingen 



Khan, at that juncture The coins thus confirm what is apparent from 
the texts, that in general, despite occasional but limited episodes of 
disagreement, the Qandahar sardars, at first five uterine brothers, 
managed to maintain a semblance of unity and mutual co-operation. 

Following up on the terms of the Tripartite Agreement, British 
forces reached Qandahar on 5 Safar 1255/20 April 1839 Three days 
later the sardars fled to Herat and from there to Iran, while the British 
armies secured the city On 10 Safar/25 April, Shah Shuja'̂  was 
crowned at Qandahar, his fifth coronation Coinage began 
immediately in the name of Shah Shuja*̂  (KM 173, as well as quarter 
and half rupees of identical type), bearing the same couplet as would 
be used a few months later for his initial issue at Kabul, cited above in 
the previous chapter Coins of this type are known dated 1255 and 
1256 and are rather rare There is no confirmed coinage at Qandahar 
of 1257''', but a rupee of this type of 1258 has recently been noted ""' 
The next emission is an extremely rare rupee bearing the name of Fath 
Jang and the date 1258 (KM 178) All these coins were struck under 
the British aegis 

Upon the departure of Nott's forces from Qandahar on 26 Jumada 
II 1258/4 August 1842 (for the punitive expedition against Kabul), the 
British left behind a small garrison, with Safdar Jang, a son of Shah 
Shuja', as nominal ruler at Qandahar There is considerable confusion 
regarding what transpired thereafter According to Reshtia, around the 
second week of October 1842 (first week of Ramadan 1258), the 
Durrani prince Muhammad Tïmür (b Shah Shuja') was sent to 
Qandahar to replace his brother as nominal ruler, but never reached 
Qandahar, as he is reported to have left Kabul for India along with the 
main British force via Peshawar, presumably leaving Safdar Jang in 
charge of Qandahar It is likely that upon this occasion any remaining 
British garrison would also have left the country The British then 
summoned the three remaining Qandahar Sardars, Kohandil Khan, 
Mihrdil Khan and Rahmdil Khan, who had taken refuge in Iran No 
date is provided by Reshtia for the reentry of the sardars into 
Qandahar '"i The situation seems m fact to have been somewhat more 
complex According to Yapp, the British evacuation of Qandahar was 
total and took place over a three-day period, 29 Jumada II-2 Rajab 
1258/7-9 August 1842. Safdar Jang was left in charge of the 
Qandahar government The Durrani chiefs, who controlled much of 
the mahalldl, the districts surrounding Qandahar, pressured Safdar 
Jang to restore their positions and privileges that had previously been 
gradually dismantled by the Barakzay sardars (and partially restored by 
the pro-Durrani British garrison) The remaining Barakzay leaders 
were expelled from the city This renewed attempt at a Sadozay 
renaissance proved ephemeral, for at some point after the beginning of 
1843 (began 29 DhQ al-Qa'^da 1258) the sardars returned from their 
Iranian exile to resume their authority in Qandahar, once again led by 
Kohandil Khan '"z 

The next coin type is anonymous and known m two variants, both 
unique, both dated 1259 on the obverse, one dated 1259 on the reverse 
as well"'^, the other coupled with a 1258-dated reverse '"^ Both bear 
the same Arabic phrase on the obverse, al-mulk hlldh at-wdhid al-
qahhdr, "the kingship is God's, the One, the All-conquering" There 
IS a further rupee of 1259 (KM 183), a rather rare type bearing the 
Persian phrase sdheh-e molk dar haqiqat list, "the possessor of 
kingship in truth is he", where the word "he" is an intentionally 
ambivalent reference both to God and to the current ruler, whosoever 
that might be The latter type is surely an issue of the Qandahar 
sardars, under the leadership of Kohandil Khan, as it is not especially 
rare and is closely related to a still later type introduced in 1260 

Who then was the issuer of the al-qahhdr type'' Was it Safdar 
Jang and his Durrani cohorts or Kohandil Khan immediately upon his 

' ' ' ' K M reports a year 1257 rupee of type no 173, marked as "Rare", but I have not 
Ijeen able to confirm Us existence 
'^'^'Tubingen (1998). not yet assigned an accession number 
lOlReshUa 1990 185-187 
'"Zvapp 1964 171 
^^^Hamidi 1995a 5, no 6 (not yet listed in KM) Hamidi erred in his reading of 
the obven.e inscription, perceiving Allah for lillah 
'"''Tubingen IL8 C5 

return to Qandahar'' It would seem that if Safdar Jang were the issuer, 
he would have proclaimed his Sadozay authonty by placing his name 
on the coinage, as had his father and two of his brothers, Fath Jang 
and Shahpflr Certainly his British mentors would not have objected to 
his doing so, and might even have encouraged him do so, as a Sadozay 
bulwark against Barakzay adventurism (though with the restoration of 
Dost Muhammad at Kabul, relations between the British and the 
Barakzay chief had begun to thaw) It is thus more likely that the coin 
was in fact the first issue of Kohandil, perhaps, as Hamidi has 
described it, "a unique inauguration issue for his 2nd reign" Further 
indication is provided by the report of MacGregor that after the 
departure of the British on 8 August 1842, "Safdar Jang then took 
possession, but in 4 months he was driven out by Kohan Dil Khan 
who returned from Persia", this account would date Kohandil's return 
to approximately the beginning of Dhü al-Qa'^da 1258, thus nearly two 
months before the end of that year and some two months prior to the 
date suggested by Yapp, as noted above " " As for the 1258-dated 
reverse used for the Tubingen specimen, it must have been an old die 
still in the mint at Qandahar, possibly originally employed for an as yet 
undiscovered coinage of Safdar Jang It is significantly different from 
the known reverse dies used for the 1258 issues in the names of Shah 
Shuja'̂  and Fath Jang, bearmg the mint and date within a lobated 
square. 

Why didn't Kohandil Khan, upon his resumption of power at the 
end of 1258, restore the kalima design that had served as a badge of 
the Qandahar sardars before the British invasion of 1255'' As noted in 
the previous chapter, it must have been because of the adoption of a 
kalima type by Muhammad Akbar at Kabul The Qandahar sardars 
rigorously opposed Muhammad Akbar and his father Dost 
Muhammad, presumably entertaining the hope of some day seizing 
control of Kabul The sardars could no longer use the kalima type as 
their symbol and thus needed a new obverse inscription 

The sdheb-e molk rupee (KM183) was struck only in 1259 In 
the following year the obverse inscription was slightly altered to read 
solldn-e jahdn-e haqiqi ust, "the true sultan of the world is he", with 
the same ambivalent usage of the word "he" (KM 182) The type was 
struck in substantial quantities in every year from 1260 to 1265, then 
in far lesser numbers from 1266 to 1271 '"6 There is considerable 
variation both in the arrangement of the obverse and reverse legends 
and in the frame around the reverse inscription All of these are issues 
of Kohandil, who retained the leadership of the Qandahar sardars and 
their increasingly politically active sons until his death in August 1855 
(17 Dhu al-Qa'=da-18 Dhü al-Hijja 1271) '"7 

The soltdn-e jahdn type differed radically from its predecessors, 
however, in one important way Whereas all previous rupees struck 
between 1244 and 1259 perpetuated a weight standard of about 9 15 
grams of slightly lighter, the new issue of 1260-1271 was 
considerably lighter, only about 5 75 grams Kakar has argued that in 
the time of Sher 'Ah Khan (1280-1296/1863-1878) "one Kabuli rupee 
was equal to 1 7 Qandahari rupees" ""* Since the Kabuli rupee of the 
1260s still weighed about 9 45 grams, this ratio would imply a 
Qandahari rupee of 5 56 grams, somewhat lighter than the actual 
Qandahar coin of 1260-1272, which maintained the standard of about 
5 75g and would imply a ratio of about 10 16 5 However, the later 
Qandahari rupee, struck 1272-1297, indeed weighed about 5 56 
grams, though the Kabuli rupee had been reduced to 9 28 grams by 
1262 Perhaps Kakar's unnamed source had in mind the pre-1262 
Kabuli rupee and the post-1272 Qandahari rupee Another explanation 

'"5MacGregor 1871 518 This dating would place the return of the Qandahar 
sardars about the first part of Dhü al-Qa'̂ da 1258, perhaps a few weeks to a couple 
months too early, but nonetheless suggestive that the return of the sardars must 
have octured either very late in 1258 or at the very outset of 1259 
If̂ ^The KM catalog naively splits the type into types 181 1 an 181 2, based on 
mcorrect cntena I have not yet personally seen examples of the years 1268 and 
1271, and the only 1270 com known to me is the piece illustrated by KM for type 
181 2 The unlisted 1266 date is at Tubingen KM also lists a coin of 1272 of 
this type, but every 1272-datedcoin 1 have seen has proven to be the issue which 1 
have ascribed to Rahmdil Khan (KM 184) (the attribution to Rahmdil in the KM 
catalog was submitted by me several years ago) 
""Noelle 1997 241 
'O^Kakar 1979 215 
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for this discrepancy might he in a difference in the fineness of the 
metal, a possibility that cannot be dismissed until analytic data for the 
relevant coins become available " " In any case, the new denomination 
introduced in 1260 could not have been a half rupee, as hitherto 
unquestioningly accepted by the Standard Catalog, Hamidi, myself 
and others 

Major Lumsden, describing the situation in Qandahar at the time 
of the British mission of April 1857 to May 1858 (Ramadan 1273-
Ramadan 1274), presents a table of equivalences which would suggest 
a ratio of about 10 16 67 at Qandahar as follows 

6 Cabuh rupees, 5 Co 's Rupees [i e , 5 East India Company 
rupees] 
1 Qandahar rupee, 1/2 
12 Shahi makes 1 rupee Qandahar 
6 Pice Qandahar or 4 Company's pice, 1 Shahi 
2 Shahies Qandahari, 1 miskal 
4Shahies Qandahari, 1 abbasi"" 

According to these equivalencies, 6 Kabuli rupees are worth 10 
Qandahari rupees, a relationship which yields a ratio of 10 16 67 The 
penultimate equivalency seems incorrect, for the "miskal" (mithqal) 
ought have weighed about 4 61 grams or slightly more, but elucidation 
of this matter cannot be undertaken in the present context 

Mihrdil Khan had died about five months before his older brother 
Kohandil Khan, so that after the latter's death only one of the original 
five sardars remained alive, Rahmdil Khan He became enmeshed in a 
vicious struggle for authority with a son of Kohandil, Muhammad 
Sadlq, but emerged as the victor just before the end of 1271, as he 
announced in a letter to Dost Muhammad dated 25 Dhu al-Hijja 
1271/8 Septebmer 1855 Despite this apparent resolution of the 
conflict. Dost Muhammad used the pretense of Rahmdil's earlier 
request for assistance against Muhammad Sadlq as an excuse for 
launching an invasion of Qandahar, which he occupied on or very 
shortly after4 Rabf I 1272/14 November 1855 m 

The short reign of Rahmdil has left one coin type, an anonymous 
Qandahari rupee of 1272, which is essentially identical to the emission 
of Kohandil, except for the addition of the word rayej, "current", 
within a floriated cartouche in the reverse center (KMI84) "2 j j ^ s 
rare type, known from no more than half a dozen examples, can 
securely be dated to the first two months of 1272, between the death of 
Kohandil and the occupation of the city by Dost Muhammad The 
addition of ; ayej to the reverse design thus can be regarded as the 
distinguishing feature of Rahmdil s coinage 

With the occupation of Qandahar by Dost Muhammad, 
anonymous coinage ceased Curiously, the couplet adopted by Dost 
Muhammad at Qandahar differed slightly from the couplet used on his 
second reign coins of Kabul, which is noted in the discussion of the 
Kabul coinage of 1259 The Qandahar variant is as follows 

bezad he-fadl o '^endyat-e khdleq-e akbar 
amir dn\t mohammad douhareh tekkeh bar zar 

The variant does not, however, materially alter the basic sense of the 
couplet Its only purpose may well have been nothing more abstruse 
than an indication of the difference between the two rupee standards 
Nonetheless, the revised couplet was employed not just on the 
Qandahari rupee, now reduced to about 5 55 grams (KM 186) but on a 
rupee of the old Qandahari standard of about 9 15 grams (KM188), 
both struck in 1272 and 1273" ' with the classical Durrani form of the 

'̂ '̂ The discrepancy may also derive from some sort of arbitrage It is possible 
that the exchange rates between the two currencies might have been different at 
Kabul and Qandahar m order to take into account the cost of shipping the coins 
from one place to the other 
""Lumsden 1860 105 
'"Noelle 1997 242-243 The second edition of the 19th century Srandord 
Catalog has added the date 1271 for this type, but I doubt its existence 
"^Hamidi 1995a 5, no 8 where the wrong photo is used to illustrate the type 
The date of the illustrated specimen is unclear in the photograph 
'''The listing in the Standard Catalog is the only reference 1 have seen to the 
1273 old standard rupee Over the years I have seen perhaps two dozen coins on 
this standard, always dated 1272 Thus I remain skeptical of the existence of the 
1273 coin on the 9 1 gram standard The Qandahan rupees (5 55g) of both years 
are common 

mint name, Ahmadshahl The heavier coin may have represented an 
attempt by the ruler of Qandahar to strike a Kabuli rupee in addition to 
the 5 55 gram Qandahari rupee, perhaps for reasons of trade, I have 
not found any textual reference to this ephemeral 9 15 gram silver coin. 
Its position in the currency system of Qandahar thus remains obscure 
The heavier rupee is moderately rare, the lighter rupee rather plentiful 

In 1273, the design was altered to include in the reverse center the 
title ya amir-e koll-e amir, "O amir of all amirs", surrounded by a 
marginal legend containing mint and date (KM 187) This ambivalent 
phrase was intended to refer both to God, the ultimate possessor of all 
power, and to Dost Muhammad, who by the use of this title was 
asserting his claim to an imperial position above all the local amirs of 
Afghanistan, at the same time, the mint name reverted from 
Ahmadshahl to Qandahar, which thereafter remained the standard form 
of the mint name for all but a couple of rare issues of the mid 1280s 
and the late 1290s Dost Muhammad's efforts to consolidate his 
power at Qandahar were fraught with numerous difficulties, despite 
his receiving substantial aid from the British (now firmly entrenched in 
Sind and the Punjab), but these events were not mirrored in the 
coinage and do not concern us here ' •'* 

There is a curious passage in Bellew's journal that is of relevance 
not only because it bears on the nature of currency manipulation and 
the rapacity of the Qandahar rulers but also because it incorporates 
inaccuracies that could lead to misconceptions The observation is 
recorded in his journal under the date 21 November 1857/3 RabI' II 
1274 

Yesterday all the silver [sic] com circulating in the city was 
called into the government treasury, as on a former occasion, 
by order of the Sardar [Ghulam Haydar], at one-half its current 
value, after a few days detention the coin was again circulated 
at Its original value, the Sardar adding some fifty thousand 
rupees to his treasury by this tnup definam e' It is such ill-
judged and despotic measures that have ruined the trade ot the 
city, and made a great portion of it desolate and uninhabited 
This appears to be a favourite method of increasing the 
government finances amongst the Afghans, for during our stay 
at Kandahar it was put into practice on some five or six 
different occasions " ' 

Because of the intrinsic value of silver com it is inconceivable that an 
edict of this sort could ever have been promulgated, not even once, 
much less five or six times in the course of a sojourn that lasted about 
one year As is clear from the following quotation, the reference is 
actually to the copper coinage, for which the practice of periodic recall 
at half Its value had enjoyed a long history in Iran and Afghanistan 
Bellew also neglects to mention that during its "detention" the coppers 
were overstruck with the latest type This is clear from extant coins of 
Qandahar from the period of the 1270s, which are typically multiply 
overstruck, to the extent that frequently neither the original nor the 
subsequent types can be readily identified, the more egregious 
examples more closely resemble a copper version of the proverbial 
"squashed milk bottle top" than anything recognizable as a com The 
occasional legible date on these ugly coppers confirms that this 
nefarious practice had reached absurd proportions at roughly this time 
This practice is more accurately decribed by another member of the 
same mission. Major Lumsden, as follows 

' '''They are described in much detail by Noelle 1997 243-248 The new type 
(KM 187) comes in two variants, of which the first is KM 187 1 beearing yd amir-c 
koll e amir in a teardrop and attested for all years 1273 to 1280 The year 1272 
listed for this type by KM is a relic of the Ume when types KM 186 and KM 187 
were not distinguished and likely does not exist The year 1279 listed sUll as 
reported, not confirmed , is at Tubingen, while the year 1280 was published by 

Hamidi (Persic Gallery, list 31, lot 393, illustrated) The 1281 com of type 
KM 187 2 illustrated by KM was originally illustrated by Hamidi as well (Persic 
Galery 32 lot 333) with a photo considerably clearer than the KM photo 
Interestingly the 1280 and 1281 coins from Hamidi s lists share a common 
obverse die, and the dale on the later coin has been altered from 1280 to 1281 
The retenUon of the type into 1281 may reflect some strife between Kabul and 
Qandahar, for it is known that the local potentate at Qandahar at the time of Sher 
*• All s accession, his brother Muhammad Amin Khan openly refused to 
acknowledge that accession and remained in rebellion against Sher "̂  Alt for at least 
the better part of a year (Tate 1911 163-164) 
"^Bellew 1862 332 



The whole of the copper comage is called in every two or three 
months, at the will of the ruler of Kandahar (who regulates the 
value of the shahi and usually brings them down to half price 
for a few days before they are called in,) and taken at half pnce, 
stamped and re-issued at their full value All which remain m 
the market of the old supply (unstamped) are called ghaz ' '* 

It is clear from this passage that Bellew's report must also refer to the 
copper currency As for the term i;hdz, it is a well-attested 
denomination used throughout Iran and Afghanistan from at least the 
17th century onwards In Iran it was typically valued at one tenth of a 
shahi (five dinars), but its value in Afghanistan has yet to be 
researched A few rare Afghan coppers actually bear the term as a 
denomination, including a falQs struck at Kabul in 1252 ' " 

Only one further anonymous coin type was struck at Qandahar, a 
scarce light Qandahan rupee bearing the simple phrase al-mulk hllah, 
"the kingship is God's", on the obverse, the mint on the reverse Both 
sides bear the date 1297 (KM221) The ruler of Afghanistan from 
1280 to 1296 had been Sher ''All Khan, who died at Mazar-i Sharif on 
28 Safar 1296/21 February 1879 while fruitlessly seeking Russian 
support against an anticipated British advance into his country that did 
in fact materialize '"* He was succeeded by his son Muhammad 
Ya'̂ qflb Khan, who was accepted throughout Afghanistan with little 
opposition Muhammad Ya^qiib abdicated his throne during the 
month of Dha al-Qa"da 1296 (October/November 1879), by which 
time both Kabul and Qandahar had once again been occupied by 
British forces The principal Barakzay contender for power at this time 
was another son of Sher "̂ Ali, Muhammad Ayyiib, who had come to 
Herat from exile m Iran and had accepted the nominal suzerainty of his 
brother Muhammad Ya'̂ qOb During the following year, as the British 
position was becoming increasingly untenable, '̂ Abd al-Rahman was 
proclaimed king by the amirs of Badakhshan and Qataghan in the 
north on 4 Jumada II 1297/14 May 1880 and began his inexorable 
march toward Kabul and the reunification of the country ' ''* 

Earlier in 1297—I have not yet found the precise date—the Bntish 
at Qandahar named another person by the name of Shcr ''All, a son of 
one of the original Qandahar sardars, Mihrdil Khan, as nominal ruler 
Sher "All is often known as Wall Sher "All because his position was 
that of wall of Qandhar, as inscribed upon his coinage '^o Coins were 
struck at Qandahar in the name of Wall Sher "All in 1297 in three 
denominations (KM217, 218, 219, the last a lovely gold tilla) On 19 
Sha^ban 1297/27 July 1880, a British army was routed by Muhammad 
Ayyiib in the Maiwand plains, not far from Qandahar Muhammad 
Ayyiib then besieged Qandahar for about a month, and it is probably 
during this siege that the al-mulk hllah coinage was produced 
Muhammad Ayyüb was unsuccessful, Wall Sher "All was reinstated 
for a few more months (his coins cannot be segregated into "first" and 
"second" reign issues) until the final British retreat from Qandahar, at 
which time the city was reincorporated into a united Afghanistan under 
"Abd al-Rahman Khan i^i 

Herat 
Few places in Asia were more a bone of contention during the 

nineteenth century than the region of Herat Coveted by Iran, Russia, 
Britain, the Pashtun rulers (Durrani, Barakzay, etc ) and even the amir 
of Bukhara, the city and its environs nonetheless managed to eke out a 

''"Lurnsden 1860 105 The portions in parentheses are his 
' ' 'Lumsden s description suggests that the ghaz (often written qaz in Iranian 
sources) was the equivalent to half a paisa which was worth one sixth of a shahi 
according to his report (hi t it) which was in turn one twelfth of a Qandahan 
rupee The relationship between the copper paisa and the shahi (a unit of account 
representing 1/12 of the Qandahan rupee) was probably not fixed at 6 1, but would 
vary over tune as Femer has eloquently described (see below) In Iran the normal 
relationship was one shahi (50 dinars) = 2 1/2 bislT = 5 qazbegi = 10 qaz The 
problems ot the metrology and value ot copper coinage lie outside the scope of this 
paper For the 1252 Kabul copper bearing this denominauon see ValenUne 
1914 169, #48 (a similar specimen at Tubingen, JAIO F6) Valentine failed to 
recognize the word ghaz, but it is clear in his illustration 
'I^Reshtia 1990 374 375 
"''Reshtia 1990 406 
' ^ ^ h e use of the prrefix Wall also helps to distinguish him from the previous 
Sher "̂  All who had died only in the previous year 
'2'Reshtia 1990 408 417 

precarious independence throughout most of the century, instructively 
mirrored in its coinage Until the treacherous death of of the feckless 
Sadozay ruler Kamran m 1258, all coins of Herat bore the name of a 
ruler, the current ruler except for a series of posthumous Taymtir Shah 
mohurs and rupees of 1208-1212 and 1216 that were actually issues of 
his son Mahmiid when in opposition to the acknowledged Sadozay 
chief. Shah Zaman From 1258 to 1272 a sequence of anonymous 
coin types was produced at Herat, followed by named coins citing the 
Qajar ruler of Iran, Nasir al-DTn Shah, dated from 1273 to 1280 
These are in turn succeeded by an anonymous issue dated 1280 which 
will be discussed below From still later in the year 1280 until the 
suppression of precious metal coinage at the provincial mints m 
1308/1890, all coins of Herat bear the name of the ruler It is only the 
coinage of 1258 to 1280 that concerns us here, though the later coinage 
IS by no means unproblematic '̂ 2 

Kamran ruled Herat from 1245 (or possibly late 1244) until he 
was seized and jailed by his erstwhile vizier, Yar Muhammad Khan 
Alikozay, at some point during the year 1257, allegedly because 
Kamran had appealed to the Shah of Iran, Muhammad Shah Qajar, for 
assistance against the British (this appeal occurred during the First 
Anglo-Afghan War but before the uprising that followed the murder of 
Alexander Burncs at Kabul) and had allegedly, either late in 1256 or 
early in 1257, exercised the ':ikka and khutha in the name of the Shah 
of Iran '^3 Yet no coins of Herat in the name of Muhammad Shah are 
known In fact, no coins of Herat of any sort are known bearing the 
date 1256'24 and the only known coins of 1257 are 1/6 rupees bearing 
the short legend kamran shah on the obverse, mint & date on the 
reverse (KM400) Under the following year (1257-1258), the 
chronicler of Herat, Muhammad YOsuf, provides the curious statement 
that "after some time he (Yar Muhammad) openly exercised the sikka 
and khutba in the name of the king of Iran" (after the imprisonment of 
Kamran in 1257) '̂ 5 Again, no corresponding coins are known, and 
given the rather large number of Herati coins of this period that have 
been discovered in recent years, it seems unlikely that any were struck 
It IS nonetheless conceivable that on one or both ot these occasions the 
khutba was indeed recited in the name of the Qajar king, but that the 
tikka was never exercised for the siimple reason that there was no need 
for coinage (or for new dies) during what could only have been very 
transient episodes of Qajar recognition at Herat Although no formal 
die studies have been attempted, it is clear from my long observation of 
these coins that all of the Herat coinage from the late 1230s until at 
least 1280 was of minimal extent, with rarely more than three or four 
obverse or reverse dies per year, as well as a couple of years for which 
no coins at all are known Thus there must have been significant 
periods during which the mint was inactive, perhaps for several 
months at a stretch, or longer '̂ 6 

Seven months after his detention Kamran was strangled, then 
interred with full honors at Herat, perhaps at the end of 1257 but more 
likely during the early months of 1258 '2 ' In 1258, the new ruler of 
Herat, Yar Muhammad Alikozay, inaugurated a new coinage at Herat, 
consisting of 1/6 rupees bearing the kalima on the obverse, the mint 
and date on the reverse, but without the mint epithet, dar al tallana 
These tiny coins, known dated 1258, 1259 and 1260 (KM404), are 
sixths of the classic Mughal standard of about 11 52 grams, thus about 

'22xhe sequence of rulers, types and legends at Herat from 1280 to 1308 diverges 
in significant ways from the sequence at Qandahar and Kabul, but that is another 
story for another Ume 
'23Muhammad Yüsuf 1990 37 3S 
'24Muhammad Yüsuf mentions that Kamran exercised the khutha in the name of 
Muhammad Shah but makes no reference to the sikka Could this mean given the 
absence of known coins of Herat dated 1256, that the mint was essentially inactive 
during the year 1256 under which rubric he inserts this report (1990 37)'' 
125Muhammad Yusuf 1990 38 
'26in my estimation no more than 150 200 dies for each side were utilized at 
Herat during this entire interval of more than forty years Moreover, the rather 
high estimated rauo of coins to dies, which I would intuitively estimate at about 
4 1, would suggest that well ov£r half of the dies onginally employed are currently 
known 
' 27The traditional date of Kamran s death is given as 1258 I wonder if his 
tombstone is still in place in Herat, for the stone would likely be inscribed with 
the precise date of his death 
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1 92g,'2* a denomination that had been introduced in the previous 
year, 1257, for the bnef issue of similar sixths in the name of Kamran 
noted in the previous paragraph This denomination was locally 
known as jendak, as noted below in the excursus on Ferrier's report, 
since the classical rupee weighed precisely 2-1/2 mithqal, equal to 60 
nokhud, the jendak weighed ten nokhud, as confirmed by extant 
specimens Although no example of this coinage has been assayed, 
the silver appears to be quite fine, as seems to be the case for all 
subsequent silver coinage at Herat until the final issue of 1308 This 
had not always been the case Although the full rupee standard of 
1152 grams was retained at Herat until the end of the 1230s, rupees 
from the late 1220s onward appear to be significantly debased, though 
once again no formal analysis has yet been undertaken In 1240 a new 
pure silver rupee was introduced, at a reduced weight of about 10 3 
grams, used by Mahmüd and his successor Kamran until the last rupee 
issue in 1255 Why Kamran and his doughty vizier Yar Muhammad 
should have tallied the jendak against the heavier rupee in 1257 
remams unexplained, though it is quite plausible that the equivalence of 
the jendak to one sixth of a classical Mughal rupee was purely 
fortuitous, insofar as the jendak had been established at ten nokhud 

In the following year, 1261, the sixth rupee was replaced by a 
"half rupee" to the same standard, thus weighing about 5 76 grams, or 
30 nokhud, and equivalent in weight (probably also in fineness, though 
this remains to be determined) to the new Qandahari rupee that had 
been introduced in 1260 (KM405 1) '2 ' The obverse type retained the 
kalima, arranged as on the earlier sixths, but with the mint epithet dar 
al-saltana added to the reverse, undoubtedly because the larger 
denomination permitted more extensive verbiage There is no known 
coinage of Herat dated 1262 " " In the following year, 1263, the 
weight of the Herati silver coin was reduced to something over 5 3 
grams, probably to a theoretical standard of 5 37 grams and thus 
identical with the contemporary Qajar qiran (kran) that had been struck 
to that weight at all Iranian mints since 1255 (28 nokhud) Given the 
increasingly close commercial ties between Herat and Iran at this 
juncture, it is not at all surprising that the masters of Herat should have 
adopted the Iranian qiran standard in lieu of any local Afghan, Central 
Asian or Indian standard It therefore makes sense to refer to all coins 
of Herat commencing with the 1263 issue by the denominational name 
qiran rather than half rupee, as will become more apparent in the 
folowmg discussions We shall observe that the weight of the Herat 
qiran did indeed follow its Qajar counterpart (with one enigmatic 
exception, in 1269 1270) The Qajar qiran was reduced to 4 99 grams 
(26 nokhud) between 1271 and 1275—the transition year varies from 
mint to mint'3'—and to one mithqal (4 61 grams, 24 nokhud) with the 
introduction of machine-struck coinage in 1295 Parallel reductions 
are witnessed at Herat 

The lighter Herat qiran of 1263 1267 (also designated 
KM405 1 '32) IS distinguished from the heavier issue of 1261 only by 
subtle changes in style and the addition of a small mintmark on the 
reverse, normally within the curve of the dal of dar, usually either a 
star or a flower All years 1263-1267 are known The number of dies 

'2'The three specimens at Tubingen weigh 191 1 89 and I 83 grams 
'^ 'TWO specimens at Tubingen weigh 5 69 and 5 70g 
'•'"Coins of Herat dated 1262 are listed by Krause-Mishler and in my handlist of 
the collection at Tubingen However, all coins purportedly of this date that I have 
examined should be reclassified as 1263 including those that were formerly in my 
own collection By now I have examined at least 50 coins of 1262 and 1263 and 
have come to the conclusion that all should be regarded as 1263 On some 
specimens the nghtmost of the two arcs that form the top of the 3 is relatively 
weak and seems rather to be a part of the background scrollwork that is 
charactenstic of all issues of Herat struck dunng this penod In such cases it is 
easy to interpret the digit as a 2 and thus read the date as 1262 In my opinion— 
this should be checked by a die study—the weakness of the right arc is simply the 
result of die wear Although the 1263 seems to be the most plentiful Herat issue 
of the Alikozay interlude there seem to be very few dies cut for the series, 
probably no more than five or six for each face, perhaps fewer 
'3'Album 1998 137 I know of no other instance in Safavid and later Iran where a 
change in weight standard was not implemented more or less simultaneously at all 
operating mints The Qajar silver coinage of 1271-1275 presents other anomalies, 
as yet largely unresearched, but which cannot be discussed in this paper 
"^The change m weight standard between 1261 and 1263 had not yet been 
discovered when the 19th century edition of the Standard Catalog was first 
published and was not corrected in the 2nd edition {mea culpa) 

for each year seems to be quite small, though no proper die count has 
yet been undertaken " ' The style and layout of the qiran is uniform 
from 1263 to 1266 but the issue of 1267 has a distinctive arrangement 
of the kalima (reading upwards rather than downwards, KM405 3) It 
IS possible, but by no means proven, that this was connected to the fact 
that during the year 1267 Yar Muhamamd died (at Isfizar of natural 
causes) After a hiatus of just twelve days, his son Sa'̂ ïd Muhammad 
was proclaimed successor, receiving in the following year the title of 
Zahlr al-Dawla from the ruler of Iran, Nasir al-DIn Sh3h, the same 
title that his father had enjoyed '3'* 

There is no coinage of Herat known bearing the date 1268, and 
given the relatively "large" quantities of this material that have surfaced 
in recent years'^', it is quite likely that the mint did not operate dunng 
that year or continued to use 1267 or earlier dies that were still in 
usable condition As it is generally presumed that nineteenth century 
Iranian and Afghan mints manufactured coins only when someone, 
either the state or a pnvate individual, delivered bullion to the mint to 
be made into coins, it is not surpnsmg that gaps in mint activity might 
periodically have occurred at a mint such as Herat, where production 
was relatively paltry At the mints of Kabul and Qandahar, far more 
prolific during the years 1230 1294, production must have been 
virtually continuous, due to the incessant need for large quantities of 
cash, principally for the army and for tribal subventions 

The Herat coinage of 1269-1272 presents a panoply of problems, 
not all of which can be resolved at the present time, the schemata 
presented here should be regarded as tentative In all likelihood, the 
first issue of 1269 was a qirdn bearing the standard names and titles of 
Nasir al-DIn Shah, retaining the Qajar qtran weight standard of 5 37 
grams '3* This unusual coinage, of which no more than two or three 
specimens are known, was apparently struck from a single pair of dies 
that were likely prepared by the Qajar mint at Mashhad, as the 
workmanship is quite distinctively Qajar and unlike earlier and later 
dies of Herat 

How can we explain the presence of Nasir al-DIn Shah's name on 
the Herat coinage in 1269'' It is known from contemporary sources 
that Sa'Td Muhammad, far more so than his predecessor Yar 
Muhammad, strove to maintain good relations with Nasir al-DIn Shah 
and the latter's governor at Mashhad, as a counterbalance to the 
Barakzay rulers of Kabul and Qandahar who were undoubtedly keen 
to reannex Herat to the Afghan polity The chronicler of Herat, 
Muhammad Yiisuf, emphasizes the sending of annual gifts to 
Mashhad and Tehran, though his sycophantic stance towards the Qajar 
ruler must have led him to exaggerate the role of the Iranians in the 
affairs of Herat In 1268 an Iranian force bolstered Sa'^id 
Muhammad's resistance to the advance of Afdal Khan b Purdil Khan 
from Qandahar Two years later a joint campaign was undertaken by 
Sa'̂ Id Muhammad and an Iranian contingent from Mashhad to punish 
some Turkomans who had plundered a merchant caravan and taken its 
people captive '^^ It is probably in conjunction with his co-operation 
with Iran at this time that Sa'̂ Id Muhammad received the laqab Zahlr 
al-Dawla from Tehran Nonetheless, this rare 1269 coin is an isolated 
issue, the only named coin produced during the entire period of 
Alikozay rule at Herat The issue was undoubtedly mimscule, for the 
sole known reverse die was still serviceable for subsequent use by 
Sa"̂ Id Muhammad in combination with an obverse die dated 1270 
The historian Muhammad Yusuf remarks that in 1268 (sic), after the 
repulsion of the Qandahari forces, "by order of sardar Sa'id 

'-'•'interestingly in the Tubingen collection, two qirans of 1263, one of 1264 and 
one of 1265 all share a common obverse die, whose deterioration over time is 
clearly noticeable 
'^^Muhammad Yusuf 1990 51 
'3'The quantities are not large I would estimate that fewer than 4(X) examples are 
known of all dates and types of the anonymous coinage struck from 1258 to 1272' 
However, given the limited demand for so obscure a coinage, such a quantity is 
indeed relatively large" At the present I have at least 1(X) examples for sale but 
few takers 
'3^ubingen 91 13-145 (holed and ex mount, 5 I2g), the type has recently been 
incorporated into the second ediUon of the Standard Catalog (p 719, type KM824, 
not yet differenUated into coins of the 5 37 gram and the 4 99 gram standards) A 
second specimen passed through my hands in 1996 
l37Muhammad Yusuf 1990 53-57 
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Muhammad Khan, a great deal of coined money equivalent to six 
thousand tomans of the current money of Iran at Herat was sent to 
Tehran", and in the following year a "sum of money as a gift" was 
despatched to Tehran It would seem that the Nasir al-DIn issue must 
have been struck in conjunction with one of these two occasions The 
gift coins may well have borne the Iranian sovereign's name in order to 
curry his favor or to fulfill some previously agreed contingency 

It IS worth examining the possibility, which I hold to be likely, 
that the 1269 coins in the name of Nasir al-Din were prepared for the 
shipment of six thousand tomans, despite the fact that Muhammad 
Yusuf records that event under the rubric of 1268 '3s At the time, the 
Iranian (and therefore, the Herati) toman was equal to ten qiran, 
whence 6000 tomans would be the equivalent of 60,000 qiran, each 
weighing 5 37 grams of what was probably 900 fine silver This 
would correspond to about 10,360 troy ounces of similarly alloyed 
silver, equivalent to about 34,000 Kabuli rupees (assuming a like 
fineness for the Kabuli rupee, an assumption not yet investigated), not 
unlike the sums typically paid by the Kabul government as annual 
allowances (bribes) to any of several surrounding tribal districts '^^ 
The question arises could 60,000 qiran have been struck from a 
single pair of dies'' The author of the Matla'^ al-Shams, a local history 
of Mashhad completed in the early 19th century, informs us that on the 
occasion of the Qajar occupation of Mashhad by Agha Muhammad 
Khan in 1211 the Mashhad mint was compelled to strike up 30,000 
rupees in the name of the Qajar conqueror ''"* These coins are known 
today, and I suspect that all specimens are from a single pair of dies 
Unfortunately, when I saw a group of about a hundred examples in 
Mashhad in 1965 I had no inkling of the importance of recording the 
number of dies If it could be shown (as I instinctively suspect) that 
the Mashhad 1211 coinage was indeed struck from a single die pair, 
then It would be entirely plausible that the 60,000 qirdn of 1269 were 
similarly produced, especially as the qiran was less than half the 
weight of the 1211 rupee and as such would cause less wear to the 
dies The quantity of coins obtainable from a single pair of dies would 
also to some extent depend on whether the mint was using bronze or 
steel for its dies, both technologies had long been available ' '" Of 
course, the possibility can never be excluded that some portion of the 
payment consisted of other kinds of coins, older qtrans of whatever 
origin or foreign coins such as Russian rubles or Bukharan tengas, for 
our source does not specify the nature of this coined money, or even 
whether it consisted entirely or only partly of silver There was no 
local gold coinage at the time in Herat, but imported gold coins, such 
as Ottoman liras, Iranian tomans, Russian five rubles or French 
napoléons, would likely have been available in the bazaar 

'-'^It IS hkely that Muhammad Yusuf, like most Safavid and later Iranian 
historians, perceived the Hijri year not as the Hijri year proper but as the solar year, 
accordmg to the Chinese animal cycle, that would have commenced during that 
year The solar year sithqart 11 extended from 28 Jumada I 1268 to 8 Jumada II 
1269 
'39Gulzad (1994 73) notes that in 1877 78 (1294), Sher 'Alls reverenues 
amounted to Rs 13,323,174 of which Rs 11,751,112 were given to expenditures 
and Rs 1,482 062 were surplus added to the treasury Even taking into account 
that the revenues of independent Herat m 1269 were but a fraction of those of all 
Afghanistan in 1294, a * gift" of some Rs 34 000 would not likely have bankrupted 
the treasury 
'"'"Sam' al Dawla 1885 v 2 351 The quantity struck it not cited here 
regrettably I have been unable to find my notes regarding that tidbit of 
information The author does somewhat confuse the issue for he speaks of a 
"large sum ' of coins minted at Herat, rather than Mashhad m the name of Aqa 
Muhammad Shah adding parenthetically that he possessed an ashrafi (sic) ot this 
coinage in his own collection of ancient coins No coin of Herat in the name of 
the Qajar ruler is known Given that the account occurs within a discussion of 
events at Mashhad it is probable that the reference to Herat is either a simple error 
or (more plausibly) an allusion to the denominaüon of the previous coinage of 
Mashhad, which conformed not to the Iranian monetary system but to the Durrani 
system as used at Herat and elsewhere within the Durrani patnmony 
An interesting aspect of this report is that, at least as far as Sani"̂  al Dawla was 
concerned coin collecting was alive and flourishing in Iran as early as 1885 
My thanks to A H Morton of the School of Onental and African Studies tor 
providing me with access to his personal copy of the Malla^ al Shams 
'^'According to Arabic sources steel had been available for die manufacture since 
at least the 4th/10th century See Christopher Toll The fabrication of Arabic 
coins ', Conwientationes dc nunimis saeculorum IX-XI in Suetia repents, new 
series v 6 pp 331 334 

But if Herat prepared an issue in the name of Nasir al-DIn during 
1269, why did the mint revert to the kalima type later in the very same 
year, well before the joint campaign against the rebellious Turkomans'' 
Were in fact relations with Tehran far less sanguine than the groveling 
Muhammad Yusuf depicts them'' Given the subsequent Persian 
invasion of Herat, such was likely the case The ephemeral 1269 
coinage in the name of Nasir al Din Shah was most likely produced in 
fulfillment of some agreement concerning the assistance provided by 
the Persians against the encroachment of Afdal Khan, after which the 
anonymous kalima coinage of Sa'̂ Id Muhammad was restored Sa'Id 
Muhammad must have had no intention of becoming a Qajar vassal 

The restoration of the kalima type in 1269-1270 was accompanied 
by a reduction in the weight standard to 4 61 grams (one mithqal), a 
curious deviation from the practice (since 1263) of maintaining the 
contemporary Iranian qiran standard for the Herat qiran There are 
two variants known with the date 1269, one with naMl reverse (as 
KM405 I), the other with nasta^llq reverse (KM405 2), both with the 
downwards reading kalima of 1261-1266 The issue of 1269 seems 
relatively large, as there are several obverse and reverse dies known 
for the issue '"'̂  The coinage of 1270 revives the upwards reading 
kalima of 1267 and retains the nasta'^llq reverse As with the 1267 
issue, the date 1270 is engraved on both sides, beneath the kalima on 
the obverse and above darb on the reverse Only one obverse die has 
been noted, on which the date is engraved without the point for the 
zero, thus just "127", following by a four-pointed star resembling a 
small cross, which has led to the date being misconstrued as 1272 '''^ 
There are at least two reported reverse dies dated 1270 for this type, as 
well as the reused 1269 die of the Nasir al-DIn Shah issue, which by 
this point had developed a huge die break, as is evident on the 
Tubingen specimen ^^ 

One might argue that because the old 1269 die of the Nasir al-DIn 
Shah type is known coupled only with a 1270 obverse and not a 1269 
obverse of the anonymous kalima type, the Nasir al-Dln Shah issue ot 
1269 should have been struck at the end of the year 1269, before the 
kalima coins of the same year However, to account for that 
possibility, one would have to predicate that the 4 61 gram standard 
was adopted early in 1269, briefly abandoned for the heavier 5 37 
gram standard late in the year, then once again replaced by the 4 61 
gram standard at the beginning of 1270, before being yet again 
replaced by the 5 37 gram standard in 1271 In other words, does the 
die linkage between thte 5 37 gram Nasir al-DIn Shah type and the 
4 61 gram kalima type constitute more persuasive evidence than the 
continuity of the 4 61 gram standard'' There is no reason, as I see it, to 
assume that the two utilizations of the 1269 die first used for the Nasir 
al-Din Shah type had necessarily to be immediately consecutive We 
have already observed the retention of an undated obverse die from 
1263 to 1264 and 1265, even though other obverse dies are attested for 
each of those years Thus the continuity of weight standard should be 
regarded as stronger evidence for determining the sequence of types 
than the die-link The reasons for the temporary weight reduction to 
4 61 grams in 1269-1270 remain obscure, nothing I have seen in the 
historical sources sheds any light 

In the following year (1271), an altogether new type was 
introduced, bearing the obverse inscription malek nl molk dai haq'iqat 
üst, "the possessor of kingship is truly he", reminiscent of the legends 
used at Qandahar from 1259 to 1272, though there is no evidence of 
Qandahari influence in Herat at this juncture The Iranian qiran weight 
standard of 5 37 grams was restored, whence it can be inferred that the 
new type was intended primarily to indicate the value of the new 
coinage rather than as any sort of political statement There are four 
variants of the reverse, for which I will tentatively propose the 

•^^The four examples at Tubingen, two of each subtype, comprise three obverse 
and four reverse dies 
''* This confusion has led the editors and contributors to SCWC to postulate two 
distinct types KM A406 dated 1270 and KM-408 dated 1272 In fact, KM 408 
does not exist as a separate type In the second 19th century edition oi SCWC 
(1997) the illustrated examples of KM A406 and KM ' 408 ' share a common 
obverse die Both bear the date 1270 on the reverse, though the date is not clear 
on the illustrated reverse of 408 
'••'^Tubingen 96-32 82 
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following sequence The first issue (Tubingen 1L9 B3) bears a 
nasla'^llq legend in a circle similar to coins of 1269 The second bears 
a modified naskhl reverse enclosed within an ornamented square, a 
particularly elegant type (Tubingen IL9 B4) The third and fourth 
reverses both restore the legend-in-circle design, one with nasta'^llq 
(Tubingen 97-22-90), the other with naskhl calligraphy (Tubingen 97-
22-91) The third and fourth reverses are characterized by the addition 
of a large isolated letter "^ayn within the reverse legend, their sequence 
relative to one another is undetermined. What is the meaning of this 
letter '^ayrP 

Muhammad Yusuf notes that by the early part of 1271 Sa'Id 
Muhammad had become quite mad and utterly unpredictable, ordering 
executions without cause, persecuting the powerful Hazara tnbes that 
had once formed the bulwark of his support and at one point even 
threatening to kill his own mother Real power shifted increasingly to 
his courtiers, especially to the vizier, "̂ Isa Khan BardaranI, who was 
leading the struggle to maintain the independence of Herat against 
threatened Iranian and Barakzay encroachment It seems entirely 
conceivable that 4sa Khan added his initial to the reverse of the 
coinage as a cryptic sign that he was in control The combination of 
the 'ayn with the intentially ambivalent statement of kingship on the 
obverse seems consistent with the contemporary perception of the right 
of sikka Although it is somewhat remarkable to find this practice as 
far west as Herat, the use of initials or symbols to indicate a local ruler 
was commonplace in India, including the Cis-Sutlej states such as 
Patiala, Nabha and Maler Kotia that had once briefly formed part of the 
empire of Ahmad Shah Durrani Moreover, the common second reign 
rupees of Dost Muhammad struck at Kabul from 1262 to 1280 bear a 
sequence of mint symbols (stars, flowers, sprigs, Arabic letters, etc ), 
whose specific meaning is unknown, though m all likelihood they 
constituted some sort of control mark ordered by the mintmaster '"̂ ^ 

During the second week of September 1855 (25 Dhu al-Hijja 
1271-2 Muharram 1272), Sa'̂ id Muhammad was overthrown during a 
rebellion of the Hazaras led by two grandsons of Rrflz al-DIn (b. 
Mahmud Shah Sadozay) by the names of Muhammad Rida and 
Muhammad Yusuf, of whom the latter seems to have been more 
prominent ''*'' This Muhammad Yusuf Sadozay at first negotiated 
some sort of modus vivendi with the Iranians, but soon thereafter a 
large Iranian force set forth for Herat under the command of the 
governor of Mashhad, Husam al-Saltana Sultan Murad Mlrza At the 
end of April 1856 (beginning of Ramadan 1272), Muhammad Yusuf 
was overthrown by the vizier "̂ Isa Khan BardaranI and handed over to 
Husam al-Saltana (he was later sent to Tehran and executed) The only 
attested coin of Herat dated 1272 is a gold tiUa (KM409) with the 
malek ol-molk obverse of 1271, thus identical to the last issue assigned 
to Sa'Td Muhammad, except for the arrangement of the word malek 
(lek to the left of ma rather than below it) There is some uncertainty 
over the fate of Sa'^id Muhammad in early 1272 Lee argues that he 
was deposed and incarcerated but not executed until several months 
into the year 1272, whereas the chronicler Muhammad YOsuf places 
his death immediately upon the entry of Muhammad Yusuf Khan into 
Herat '*' The retention of 53*̂ 10 Muhammad's type into 1272 weighs 
in favor of Lee's explanation, for had Muhammad Yusuf Khan 
immediately seized power, he would likely have either introduced a 
distinctive anonymous coin type of his own or acknowledged Nasir al-
DIn Shah as overlord from the commencement of the year In any 

''*^The most durable example of this phenomenon is the coinage of Hyderabad in 
the Dekkan, which bears the name of the Mughal emperor (from 1175/1761 until 
1277/1857), later the name of the founder of the stale, Asaf Jah (until 1368/1949) 
but in both cases together with the initial of the local nawab Isolated letters have 
appeared as symbols on Islamic coins smce the earliest Islamic coinage, though 
their significance and function must have vaned greatly from Ume to lime The 
issue IS treated in a forthcoming article by W L Treadwell concerning the Buyid 
dies signed by a) Hasan b Muhammad from the 330s to the 360s 
'''̂ Lee 1996 243, Noelle 1997 242, Muhammad YQsuf 1990 56 57 Lee regards 
Ihe two brothers as grandsons of Shah Zaman, but both Muhammad Yiisuf and 
Noelle give their descent as sons of Malik Qasim, the son of Firuz al-Din, the 
latter a brother of Kamran Shah who had once governed Herat on behalf of 
Mahmud Shah The account of Muhammad Yiisuf seems more plausible 
''̂ ^Lee (1996 243) claims that Sa'̂ id Muhammad was not killed until several 
months later, but Muhammad Yijsuf (1990 57) states that he was strangled with a 
black silken cloth at the time of the revolt 

case. It seems appropriate to assign the 1272 tilla to Muhammad Yusuf 
and to regard the alteration of the form of malek as a possible, perhaps 
clandestine, allusion to the change of administration 

It IS clear that the coinage of Herat between 1258 and 1272 
presents problems that remain difficult to resolve The above analysis, 
for all Its detail, is really quite superficial Additional histoncal sources 
need to be examined, such as the detailed report of Rida Qui! Khan in 
his chronicle, the Rawdal al-Safa A definitive analysis cannot be 
undertaken in a general discussion such as the present one '•*** 

After the capture of Muhammad Yusuf Khan in Ramadan 1272, 
the Iranians at first withdrew from Herat, in accordance with the 
agreement they had negotiated with '̂ Isa Khan, but Husam al-Saltana 
perceived the weakness of the situation at Herat and renewed his 
attack, reoccupying the city on 26 Safar 1273/26 October 1856 
Husam al-Saltana removed '^isa Khan and appointed the Barakzay 
prince Sultan Ahmad Khan, son of Muhammad '̂ Azlm Khan (and thus 
a nephew of Dost Muhammad), as ruler in Herat The Persians 
withdrew in the following year, in accordance with the Anglo-Persian 
Peace Treaty of 1857, but their underling Sultan Ahmad continued to 
rule at Herat until his death on 15 Ramadan 1279/6 March 1863 during 
the siege of the city by Dost Muhammad, which had begun on 29 
Muharram 1279/27 July 1862 '^^ The coins reveal that Sultan Ahmad 
retained his formal loyahy to Nasir al-Din Shah, for the qiran-i of 
Herat struck from 1273 to 1280 (none is known dated 1276) retain the 
name of the Shah of Iran In addition, there is a unique gold tilla dated 
1276 in the William Kazan collection '"'" Thus every year from 1273 
to 1280 IS represented by coinage bearing the name of Nasir al-Din 
Shah Muhammad YQsuf has preserved a contemporary description of 
a qiran of Nasir al-DIn dated 1277, which is accurate in all but one 
minor detail (the coins read al-tolldn ehn al-folldn instead of just al-
soltan) 

At Herat the sikka and khulba, as was appropriate, were 
adorned with the name of his auspicious excellency Nasir al-
Din Shah The legend on one side of the coined qiran of this 
time IS darb-e dar ol-nosrch-ye hardt 1277, and on the other 
side IS engraved al-snltdn ndser ol-dJn shdh-e qdjdr '5 ' 

Sultan Ahmad was briefly succeeded within the besieged city by his 
son Shahnawaz Khan, but to little avail, for Shahnawaz surrendered to 
Dost Muhammad less than three months later, on 8 Dhii al-Hijja 
1279/27 May 1863 However, Dost Muhammad was already gravely 
ill and expired just thirteen days later, on 21 DhO al-Hijja 1279/9 June 
1863, having never set eyes on the interior of Herat '̂ 2 

The qirdns, of Herat in the name of Nasir al-DIn Shah dated 1273 
through 1275 preserve the 5 37 gram standard, those of 1277-1280 
follow the reduced 4 99 gram standard, thus conforming to 
comtemporary Qajar usage No coins can at present be assigned to the 
brief period of "̂ Isa Khan's ascendancy over Herat (Ramadan 1272-
Safar 1273) Nor are there any qirdns known bearing the date 1276, 
and It is likely that none were struck There exist mulings of obverses 
dated 1275 with reverses dated I277'53, a fact that would suggest that 
no dies were prepared bearing the year 1276 '54 There are no known 
coins of Herat in the name of Dost Muhammad, though the coins 

''̂ '̂ In fact, a Ihornugh analysis of the Durrani and Baarakzay coinage of Herat, 
including a die study a metallurgical study and a reasonably thorough sifting 
through the literary and archival historical sources, should constitute a viable topic 
for a doctoral dissertation Any takers'' 
''''Lee 1996 251, Noelle 1997 242, 250, Muhammad Yusuf 1990 60-65 
Muhammad Yiisuf s version is somewhat different in detail bul not in substance 
'50] was recently able to examine this coin and can confirm that the dale is bold 
and clear The Kazan collection has recently been acquired by the National 
Museum of Qatar, where 1 was pnvileged in having the opportunity to examine 
this and many other coins 
'"̂ 'Muhammad YQsuf 1990 68 All the known dates are represented in the 
Tubingen collecUon, including the recently discovered example dated 1274 (a 
second example, also recently discovered, is in the collection of W F Spengler) 
'52Lee 1996 287-288, Muhammad Yusuf 1990 75 
'̂ ^Tubingen IJ2 E3 The muling is not especially rare, for I have seen numerous 
specimens over the years 
154^ F Spengler has informed me that he possesses an otherwise unattested coin 
bearing the date 1279 on one face, 1280 on the other, still m the name of Nasir al-
Din Shah (at present I do not know which date appears, on which side of the coin) 
Mr Spengler has kindly offered to send me a photograph of this coin 



bearing the date 1279 on one face and 1280 on the other were 
presumably struck after Dost Muhammad's victory from dies that had 
been prepared in advance by the officials of Shahnawaz Khan for the 
anticipated coinage during the year 1280 

From the time of Ahmad Shah Durrani until 1272, all coins of 
Herat bear the mint epithet dar al-saltana, except for a few fractions 
where the small size ot the tlan precludes the inclusion of the epithet 
The 1273 coins of NSsir al-DTn Shah bear three distinct epithets, ddr 
al-saltana ("the abode of the sultanate") dar al-itlam ("the abode of 
Islam"), and dar al-nusra ("the abode of victory"), presumably in that 
order Coins of 1274-1279 in the name of Nasir al-DIn Shah retain the 
epithet ddr al-nusra, but dar al-saltana was restored commencing 
with the anonymous issue of 1280 and continuing until the end of 
precious metal coinage at Herat in 1308 However, some copper coins 
of the 1310s and 1320s revive the tiar al-nusra epithet, rather 
surprisingly, for the ddr al-nusra epithet appears to have originally 
been intended to mark the Iranian victory over the city m 1273 

The final anonymous issue of Herat bears the date 1280 and is 
inscribed with the short legend saheb öl-iaman on the obverse, the 
mint and date on the reverse, known in both gold and silver, all struck 
from a single pair of dies ' " On 24 DhO al-Hijja 1279/12 June 1263, 
three days after the death of Dost Muhammad, his son Sher 'All was 
proclaimed amir at Herat " * Shortly afterwards he and most of his 
entourage departed for a slow journey via Qandahar to Kabul, which 
they reached around the beginning of November (began 19 Jumada I 
1280), where Sher '̂ All was officially enthroned However, several of 
his brothers refused to accept the succession, throwing their support to 
one amongst them, Muhammad Afdal, who was eventually to 
overthrow Sher "̂ All briefly and to rule at Kabul in 1283-1284 Upon 
his departure from Herat, which must have begun just at the turn of the 
year 1279/1280, Sher '̂ All named his twelve year old son, Muhammad 
Ya'^qiib, governor of Herat under the tutelage of a military officer 
named Faramurz It would appear that this Faramurz ordered the mint 
to utilize an anonymous protocol in order to protect his own position, 
should the opposition to Sher 'All succeed, as must at the time have 
seemed a strong possibility Viewed from Herat, the political situation 
may well have favored Muhammad Afdal and his co-conspirators, 
better to honor the "Master of the Age" that any of the contenders. 
Thus the anonymous saheb ol-zamdn coins should be considered as 
an issue of Faramurz, in the name of Muhammad Ya'qQb as governor 
of Herat, during the months of uncertainty between Sher 'All's 
departure from Herat and the receipt at Herat of news of his 
enthronement at Kabul Thereafter, commencing later in the year 1280, 
a reasonably continuous series of coins were struck at Herat in the 
name of Sher 'All through the year 1295 (KM410 414) The 1295 
issue (KM413) is especially plentiful, perhaps because it coincided 
with the reduction in the weight of the qiran standard from 4 99 to 
4 61 grams 

All subsequent coinage of Herat bears the name of the current 
ruler, with one exception. During the autonomous "reign" of 
Muhammad AyyCib Khan, which extended at Herat from 1296 to 
1298, krans were struck in the name of his nominal overlord, 
Muhammad Ya'qQb Khan, whose actual fall from power had occurred 
towards the end of 1296 No coins are known bearing the name of 
Muhammad Ayyflb, nor are there anonymous coins associated with 
his tenure Thus the Muhammad Ya'qub issues of 1297 and 1298 
should be regarded as quasi-autonomous coinage of Muhammad 
Ayyüb. With the introduction of machine-struck coinage at Kabul in 
1308 the production of precious metal coinage at Herat was 
suppressed, though sporadic issues of hammered copper coins 
continued to appear at Herat until 1348 

"'Gold tilla Tubingen 92-12 114 (3 41g), silver qiran in the ANS collecUon 
Neither type has yet been listed m the Standard Caratofi Both types are 
exceedingly rare, with probably no more than three or four specimens known of 
each 
"^Reshtiya 1990 247-251 

Peshawar 
We have already noted that the coinage of Peshawar retained the 

name of Ayyüb Shah after his capture by Purdil Khan in 1239 until 
1246, during which years the city was controlled by the half-brother of 
Dost Muhammad, Sultan Muhammad (types KM733 struck 1233-
1245 and KM734 struck 1245-1246157) jn the following year. Sultan 
Muhammad promulgated a quasi-anonymous coinage, bearing the 
couplet 

kandeh bar khod chehre-ye mehr o "^enan 
sekke-ye doulat-e soltan-e zaman 

("the stamp of the fortune of the sultan of the age has engraved on 
Itself the face of the sun and the heavens") and known from rupees 
dated 1247, 1248 and 1249 (KM739) '58 [„ the following year 
Peshawar was taken by the Sikhs, who struck coins there bearing the 
Vikrama Samvat dates 1891-1894, equivalent to approximately 1250-
1253/1834-1837 There is only one further issue of coinage at 
Peshawar, a still unpublished rupee dated 1265 bearing the second 
reign couplet of Dost Muhammad as used at Kabul and the somewhat 
unusual reverse formula jolüs-e nlka-ye Pcshavar 1265 (the first 
word IS largely off the flan and thus undecipherable on the solitary 
known specimen) ' 5 ' 

The Durrani legacy at other mints 
At more than a dozen mints, Durrani prototypes were perpetuated 

as local coinages, differing from anonymous coinages primarily in the 
retention of the name of a Durrani ruler, often deceased, as the 
distinguishing aspect of the coinage It is not my intention to present a 
definitive study of these difficult coinages but rather, secondarily to 
provide a succinct overview, and primarily to encourage others to 
pursue the subject further The following brief survey is based almost 
exclusively on the Krause-Mishler catalogs, arranged by mint in 
alphabetical order 

1 Ahmadpür - Some extremely rare coins in the name of MahmQd 
Shah were struck here in 1248 and 1249 (KM 108), issues of the 
autonomous nawabs of Bahawalpür The frozen year 1217 and 
the couplet of Mahmüd's first reign appear on the obverse The 
"regnal" years on the reverse, 48 and 49, must be shorthand for 
the Hijri years 1248 and 1249, which fell just prior to the 
introduction of the local anonymous type in 1251 No coins are 
known dated 1250 

2 Bahawalpür-Lost to the Durranis in 1233 or 1234, Bahawalpür 
resumed sttiking coins under the local nawab but in the name of 
MahmOd Shah from 1239 until 1250, after which anonymous 
coinage was introduced Issues of 1250 bear a hand-cut reeding 
on the edge, coarsely imitating contemporary East India Company 
coinage '*" 

3 "Balti Stan" - This mint name appears on much of the coinage of 
Ladakh struck between 1771 and 1850 (KM1-KM7), and has 
often been misread as "Butan" Some of these issues bear the 
name of Mahmfld Shah, though Durrani forces never penetrated 
so far to the northeast (KM5-KM6) 

4 Bhakkar- An important Durrani mint until 1234 or 1235, the last 
issue of which bears the name of Ayyüb Shah '*' Coinage 

'57Dated coins of type KM734 have not yet been published but clear examples of 
1245 and 1246 are in the collection at Tubingen (IL6 Fl and F2, resp ) 
'58The KM catalog lists the same type twice, as KM738 assigned to Dost 
Muhammad and as KM739 assigned to Sultan Muhammad Only the latter is 
correct The known dates are 1247-1249 While it is certainly plausible that coins 
of this type dated 1246 might exist, none has been confirmed to date, it is likely 
that all so called issues of 1246 are misreadings ot 1249 
White-King (1896 328) read the couplet somewhat differently but as best 1 can 
determine his version, which conveys the idenUcal meaning, is metrically 
incorrect 
'5'^Tubingen IMl B3 There are also less rare anonymous copper falus of 
Peshawar of the same year beanng the same mint prefix olka (="distnct") 
(Valentine 1914 214, #751 752) 
'^^Khanpür, the third mint of the Bahawalpür nawabs, did not issues coins in the 
name of the Durranis but only commenced production with the anonymous types 
of the nawabs of Bahawalpür 
'^'Date off flan, but presumably 1234 or 1235, Tubingen 95 4-190 (unpublished) 
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resumed shortly thereafter m the name of Mahmüd and continued 
in his name, with some lacunae, until 1270 Issues dated 1259 
and later were struck under Bntish authority Some bear the 
British lion as a mint symbol 

5 Derdjat - Derajat was the mint of Dera Isma'^il Khan m modem 
Pakistan, and was lost to the Barakzays about 1234 The mint 
continued to strike rupees in the name of Mahmüd Shah under the 
Sikh govemors from 1234 until 1251, after which normal Sikh 
coins with dates in the Vikrama era were struck 

6 Jind - A nazarana rupee was struck for Ranbir Singh on the event 
of his 50th anniversary or reign in 1937 (Vikrama era 1993), 
bearing the usual couplet of Ahmad Shah Durrani on the obverse 
(KM-Y2) Some earlier rupees of Ahmad Shah type are assigned 
to Jind (KMl, 2, 3, and Yl), but I have not seen these and query 
their existence 

7 Kaithal - Rupees bearing the usual couplet of Ahmad Shah were 
struck at this town in Haryana state at some point in the late 18th 
or early 19th century (KM 10) 

8 Maler Kotla - Large quantities of rupees and fractions with the 
usual couplet of Ahmad Shah were stmck here from the late 18th 
century until at least 1326/1908 The local ruler is indicated either 
by his initial or by a distinctive symbol 

9 Multan - Copper coins bearing the name of Mahmüd Shah were 
struck here by the Sikhs for nearly 40 years after the town was 
lost to the Durranis (1233-1270) 

10 Nahha - Some rare rupees bearing the name of Ahmad Shah were 
struck at Nabha (Nabha) during the reign of Jaswant Singh 
(1783-1840) (KM20, 25) These are dated in the Vikrama era and 
bear a symbol indicating the local ruler 

11 Patiala ~ The name of Ahmad Shah was retained on the rupee, 
mohur and fractional coins of Patiala in the eastern Punjab from 
the time of Amar Singh (1765-1781) until at least 1937, perhaps 
until the end of the Bntish Raj in 1947 The states of Jind, 
Kaithal, Maler Kotla, Nabha and Patiala were known as the Cis-
Sutlej states because of their location south of the Sutlej River and 
north of Delhi The region had been sporadically occupied by 
Durrani forces during the reign of Ahmad Shah but never 
thereafter 

12 Smd (Haydarabad) - A Durrani mint under Ahmad Shah and his 
son Taymür Shah, Sind was revived as a mint and struck coins in 
the name of TaymOr from 1239-1252 Sind was the provincial 
name, the mint is believed to have been located at Haydarabad, 
which IS appended to the name Sind on some rare rupees dated 
1252 

13 Tatta - It is believed that many ot the rupees in the name of 
Taymür Shah Durrani were actually struck some 50-60 years later 
by the independent local sardars (KM-C45) 

Ferrier's report on metrology 
The most informative description of the various coins in 

circulation m Afghanistan that has yet come to my attention is Femer's 
report in his History of the Afghans, for which I have used Jesse's 
1858 English translation This remarkable passage refers to the year 
1845, which extended from 21 DhO al-Hijja 1260 to 2 Muharram 
1262, thus presumably reflecting the situation in 1260-1261 The 
report is worth quoting in full (italics are his) 

The pnnces of Afghanistan have not coined gold pieces, those 
which are current in that country are the ducat of Russia and 
the tellah of Bokhara The gold tomaun and the silver kran of 
Persia are also in circulation, but at a depreciation of a tenth of 
their value, whereas that of the ducat and tellah is augmented in 
the same proportion Small silver coins called djmdek are 
struck at Herat, in value about fourpence, and at Kandahar 
rupees, also of silver, emd of the value of a shilling At Kabul 
the rupee is worth two shillings 

There are two fictitious light coins current in the three pnncipal 
cities, called chahee and abbasee, two chahees make one 

abbasee, and two abbasees a djmdek or fourpence, there are 
three Herat djindeks in the Kandahar rupee, and two rupees of 
Kandahar to one of Kabul Fractions of the chahee and 
abbasee are represented by a copper com called poul or paiseh 
Its value IS never fixed, and vanes according to the abundance 
or scarcity that exists in the market at the time This value is 
determined every three months by the sovereign on the report 
made to him by the chief agent of police and the five pnncipal 
merchants, who previous to the audience consult their fellow 
merchants of the locality on the subject There are from three 
to five pouls in a chahee according to circumstances, but this 
copper com has no currency except in the towns, where it is 
compulsory to receive it The country-people will not take it 
(the report continues with matters irrevelant to coinage) '^^ 

The equivalencies supplied in this report are in general accurately 
confimed by extant coinage The jendak ("djindek") of Herat is 
obviously KM404, the fine silver com of about 1 92 grams struck 
from 1257 to 1260 The Qandahari rupee introduced in 1260 
(KM 182) weighed about 5 7 grams, thus almost precisely three times 
the jendak of Herat (and thus equivalent to half a traditional Mughal 
rupee) However, the Kabuli rupee was no longer the Mughal rupee 
of 11 5 grams, which would have been equal to two Qandahari rupees, 
but a silver com of two mithqals, about 9 22 grams and possibly of 
somewhat lower fineness as well Unless there was some sort of 
government decreed overvaluation of the Kabuli rupee of the time—for 
which no textual evidence seems to have survived, though the 
possibility cannot be categoncally dismisssed—Femers statement that 
one Kabuli rupee was equivalent to two Qandahari rupees is 
inaccurate, as confirmed by the reports of Lumsden and Kakar 
discussed above under the rubric of the Qandahar coinage ""̂  It is 
possible that Ferrier confounded the khdm rupee and the pokhtch rupee 
and that the kham rupee still retained the value of the old Mughal rupee 
of 11 52 grams in 1260/61, though neither the value of the kham rupee 
nor the relationship between the kham and the pokhleh at the time is 
known 

A few words on the nomenclature used by Ferrier are m order 
The term jendak became totally obsolete in the 20th century However, 
the great Persian lexicographer, A Dehkhoda (1879-1955), inserted a 
personal note in his dictionary under the rubric of jendak, stating that 
when he was a child the jendak was a copper com about the size of 
one's fingernail and equivalent to one fourth of a shahi, thus 12-1/2 
dinars ^^ This coin can be none other that the copper 12-1/2 shahi 
known dated 1301 (1883/84) (KM881, fonnerly Yl) 

The formal designation of the copper coin was falüs, a term found 
inscribed on nearly all copper coins of Iran and Afghanistan from the 
15th to the end of the 19th century The term was not a denomination, 
for in cases where multiple denominations were simultaneously struck 
all bear the designation/a/üj In other words, falüs was a generic term 
best translated as "copper coin" However, in 19th century 
Afghanistan (unlike Iran), all copper coinage was struck to a single 
denomination, invariably called/a/iis on the coins The popular terms 
were, as Ferrier points out, pUI and paisa Pill is probably of Turkish 
origin and may originally have been the Turkish designation for the 
Chinese square-holed cash, the term is attested on some coppers 
issued by the Golden Horde Mongols in Russia and the Crimea in the 
14th century, and remains the common word for "money" in modem 

'*¥emer 1858 318 
"•̂ There is also a problem with the relationship between the shahi and the 'abbasi 
noted by Femer Since its inception upon the accession of Shah 'Abbas 1 in 
996/1588, the 'abbasi had been regarded as a coin of 2(X) dinars, Ihus equal io four 
shahïs of 50 dinars each not two shahis as posited by Femer, though Lumsden 
writing some 15 years later states that there were four Qandahai shahis to the 
•̂ abbasi as noted above It is conceivable but highly unlikely that the nature of the 
two denominations had changed by this time at Kabul, though it remained fixed at 
1 4 in Iran until the I9fiüs and was also I 4 for the machine struck coinage 
introduced at Kabul in 1308/1891 In Iran after I93I the shahi was valued at 5 
new dinars, which were equivalent to 50 old dinars When I tirst visited Iran m 
1964 the nal was valued at 100 new dinars (or 1000 old dinars) and the half rial 
was popularly known as dahshahi, 10 shahis , though the term "̂ abbasi seems to 
have fallen out of use in Iran during the middle of the 13th/19th century 
There is one other minor error in Femer s text Russia was not producing ducats 
dunng the later 18th century or at any time in the 19th century From 1817 
onwards, large quantiUes of five rouble gold coins were struck to a standard of 
6 544 grams of 22 carat gold (KM132, 174, 175 176 and other types after 1854) 
'«''Dehkhoda 1993, v 5 6914 



Persian Paisa is a generic Indian name for a copper coin, under 
British rule it was fixed at 1/4 anna (thus 1/64 rupee) With decimal-
ization (1957 in India, 1961 in Pakistan), the paisa was fixed at 1/100 
of a rupee, which it remains to the present day 

Epilogue 
In this paper I have tried to present a synopsis of the current state 

of research regarding the anonymous Barakzay and associated 
coinages In every aspect my work is surely far from exhaustive On 
the numismatic side, there remain several important collections that 
need to be examined, such as the fine collection of the American 
Numismatic Society and several private collections both in the West 
and in Pakistan On the archival side, there is undoubtedly much 
additional information, especially in the collection of the India Office 
Library in London And on the historiographical side, there are surely 
numerous informative tidbits to be gathered from the contemporary 
and secondary English, Russian, Persian and Pashtu literature, only a 
smattering of which has been consulted during the present endeavor I 
sincerely hope that by scratching the surface of a complex and difficult 
subject I shall have encouraged others to identify my mistakes 

oversimplifications and omissions and to bring additional resources 
into consideration, thus carrying forward the progress of Durrani and 
Barakzay numismatics 

TABULAR SUMMARIES 
In the following table I have summarized the information 

discussed in the text, in order that the user might conveniently access 
the often verbose analyses provided therein The date range is given in 
Hijri years only, the Christian equivalents may be sought in the text, 
which IS arranged m essentially the same sequence as the table The 
ruler is the person whose name is actually on the coin In the case of 
anonymous coinage, either the name of the actual holder of power or 
an appropriate description is supplied in italics For the type 
descnption, a mnemomcally convenient indication is cited Finally, the 
Krause-Mishler (KM) numbers corresponding to the data in the first 
three columns are listed in the fourth column, irrespective of 
denomination (gold types in italics, unlisted types indicated by a long 
dash) Only the issues of Kabul, Qandahar and Herat are included in 
the table 

Kabul j 
Date range 

late 1233-Rabf II 1239 
ca Jumada 1 Jumada II1239 
2nd half of 1239 

beginning of 1240 to middle of 1241 
middle 1241-middle 1245 

1245-1250 

1250 1255 
1255 
1255 
1255 Ramadan 1257 

Ramadan 1257-end of year 1257 
beginning of 1258-Safar 1258 

ca Safar -Rabf I 1258 
ca Rabril-JumadaI 1258 

mid-Jumada 1 to mid-Jumada II1258 
end Jumada ll-Sha"ban 1258 
Sha'ban-Ramadan 1258 
Shawwal to end of year 1258 
early 1259 1280 

early 1280 
mid-1280-RabI' 1 1282 
Rabl'= Il-end 1282 

Ruler Brief type description 
Ayyflb Shah sho^a'^ couplet '" 
Purdil Khan , kalima type 
Hahlh Allah sekke-ye doulat-e soltan-e 

zamdn 
Sultan Muhammad^^'' fakhr kon 
Don Muhammad fakhr kon (differently 

arranged) 
Dost Muhammad couplet naming his father 

Payinda Khan 
Dost Muhammad ' couplet announcing yi/iai/ 
Shah Shuja"̂  haml-ye din couplet 
Shah Shuja^ dorr-e dorran type 
Shah Shuja*̂  soltdn shoja"^ ol-molk shah 

, type 
Muhammad Zaman ya <:aheh oz-zaman type 
Shah Shuja"̂  (as puppet ' saltan shojd'^ ol-molk shah 

of Aminullah Logan) type restored 
Fath Jang ma'^dan couplet type 
Muhammad Zaman couplet as first couplet of 

shah Zaman (originally 
used 1207-1214) 

Path Jang pddshah-e ghaz'i type 
Fath Jang dorr-e dorrdni type 
ShahpOr Shah couplet type 
Muhammad Akhar kalima type 
Dost Muhammad doubdreh couplet type 

Sher'^AII be-vald-ye amir type 
Sher "̂ All , za "^eyn-e marhamat type 
Sher ^A/f nominally i ya sdheb oz-zaman type 

abdicated 

KM numbers j 
468,469 1 
473 
476 

477 
478, 479 

480 1 

481 i 
483 ; 
484 2 ] 
482,484 \,4H7 \ 

r485" i 
484 1,487 1 

\ 
488 1,488 2 \ 
486 

488 4 1 
488 3 
489 j 
493 
496, 497, 498, 

4i)g\6l 1 
502 1 
503 
504 

(later issues he outside the scope of this study) | 

Qandahar 1 
Date range 

RabI' I-about Rabf II or Jumada I 1234 
ca Jumada I 1234-1237 

1239 

1240 1242 
1242-1243 

1244-1255 

1255-1258 
1258 

I 1259 

! l259 

Ruler Brief type description 
Purdil Khan kalima type 
Ayyüb Shah three variants of the sho'^a'^ 

couplet type 
Ayyüb Shah ' as the third variant of above, 

but in debased metal 
Shërdil Khan yd shah-e ghouth al-a 'zam 
Purdil khan kalima type, in debased 

metal 
Purdil Khan until 1245 type as last, but in fine silver 

or 1246, thereafter 
Kohandil Khan ' 

Shah Shuja' hdm'i-ye din couplet 
Fath Jang padshah-e ghazl type 
Kohandil Khan al mulk lillal al-wahid al-

(probably) qahhdr type 
Kohandil Khan sdheb-e molk type 

KM numbers \ 
160 j 
162, 163, 164 

•164a" 1 

165 1 
168 1 
168 (should" be 1 

renumbered 
"168a") 1 

171, 172, 173 1 
178 

} 

183 ; 

' " T h e couplet used for all coins of Kabul Peshawar and Ahmadshahi in the name of Ayyüb 
'^"At first together with Yar Muhammad No change in type marked the latter s departure from Kabul and his resumption of authonly at Peshawar 
16/Xype 498 is a minor variation on KM497 and should not be construed as a distinct type 
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1260-1271 
1272 

1272-1273 

1273-1281 (sic) 

Kohandil Khan 
Rahimdil Khan 

Dost Muhammad 

Dost Muhammad 

sultan-e jahdn type 
' sultdn-e jahan type with 
' rayej added to reverse 
couplet type, mint name 

Ahmadshahl 
couplet type, mint name 

Qandahar 

182 
184 

186, 188 

187 

(later issues lie beyond the scope of this itudy) 

Herat 
1216-1244 

1244-1255 
1257 
1258-1260 
1261 

1263-12671*« 
1269 
1269-1270 
1271 
1272 

1273-1279 (and possibly 1280) 
1280 

1280-1295 

Mahmfld Shah 

Kamran Shah 
Kamran Shah 
Yar Muhammad 
Yar Muhammad 

Yar Muhammad 
Nasir al-DIn Shah 
Sa "id Muhammad 
Sa Id Muhammad 
Muhammad Yüsuf 

Khdn^^ 
Nasir al-Dïn Shah 
Muhammad Ya'qub 

Sher 'All 

khosrov-e giti sctan couplet, 
several arrangments 

couplet type 
name only (jendak) 
kalima type (jendak) 
kalima type (Qandahari 

rupee) 
kalima type (Persian qirdn) 
name & titles 
kalima type 
malek ol-molk type 
malek ol-molk type 

name & titles 
sdheb ol-zaman 

name & titles 

398 (also frac-
tions) 

402, 403 
400 
404 
405 1 

405 1,405 3 
Iran 824 
405 2, A406"'^ 
406, 407 

"409 

Iran 824 
— (both silver & 

gold) 
410,411412, 

413,414 
(later issues lie outside the scope of this study) \ 

Tables of weights 
A thorough analysis of Durrani and Barakzay metrology would 

be a massive effort entailing the weighing of many thousands of coins 
and the chemical analysis of several hundreds For the Sadozay 
period, extending from 1160 to 1233, Whitehead's corpus of Durrani 
coinage at least provides the weight of nearly every specimen 
catalogued, so that the variation in weights between the several mints 
can readily be ascertained. For the years from 1233 to the end of 
hammered coinage in 1308 there is virtually no metrological 
information available in the published literature, including the 

otherwise valuable listings in the Standard Catalog ' •"' Furthermore, 
no analysis of the silver content of the coinage has ever been 
attempted The following tables are thus restricted only to the bare 
weights of the silver rupee (or other denomination when appropriate) 
and do not take into account the frequent (after 1233) debasement of 
the silver content, often apparent to the naked eye Gold is excluded 
The weight standards suggested are approximate, but should be 
accurate to the tenth of a gram or better Only the mints of Kabul, 
Qandahar, Herat and Peshawar are noted The Punjabi mints are 
excluded, as they do not figure in the Barakzay anonymous coinage 

Dates Weight 
Standard (in 
grams) 

Weight 
Standard (in 
local units) 

Denomination Comments 

(when known) 1 
Kabul 1 

1160-1228 
1228-1239 
1240-1245 
1245-1259 
1260-1261 
1262-1280 
1280-1308 

1152g 
ca 10 6g 
ca 9 85g 
ca 9 45g 
no coinage 
ca 9 28g 
9 22g 

2-1/2 milhqal 

2 mithqal 

rupee 
rupee 

_rupee 
rupee 

rupee 
rupee 

possibly closer to 10 7g 

through type KM502 of Sher" All 
continued for the machine struck 

coinage from 1308 to 1338 
1 

1169-1228 
1229-1243 

1244-1259 
1260-1272 
1272-1297 
1297-1308 

1152g 
ca 10 4g 

ca 9 15g 
5 75g 
5 55g 
9 22g 

Qandahar 
2-1/2 mithqal 

30 nokhud 
29 nokhud 
2 mithqal 

rupee 
rupee 

rupee 
Qandahari rupee 
Qandahari rupee 
Kabuli rupee 

good silver 1229-1237, severely 
debased silver 1239-1243 

fine silver resumed 

=48 nokhud 

"̂ **The 1267 coin could be either an issue of Yar Muhammad or of his successor in that year, Sa'id Muhammad 
'^^A kalima type coin has been reported for 1272 (KM408), but the date is "127 followed by across-like ornament that has been misinterpreted as the digit "2" The coin is 
dated 1270 (sometimes repeated on the reverse) and is thus just a varaiant of type KM-A406 Type 408 should be deleted 

^'^Mea culpa" The more than 500 coins of these years in the Tubmgen collection 
have for the most part not yet been weighed, a task that I myself should have 
undertaken during one of my many visits to Tubingen, if not earlier, as most of 
these coins derive from my origmal collection Alas I was just too lazy or too 
involved m other activities to succumb to the time-consuming process of weighing 
coins on an ancient twin-pan balance, and too stingy to invest in a proper 
electronic scale' Fortunately the Ashmolean collection is sufficiently representative 
for determining the changes in weight standards during this period For the Kabul 
mint, the Eastern Khorasan volume of the Tubingen Sylloge {Schwarz 1995) 
provides weights for all listed examples ^ C 



Herat | 
1160-1236 

1237-1239 

1240-1255 

1256 
1257-1260 
1261 
1263-1269 
1269-1270 
1271-1275 
1276 
1277 1292 
1293-1294 
1295-1308 

1152g 

unknown 

ca 10 2-10 4g 

no coins known 
192g 
5 75g 
5 37g 
4 61g 
5 37g 

2-\l2 mithqal 

54 nokhud 

Wnokhud 
30 nokhud 
28 nokhud 
24 nokhud 
28 nokhud 

no iilver coins known 
4 99g 
no coinage 
4 61g 

26 nokhud 

24 nokhud 

rupee 

rupee 

jendak 
Qandahari rupee 
qiran 
qirdn 
qirdn 

qirdn 

qtran 

increasingly debased from some 
pomt in the 1220s onward 

very few coins known, none 
weighed 

probably close to 10 36g, which 
would be 54 nokhud, few 
specimens of known weight 

=1/6 canonical rupee 

contemporary Iranian standard 
contemporary Iranian standard 
contemporary Iranian standard 

contemporary Iranian standard 

follows the weight standard of 
Iranian machine-struck qirdn 
introduced in 1294 

Peshawar 
1160-1227'' 
1228''-1245 

1246-1249 
VS1891-1894 

1152g 
ca 10 6g 

ca 9 4g 
ca 8 4g 

2-1/2 mithqdl rupee 
rupee 

rupee 
rupee 

perhaps slightly heavier, closer to 
10 7gl7i 1 

starting date approximate'''^ i 
Sikh issues with Vikrama years 

equivalent to 1250-1253 Hyn 

Most of the suggested standards are approximations, based on 
insufficient samples, only the canonical rupee of 11 52 grams and the 
Qajar-related qirdn standards at Herat should be regarded as accurate 
For the others, at most several dozen specimens have been published 
with weights or were available to me for weighing, often considerably 
fewer Far larger quantities are needed to determine the weight 
standards with an accuracy approaching the hundredth of a gram The 
task must be left for future researchers Equally importantly, the 
fineness of the silver coinage must eventually be investigated 

Nonetheless, a few observations should be noted The canonical 
rupee weight standard''''' of 11 52 grams was inherited from Nadir 
Shah, who had quite successfully endeavored to integrate the Iranian 
and Indian monetary standards for both gold and silver during the 
course of a series of reforms between 1150 and 1152 (1737-1739) 
This standard was identical to the contemporary silver rupee standard 
of the Mughal Empire The original Durrani rupee was undoubtedly 
of pure silver, again like the Mughal rupee My intuition is that the 
Durrani rulers only began to meddle with the fineness of the rupee 
after the death of Shah Zaman in 1216, but divergences m weight at a 
few mints began much earlier Thus at Derajat a standard of about 
1112 grams had already been introduced during the lifetime of Ahmad 
Shah (1160 1186) Similar developments in India resulted in 
divergent rupee standards in various parts of the county beginning 
roughly during the reign of Muhammad Shah (1131-1161/1719 
1748), wih local weight and fineness standards proliferating dunng the 
later 18th century and throughout the 19th century '''* 

The year 1228/1813 appears to have been a decisive point in the 
development of the Durrani silver coinage, for at Kabul, Qandahar and 
most probably Peshawar the weight of the rupee was reduced "^ 
Rather curiously, for the next thirty years (1229 1259) the Qandahari 

'7'Further research is needed to determine the exact time of transition from the canonical 11 52 gram rupee to the lighter, circa 10 6 10 7 gram rupee and the visual differences 
between the two emissions if any 
'7^1 have no weights for the 1245 1246 coins of type K734 in the name of Ayyub Shah all coins ol Sultan Muhammad (1247-1249) were struck to this standard, apparently 
about 9 4-9 5 grams More research is needed 

' '^It may well be that although the weight of the Herat rupee was not lowered 
until 1240. the silver content was adulterated from 1228 onwards Further research 
IS needed 
' 7̂ A11 citations known to me refer to the period after 1259 when the weight and 
apparently also the value of the Qandahari rupee had been reduced to approximately 
60% of the Kabuli rupee 

rupee remained approximately 3 4% lighter than its Kabuli counterpart, 
except during the years 1239 1243 when the Qandahari rupee was 
struck in low-grade billon Unfortunately, I have not located any 
contemporary indications of the exchange rate between the two sorts of 
rupee '7* Nor is it clear whether the weight differential was 
compensated by a difference in fineness or was rooted in the use of 
divergent systems of weights 

Conclusion 
The analysis that I have presented above cannot be considered as 

definitive For one, the rarity of so many types and the frequent 
appearance of previously unknown dates and variants suggest that 
many more types will be discovered, whether in new hoards or lurking 
in existing collections, public or private Secondly, I have not 
attempted anything approaching a definitive survey of the relevant 
histones and travelogues Thirdly, I have made the timid decision not 
to peer into the records of the India Office and into other potentially 
relevant archival material, or even to consult all the accessible British 
accounts of the two Anglo-Afghan wars Thus there remains a broad 
opportunity for further research and refinement 

The complexity of this coinage and the ambiguous attributions to 
issuer clearly stem from the juridical position of precious metal coinage 
in the Islamic polity, where the right of tikka, the ruler s right to place 
his name on the coinage, becomes the determinant factor for the 
content of com inscriptions Further difficulty arises from the 
ostensibly subtle alterations in the design, layout and calligraphy of the 

''^This standard was initiated in Bengal by the Mughal emperor Humayun circa 
944/1537 38 It was equivalent to 12 ma^has or 96 ratis (both are traditional 
Indian weight standards) The contemporary gold mohur was fixed at 11 1/2 
masha'i about 11 04 grams Both standards were adopted by Ahmad Shah for the 
Durrani coinage in 1160 
'''^Here too lies a potentially very interesting avenue for further research While 
the Eiast India Company and other European rupee standards are well researched, 
the later Mughal and early pnncely state standards remain enshrouded in 
uncertainty 
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coinage that were presumably employed to indicate changes in the 
nominal or fiduciary value of the coins At the present time there is 
little that can be confidently said about these changes, for while there 
exists enough available information to determine or extrapolate the 
weight standards of each issue, we are still completely in the dark 
regarding the fineness of the silver coinage—and silver was the 
fundamental coinage of the Durrani and Barakzay kingdoms In my 
opinion, the determination of the fineness of Durrani and Barakzay 
coinage is the most important prelude to any further monetary studies 
of the region 

There are additional points of uncertainly that one would hope 
would eventually be elucidated by further research For one, the ratio 
between coins of the three metals remains to be determined Was the 
ratio of the gold mohur to the silver rupee constanf How was that 
ratio affected by changes in the weight or fineness of the silver rupee 
(Durrani and Barakzay gold appears to be invariably of extremely 
high purity, like its Mughal counterpart)'' Why was coin production 
concentrated at a remarkably limited number of mints, given the many 
autonomous or quasi-independent regions, especially in the north of 
Afghanistan, for which there is no known coinage"* How did the 
increasing dominance of European coinage and the adoption of 
bimetallic ratios"^ in Europe affect the viability of traditional Afghan 
coinage'' 

As a final comment I would like once again to emphasize the 
importance of deciphering and elucidating the actual royal protocols, 
whether in prose or verse Too often these difficult inscriptions, 
especially those in verse, have been dismissed by modem numismatics 
as mere panegyric or stock formulae of little significance As has 
become apparent in numerous places in the present study (especially in 
the determination of the sequence of the seven Kabul issues struck 
during 1258), an understanding of the coin inscriptions, including all 
their ambiguities and word-plays, is of utmost importance for 
determining the historical context of the coins themselves These 
inscriptions were taken very seriously by those who composed and 
used them Modern numismatists should take them equally seriously 

Cast of Characters 
Due to the complexity of the historical setting of the coins treated 

in this paper and the similarity of so many of the names of the 
personae dramatis, my proofreaders have persuaded me to include an 
index of all the Afghan individuals who arc mentioned in the paper 
Those who issued coins anonymously or quasi anonymously are 
marked with (§), those who struck coins in their names with an 
asterisk (*) Individuals mentioned casually in the text but without any 
significant role in events relevant to the coinage are omitted from this 
hst 

' Abd al-,Iabbar Khan Barakzay — Son of Payinda Khan Barakzay, 
tutor to the young and dissolute Habib Allah in 1239/1824 

•̂ Abd al-Rahman Khan Barakzay (*) — Son of Muhammad Afdal 
Khan, grandson of Dost Muhammad, ruled at Kabul 1297-
1319/1880-1901, but active politically from 1280/1863 onwards 

Ahmad Shah Durrani (*) — Founder of the Durrani empire, 
descended from the Sadozay branch of the Durrani family Ruled 
1160-1186/1747 1772 

Ammullah Logan — Influential leader of the Logari clan, master of 
Kabul for a few weeks at the beginning of 1258/1842 Coins 
struck dumg his fleeting ascendancy bear the name of Shah Shuja*̂  

'Ata Muhammad Khan Barakzay — Son of Payinda Khan, sardar 
of Peshawar circa 1233/1818 until his death in 1240/1824 Coins 
in the name of Ayyüb Shah 

Ayyüb Shah Durrani (*) — Son of Taymflr Shah, raised to the 
throne at Peshawar in 1233/1818 and recognized at Kabul in the 

'''^By a bimetallic ratio I mean a fixed ratio between coined silver and gold as 
was common m Europe and the Americas during much of the 19th century More 
efficient technologies for extracUng silver from its ore developed in the 1860s and 
1870s led to the collapse of the price of silver relative to gold and to the 
replacement of bimetallic systems by the gold standard dunng the 1870s and 
1880s The transition from a bimetallic to a monometallic (gold) standard became 
a key political issue in late 19th century America and proved deletenous to the 
economies of those nations still adhering to a monometallic silver standard, such 
as Iran, India, China and Afghanistan 

following year Ousted from Kabul in 1239/1824, but recognized 
at Peshawar until 1246/1830-31 His fate seems unrecorded 

Dost Muhammad Khan Barakzay (§) (*) — Son of Payinda Khan 
Barakzay and first important Barakzay ruler He ruled at Kabul 
1241 -1255/1826-1839 and 1258-1279/1842-1863 Coins were 
struck in his name at Kabul in 1280, as news of his death at Herat 
just a few days before the end of 1279 probably did not reach 
Kabul until after the change of year, in any case, dies for 1280 
may have been prepared in advance of the change of year Pnor to 
1241 he was governor of Ghazni 

Path Jang Durrani (*) — Son of Shah Shuja', ruled at Qandahar 
and Kabul during parts of 1258/1842 

Fath •= Ali Shah Qajar (*) — Ruler of Iran, 1211-1250/1797-1834 
Fath Khan Barakzay — A son of Payinda Khan , vizier to MahmOd 

Shah during his second reign at Kabul (1224-1233), treacherously 
murdered by order of Mahmüd in 1233/1818 

Habib Allah Khan Barakzay (§) — Son of Muhammad "Azlm 
Khan, briefly in control of Kabul during 1239/1824 

Husam al-Saltana — Iranian governor of Mashhad in the 1260s and 
1270s, took active role in affairs of Herat during those decades 

'Isa Khan Bardarani — A high ranking military officer under 
several rulers of Herat in the 1260s and 1270s, probably of Hazara 
origin, briefly succeeded Muhammad YOsuf as defacto ruler of 
Herat 1272 1273/1856 No coins known 

Kamran Shah Durrani (*) — A son of Mahmüd Shah, ruled at 
Herat 1245 1258/1829-1842 

Kohandil Khan Barakzay (§) — Son of Payinda Khan and chief of 
the Qandahar sardars 1245 or 1246 1255/1829 1839 and again 
1259-1271/1843 1855 

Mahmüd Shah Durrani (*) — A son of Taymür Shah, ruled at 
Herat 1207 1212/1793 1798 and 1216-1245/1801 1829 He also 
held Kabul and was recognized as chief of the Durranis 1216-
1218/1801 1803 and 1224 1233/1809 1818 

Mihrdil Khan Barakzay — One of the five Qandahar sardars, a son 
of Payinda Khan Never ruled on his own 

Muhammad Afdal Khan Barakzay (*) — Eldest son of Dost 
Muhammad, challenged his younger brother Sher 'Alt, ruled 
independently at Kabul 1283 1284/1866-1867 

Muhammad Akbar Khan Barakzay (§) — Son of Dost 
Muhammad Khan, leading power in Kabul at various times from 
1257-1259/1841 1843, his anonymous coins struck in the last two 
or three months of 1258/1842-43 

Muhammad Ayyub Khan Barakzay — Son of Sher "̂ AII Khan, 
succeeded at Herat 1296-1298 but struck coins only in the name of 
Muhammad Ya'qüb 

Muhammad A'zam Khan Barakzay (*) — Second oldest son of 
Dost Muhammad, opposed Sher 'All from the beginning of the 
latters reign, ruled independendy at Kabul 1284 1285/1867 1868 

Muhammad 'Azim Khan Barakzay — A son of Payinda Khan, at 
first governor at Kashmir, later placed Ayyüb Shah on the throne 
at Peshawar in 1233/1818 He was the effective ruler at Kabul 
(but in the name of Ayyüb) from 1234/1819 until his death in 
1239/1823, and at Kashmir 1233 1234 (also in the name of 
Ayyub) 

Muhammad Sadiq Khan Barakzay — Son of Kohandil Khan and 
rival to Rahmdil Khan 1271 1272/1855 no coins are ascribed to 
him 

Muhammad Shah Qajar (*) — Ruler of Iran, 1250-1264/1834-
1848 

Muhammad TimQr Khan Durrani — A son of Shah ShujaS sent 
to govern Qandahar on behalf of the British forces after the second 
deposition of Fath Jang in 1258/1842 He apparently never took 
up his post 

Muhammad Ya'qub Khan Barakzay (§) (*) — Son and successor 
of Sher 'Ah, ruled for a few months in 1296/1879 before 
abdicating He had earlier ruled briefly at Herat in 1280/1863, 
where he struck an anonymous issue 

Muhammad YQsuf Khan Durrani (§) — Greatgrandson of 
Mahmüd Shah (former ruler at Kabul and Herat), grandson of 
FTrüz al Din Durrani, ruled at Herat for a few months in 
1272/1855 1856 

Muhammad Zaman Khan Barakzay (§) — Son of Nawwab Asad 
Khan, grandson of Payinda Khan (thus nephew of Dost 
Muhammad), governor of Jalalabad from 1233/1818 He 
controled Kabul briefly during parts of 1257/1841 and 1258/1842, 
later (Kcastonally holding influential positions dunng the second 
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reign of Dost Muhammad His father had been governor of parts 
of the Derajat in the 1230s 

Nadir Shah (§) (*) — Founder of the Afsharid dynasty in Iran, 
conquered Afghanistan and the Punjab The latter temtones 
became the nucleus of the Durrani state after his death in 
1160/1747 

Nasir al-DIn Shah Qajar (•) — Ruler of Iran, 1264-1313/1848-
1896 Coins were struck in his name at Herat in 1269 and 1273 
1279 

Purdil Khan Barakzay (§) — Son of Payinda Khan and chief of the 
Qandahar sardars 1234 1235/1818-1819 and again 1241-1245 or 
1246/1826-1829 

Rahimdil Khan Barakzay (§) — Son of Payinda Khan and chief of 
the Qandahar sardars 1271 1272/1855 

Safdar Jang Durrani (§) — Son of Shah Shuja'^, governed 
Qandahar during the last months of 1258/1842 While no coinage 
IS known in his name, there is a possibility that he did strike coins 
(see text) 

Sa'id Muhammad Khan Alikozay (%) — Son of Yar Muhammad 
Alikozay, autonomous ruler at Herat 1267 1271/1851 1855 

Shah Shuja' al-Mulk Durrani (*) — A son of Shah Zaman, ruled at 
least five separate times between 1216/1801 and 1258/1842 

Shah Zaman Durrani (*) — A son of Taymflr Shah, ruled over all 
the Durrani lands 1207 1216/1793-1801 

Shahnawaz Khan Barakzay — Son of Sultan 'All Khan, ruled for a 
few weeks at Herat in late 1279/mid 1863 No coins 

Shahpur Shah Durrani (*) — Son of Shah Shuja', ruled for about 
one month in late 1258/1842 

Sher 'All Khan Barakzay (§) (*) — Ruler at Kabul 1280-
- 1283/1863 1866 and 1285 1296/1868-1879 Anonymous coinage 

in 1282 only 
Shêrdil Khan Barakzay (|) — Son of Paymda Khan and chief of the 

Qandahar sardars 1235 1241/1819-1826 
Sultan '̂  All Durrani — A son of Shah Zaman, briefly raised to the 

throne at Kabul in 1233/1818 under the tutelage of Dost 
Muhammad, no coins known 

Sultan "̂ Ali Khan Barakzay — Son of Muhammad '^Azlm Khan, 
grandson of Payinda Khan, ruler of Herat 1273 1279/1856 1863, 
struck coins in name of the shah of Iran, Nasir al-Din Shah 

Sultan Muhammad Khan Barakzay (§) — Son of Payinda Khan, 
ruler of Kabul from the beginning of 1240 to mid 1241 (1824-
1825 or 1826), then sardar of Peshawar 1243 or 1244/1828 until 
ousted by the Sikhs in 1250/1834 Coins struck anonymously at 
Kabul 1240 1241, m the name of Ayyüb Shah at Peshawar 1243-
1246, then quasi-anonymously at Peshawar 1247-1249 

Taymiir Shah Durrani (*) — Son of Ahmad Shah and second ruler 
of the dynasty Ruled as viceroy in the Punjab, with title nizam, 
from 1170-1186/1757 1772 and as king 1186 1207/1772 1793 
Coins struck both as nizam and as king, all bearing his name 

Wall Sher 'All Khan Barakzay (*) — Son of Mihrdil Khan 
Barakzay (one of the Qandahar sardars), grandson of Payinda 
Khan, set up at Qandahar by the British for a few months in 
1297/1880 

Yar Muhammad Khan Alikozay (§) — At first vizier to Kamran 
Shah at Herat, whom he jailed in 1257/1841 Ruled autonomously 
at Herat after Kamran s death, 1258-1267/1842-1851 

Yar Muhammad Khan Barakzay — Son of Payinda Khan, briefly 
joint ruler of Kabul with his uterine brother Sultan Muhammad for 
several months at the beginning of 1240/late 1824 Coins issued 
anonymously during the joint ruler cannot be distinguished from 
those struck afterwards during the sole governorship of Sultan 
Muhammad Later sardar of Peshawar 1240-1243 or 1244/1824 
1828 
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